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Saudi king slams Iran ‘chaos’, 
urges it to quit ‘expansionism’ 

Pentagon: Iran missiles unrivaled in Mideast • US aircraft carrier transits Hormuz 
RIYADH/WASHINGTON: Saudi Arabia’s King Salman
struck a defiant note against the kingdom’s enemies, say-
ing yesterday that missile and drone strikes it blames on
Iran had not halted development and reiterating that
Riyadh will not hesitate to defend itself. He also urged
archrival Iran to abandon an expansionist ideology that
has “harmed” its own people, following violent street
protests in the Islamic republic. 

“We hope the Iranian regime choses the side of wis-
dom and realizes there is no way to overcome the inter-
national position that rejects its practices, without aban-
doning its expansionist and destructive thinking that has
harmed its own people,” the king told the consultative
Shura Council. The region’s leading Shiite and Sunni pow-
ers have no diplomatic ties and are at odds over a range
of issues, including the wars in Syria and Yemen. 

“The kingdom has suffered from the policies and prac-
tices of the Iranian regime and its proxies,” King Salman
said, quoted by the foreign ministry, reiterating that
Riyadh does not seek war but is “ready to defend its peo-
ple”. In his annual address to the appointed Shura
Council, he called again on the international community
to stop Tehran’s nuclear and ballistic missile 

programs and halt regional intervention, saying it
was time to stop the “chaos and destruction” generated

by Iran.  Saudi leaders regularly accuse Iran of stirring
conflicts by supporting Shiite movements in the region.
Tehran denies the charges and in turn says Riyadh sup-
ports radical Islamist groups. In Yemen, the Iran-
aligned Houthi rebels have been fighting the govern-
ment - backed by a Saudi-led military coalition - for
than four years. 

Continued on Page 24

KUWAIT: Al-Khair National Group (Al-
Kharafi Group) announced accepting a pro-
posal by Al-Khair International Stocks
Company (Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi) to pur-
chase 29 percent of Gulf Cable Company’s
shares at a book value of around $500 million.
A press release issued by Al-Khair National
Group explained the sale process will be con-
ducted according to Capital Markets Authority
and Boursa Kuwait regulations. 

Notably, as part of its new strategy to deal
with local and international economic changes,
Al-Khair International Company, owned by
Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi, recently made a
number of substantial acquisitions and pur-
chased shares in operational companies listed
on the stock exchange.  

Bader Al-Kharafi acquires 29% of Gulf
Cable with a book value of $500m

Bader Nasser Al-Kharafi

RIYADH: Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz greets the
Shura Council yesterday as Secretary General of the top
advisory body Abdullah Al-Sheikh looks on. — AFP  

ARDABIL, Iran: Iranians wave the national flag during a rally in support of the Islamic republic’s government and
supreme leader in this northwestern city yesterday. — AFP 

TEHRAN: Iranian President Hassan Rouhani said the
country’s people had defeated an “enemy conspiracy”
behind a wave of violent protests and were celebrating
their victory. Rouhani blamed the deadly unrest on
“anarchists” who took to the streets “based on a plot
that the region’s reactionary, the Zionists and
Americans hatched”, referring respectively to Saudi
Arabia, Israel and the US.

The demonstrations erupted in sanctions-hit Iran on
Friday, hours after the price of petrol was raised by as
much as 200 percent. Motorists blocked highways in
Tehran before the unrest spread to at least 40 urban cen-
tres, with petrol pumps torched, police stations attacked
and shops looted. Officials have confirmed five deaths,
including of three security personnel stabbed by “rioters”.

In Shahriar, west of Tehran, mourners chanted
“Death to America” in a funeral procession yesterday
for one of those killed, a Revolutionary Guards com-

mander. The UN human rights office said it was
alarmed by reports live ammunition had caused a “sig-
nificant number of deaths”. Amnesty International said
more than 100 demonstrators were believed to have
been killed, and that the real toll could be as high as
200. The full extent of the bloodshed was difficult to
ascertain given a near-total Internet blackout since the
weekend.

Rouhani told a cabinet meeting that “our people
have been victorious against ... the enemy’s conspiracy.
“Those anarchists who came out onto the streets were
few in number,” he said, insisting “this is the biggest
display of the power of the nation of Iran”. Supreme
leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said late Tuesday that
“the recent actions were security issues, not from the
people... We have repelled the enemy.” Khamenei has
previously blamed the unrest on the Pahlavi royal family
ousted in the 1979 Islamic Revolution and armed oppo-
sition group the People’s Mujahedeen of Iran, which
Tehran considers a “terrorist” cult.

In Shahriar, thousands of mourners trailed behind a
truck carrying a coffin, clutching portraits of the slain
Guard and posters that read “Down with USA”. 

Continued on Page 24

Iran claims victory
over ‘conspiracy’

JERUSALEM: Israel said its warplanes carried out a
“very intense” attack against Iranian forces and
Syrian army targets in Syria yesterday, in raids a
monitoring group reported killed at least 23 people.
In a rare confirmation of their operations in Syria, the
Israeli army said they had carried out dozens of
strikes against the Iranian elite Quds Force and the
Syrian military, in response to four rockets fired at
Israel a day before.

Britain-based monitoring group the Syrian
Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) said 23 people
were killed in the strikes - 21 fighters and two civil-
ians. Sixteen were non-Syrian fighters, the group’s
head Rami Abdel Rahman said. Iran has fought along-
side Syrian President Bashar Al-Assad’s forces in the
country’s eight-year civil war, heightening Israeli con-
cern over the presence of its arch foe along its border.

“Whoever hurts us, we will hurt him,” Israeli Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said in a statement.
“This is what we did overnight vis-a-vis military tar-
gets of the Iranian Quds Force and Syrian military tar-
gets in Syria after a barrage of rockets was launched
at Israel.” The Israeli army said they had targeted
about a dozen military sites, including warehouses and
military command centers. 

“It was very intense,” spokesman Jonathan
Conricus told AFP. The most important target, he said,
was a control facility at the main international airport
in Damascus. “It is the main building that serves the
(Iranian) Revolutionary Guards... for coordinating the
logistic facilities of transport of military hardware
from Iran to Syria and from Syria onwards,” he said.

Israel has carried out frequent air and missile
strikes against Iranian targets inside Syria since the
country descended into civil war in 2011, but rarely
comments on them. 

Continued on Page 24

Israeli air strikes
kill 23 in Syria

MANILA: A customer smokes at a vape store in the Philippine capital yesterday. — AFP 

MANILA: Philippine police were
ordered yesterday to arrest anyone
caught vaping in public, just hours after
Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte
announced he would ban e-cigarettes.
The abrupt prohibition, revealed by
Duterte late Tuesday adds to a growing
global backlash against a product once
promoted as less harmful than tobacco
smoking. Duterte, a former smoker, called
the devices “toxic” and said vaping intro-
duced “chemicals” into the user’s body.

He ordered the arrest of anyone vap-
ing publicly in a country that already has
some of Asia’s toughest anti-smoking

rules. No formal, written order has been
made public that spells out the scope of
the ban or penalties for violations.
Duterte is notorious internationally for
his deadly anti-narcotics crackdown, but
he has also targeted tobacco with a
wide-ranging ban on smoking in public.

Citing “the order of the president”
yesterday, a statement from the head of
the Philippine police ordered “effective
today, all police units nationwide to
enforce the ban on use of vapes; ensure
that all violators will be arrested”. The
ban came days after Philippine health
authorities reported the nation’s first
vaping-related lung injury, which resulted
in a 16-year-old girl being hospitalized.

Vaping has taken off in the Philippines,
with specialty shops and vapers puffing
away in public a common sight. E-ciga-
rette users were caught off guard by the
ban and questioned the utility of

Continued on Page 24

Duterte bans 
‘toxic’ vaping, 
orders arrests

BAGHDAD: The threat came by anonymous Instagram mes-
sage one late Iraqi evening, making Hala’s blood run cold:
“I’ve got all your pictures and recordings. Shall I send them
to your dad?” The young Iraqi woman received a wave of
similar messages after hackers infiltrated her Facebook,
Snapchat and Instagram accounts and stole explicit images
she had sent in private. “Some of them wanted money, some
wanted a sexual relationship, even if it was just on the phone,
others just wanted to bully me for no reason,” said Hala, 25,
whose name has been changed to protect her identity.

Women in Iraq say they are facing a staggering increase
in online “sextortion” by both malicious hackers and former
romantic partners to whom the women had knowingly sent

photographs, a practice known as revenge porn. Victims,
activists and lawyers blame the phenomenon on a blend of
factors: a conservative society, social media being used as
virtual dating platforms, poor digital security among victims
and weak laws.

The potential consequences can be devastating in a milieu
as conservative as Iraq: At best, an indelible mark of shame
on a family but at worst, a death sentence by “honor killing”
for the victims. Last year, Iraqi model and Instagram starlet
Tara Fares was shot dead in Baghdad, with many suspecting
gunmen who were contemptuous of her comparatively liberal
lifestyle. With Fares’ fate in mind but unwilling to bend to her
blackmailers’ demands, Hala ultimately fled Iraq this year. “But
I still get threats. These people don’t forget.” 

Widespread gender separation has pushed Iraqi youth
to use sites like Facebook or Instagram as de facto dating
platforms, said gender-based violence expert Rusul Kamel.
And in a country with no sex education at school, girls join
secret all-female forums to discuss their bodies or seek
advice. The couples and groups often exchange intimate
photographs - which for a woman in Iraq can be something
as mild as a picture without a traditional Muslim headscarf,

“considered a shame in this society”, said Kamel. These
images were being increasingly exploited, Kamel and other
activists said, relaying testimonies of a half-dozen victims
who declined interviews out of fear their identities would
be revealed. One woman paid $200 every month for four
years to an ex-boyfriend so he wouldn’t publish intimidate
pictures of her, her colleague told AFP. Another had her
photographs stolen by a hacker and sold her telephone and
jewelry to pay him off. 

A third developed an online affair with a man, who then
threatened to forward her pictures to her husband unless
she slept with him. “Cyber-extortion combines almost
every kind of gender-based violence - sexual, psychologi-
cal, economic - and the victims rarely find social or legal
recourse,” said Kamel. 

Indeed, sextortion is rising partly because “there’s no
deterrent”, said lawyer Marwa Abdulridha, who has been
referred dozens of cases in the past three years. She said
entering a police station is considered taboo for Iraqi
women, and victims also fear blackmailers could be pro-
tected by one of the country’s powerful tribes. 

Continued on Page 24

Revenge porn, 
pics: Sextortion 
spreads in Iraq 
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Kuwait Crown Prince receives
new, former prime ministers 

His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with His Highness the
Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah meets with His
Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. — KUNA photos

KUWAIT: His Highness the Crown
Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah received yesterday at Bayan
Palace His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah. His
Highness the Crown Prince also received
His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

Meanwhile, His Highness Sheikh Jaber
Al-Mubarak received at Bayan Palace
yesterday, in the presence of His
Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled, the
Cabinet’s Secretary General Abdulatif
Al-Roudhan and other Cabinet under-
secretaries. His Highness Sheikh Jaber

Al-Mubarak thanked the officials on
their efforts in running the affairs of the
Cabinet, wishing them luck in their work.

In the meantime, National Assembly
Speaker Marzouq Al-Ghanem sent a
letter of congratulations yesterday to
newly assigned Prime Minister His
Highness Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled,
expressing his best wishes on the new
tasks and the formation of the new
government. In his letter, Ghanem also
expressed success in forming a respon-
sible government with cohesion among
its members, and to best serve the
interests of the country. — KUNA

Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak meets with Cabinet officials

His Highness Sheikh Jaber Al-Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah meets with the Cabinet’s Secretary General Abdulatif Al-Roudhan and oth-
er Cabinet undersecretaries, in presence of His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

KUWAIT: His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah addressed a cable of condolences yesterday to
US President Donald Trump, expressing his sincere grief
toward the victims of the recent shooting in several US states.
His Highness the Crown Prince Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah and His Highness the Prime Minister Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Hamad Al-Sabah sent similar cables to US
President Donald Trump, while National Assembly Speaker
Marzouq Al-Ghanem sent condolence cables to US Senate’s
head and Vice President Mike Pence and Speaker of the House
of Representatives Nancy Pelosi.

Meanwhile, His Highness the Amir sent a cable to Italy’s
President Sergio Mattarella, offering his condolences over the
water floods victims in Venice. His Highness the Amir wished a
speedy recovery for the injured, as well as voicing trust that
officials in the friendly country are able to overcome impacts
of such natural disaster. His Highness the Crown Prince and
His Highness the Prime Minister sent similar letters to the
Italian President, while Speaker Ghanem sent cables to
President of the Italian Senate Maria Elisabetta Casellati and
Presidents of the Chamber of Deputies Roberto Fico.

In the meantime, His Highness the Amir sent a cable to
President of Pakistan Arif Alvi, expressing condolences over the
victims of the heavy rainfall in his country. His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah expressed sorrow over the victims who met
their fate during the natural disaster and hoped for the swift
recovery of those affected by the rainfall. His Highness the
Crown Prince and His Highness the Prime Minister sent similar
cables, while Speaker Ghanem sent cables to Chairman of the
Senate of Pakistan Muhammad Sadiq Sanjrani and Speaker of
the National Assembly Asad Qaiser. His Highness the Amir also
sent a cable of condolences to King of Cambodia Norodom
Sihamoni on the death of a royal family member. His Highness
the Crown Prince and His Highness the Prime Minister sent
similar cables. — KUNA

Amir offers condolences
to US, Italy, Pakistan,
Cambodia leaders

KUWAIT: His Highness Sheikh Nasser Al-
Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah on Tuesday con-
gratulated the Sultanate of Oman on the 49th
National Day. This came in a statement to
reporters on the sidelines of the ceremony organ-
ized by the Embassy of Oman to Kuwait on the
Sultanate’s National Day. His Highness Sheikh
Nasser said that Oman’s national day is a happy
day for all GCC countries and peoples, wishing
the Sultanate and its people further progress and
prosperity in light of the leadership of Sultan
Qaboos bin Said.

Meanwhile, Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of
State for Cabinet Affairs and Interior Minister
Anas Al-Saleh said that the Kuwaiti-Omani ties
are firmly rooted, and congratulated the leader-

ship and brotherly people of Oman on this nation-
al occasion. Moreover, Deputy Foreign Minister
Khaled Al-Jarallah praised the great achievements
of the Sultanate during the reign of Sultan Qaboos

at all levels. Oman celebrates its National Day on
November 18 each year; this year comes amid
pioneering civilizational achievements in various
fields led by Sultan Qaboos. — KUNA

Oman embassy
celebrates
national day

KUWAIT: Ambassadors and senior guests cut the cake during the ceremony. 
— Photos by Fouad Al-Shaikh

His Highness Sheikh Nasser Al-Mohammad Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah is welcomed to the ceremony.

Ooredoo Kuwait receives Irish trade minister

Chief Operating officer at Ooredoo Kuwait Fadi Kawar pres-
ents a memento to Irish Minster for Trade Patrick Breen. KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait officials as well as Irish Minster for Trade Patrick Breen and his delegation pose for a group photo.

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, first to launch
innovated digital services in Kuwait, received
the Irish Minster for Trade Patrick Breen and
his delegation last Monday at its company
headquarters in Kuwait City. Minister Breen
was received by Fadi Kawar, Chief Operating
officer at Ooredoo Kuwait and Abdulaziz Al-
Babtain, Chief Business Officer at Ooredoo

Kuwait in addition to Ooredoo Kuwait’s top
management. The Minister was informed of
the latest innovations that the company has to
offer in terms of smart solutions and infra-
structure and cyber security.

Chief Operating Officer Fadi Kawar wel-
comed the Irish Minister of State for Trade
and said, “We are glad that the Irish Minister

of State for Trade Patrick Breen’s visit to
Ooredoo Kuwait, in which a number of topics
related to the telecommunications industry
were discussed in addition to strengthening
the trade relations between Kuwait and
Ireland and showcasing Ooredoo Kuwait’s
position as a market leader in digital transfor-
mation, was a successful endeavor.” 

Ooredoo Kuwait’s top management dis-
cussed an array of topics with Minister Breen
and his delegation about Ooredoo’s existing
products and services and the latest innova-
tions when it comes to cyber security. They
were also presented with the company’s
vision to provide the best and most innovative
services and smart solutions for businesses

and government entities in addition to the
expansion of Ooredoo Group in different
parts of the world and the vast number of
products and services that it offers. Minister
Breen and his delegation also toured a number
of departments in the company, in addition to
the data center which is considered to be the
most modern and innovative in Kuwait. 
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Kuwait Tech International Expo
to be held on 6-9 February 2020 

Under strategic sponsorship of Zain, leading provider of digital services in Kuwait
KUWAIT: As part of the current preparations
for organizing the Kuwait’s largest exhibition
‘Kuwait Tech Expo 2020,’ a press conference
was held yesterday at Jumeirah Hotel with the
participation of Hamad Al-Matar, External and
Internal Relations Department Manager at
Zain Telecommunications Company, and
Abdelfatah Samara, CEO of UCS Group, the
organizing company and the presence of vari-
ous media representatives.

Addressing the guests, Samara said that
organizing ‘Kuwait Tech Expo 2020’ is
prompted by Kuwait’s active interest with the
telecommunication and technology sector and
its desire to build up its ability services and
perform all kinds of transactions to Kuwaitis
and expatriates in a smooth and easy manner.

Samara emphasized at the press conference
on the importance of the telecommunications
and technology sector as a basic building
block in the progress and prosperity of “our
beloved country, Kuwait.” He lauded the sec-
tor’s contribution to transforming Kuwait into a
regional financial and trade center by the year
2035; considering the Expo to be an effective
way to achieve this goal. Furthermore, he
added, the Expo comes in line with the state’s
expanded efforts in providing its services
through mobile phone applications and elec-
tronic applications.

Meanwhile, Matar, External and Internal
Relations Department Manager at Zain Kuwait
stated: “We are delighted with Zain’s strategic
sponsorship of ‘Kuwait Tech Expo 2020,’
which is one of the largest specialized events
in the technology and telecommunications
sector in the State of Kuwait; and we hope it

will contribute to providing effective solutions
to the various state entities to serve the needs
of society from Citizens, residents and institu-
tions in a more effective way.”

Matar explained: “Zain’s sponsorship comes
to confirm its commitment to be present in dif-
ferent activities and events that contribute to
the development of the national economy and
achieves the developmental goals of the coun-
try, especially those related to the telecommu-
nications and technology sector. Whereby
today, the whole world
is undergoing a process
of digital transforma-
tion, and we are ready
to be one of the key
factors in the success of
the digital transforma-
tions that Kuwait is
going through.”

Matar added:
“Through our special booth at ‘KuwaitTech’ we
will be showcasing demos of the latest innova-
tive technology solutions to enable a smart life,
a secure society and a highly efficient business
sector which are based on the main seven pil-
lars of Kuwait development plan which
emanates from the vision of His Highness the
Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah, may God protect him, to see ‘A New
Kuwait’ by 2035, whereby Zain consider itself a
key partner in achieving the goals of this plan.”

Matar concluded: “We hope that our par-
ticipation today reflects Zain’s key role as a
leading national company in interacting with
various planning and developmental projects
that contribute to the advancement and pros-

perity of Kuwait at all levels, especially as it
represents the Kuwaiti private sector which is
considered a strategic partner in the country’s
development plans yet even one of its main
pillars. We wish all the best to our colleagues
in the organizing committee.”

Speaking on a related context, UCS Group
CEO stated that the Expo’s objectives include
finding a common platform for decision makers
and companies and individuals in the field of
telecommunications and technology, creating

opportunities for spe-
cialized companies and
establishments to know
more about the proj-
ects and opportunities
that are available in
addition to finding the
most appropriate
mechanisms for com-
munication through the

display of the company’s products and servic-
es at the Exhibition, thereby contributing to
the development of infrastructure for the vari-
ous developmental projects.

Describing KuwaitTech Expo 2020 as the
only and largest specialized in telecommunica-
tions, technology and electronics, Samara said
that the Exhibition activities will start from the
6th to 9th of February 2020 at Kuwait’s
International Fair ground, praising the positive
response from government sectors, local and
international companies to participate in the
Exhibition. Samara pointed out that the
Exhibition is divided into two events at the
same time. The first event is ‘Kuwait
International Technology Show’ which is the

largest B2B show giving specialized companies
the opportunity to showcase their latest prod-
ucts and applications and paves the way to
discuss, exchange ideas and information about
the telecommunications and technology indus-
try, information systems, smart applications in
addition to the exposure to the latest strate-
gies and building partnership with the major
participating companies through face-to-face
meetings with leading decision makers,
researchers and professionals within this sec-
tor. The second event is the ‘Kuwait Tech
Shopper’ which is the only exhibition special-
ized in direct sales of telecommunication
gadgets, smart phones, electronic devices and
their accessories. This event will provide a

unique opportunity for all specialized compa-
nies to be present and interact directly with
the public and present some exciting offers. In
addition, both Kuwaitis and expatriates will
experience a good platform to compare
between brands and benefit from the reduced-
price offers.

In conclusion, Samara highly valued Zain’s
sponsorship of the Exhibition activities, adding
that being one of the biggest national compa-
nies and a leader in the field of electronic and
digital services, Zain’s sponsorship is prompt-
ed by the company’s keenness to have an
effective participation in specialized activities
that benefit Kuwait and contribute to the
development of the national economy.

KUWAIT: Hamad Al-Matar, External and Internal Relations Department Manager at Zain
Telecommunications Company (right), and Abdelfatah Samara, CEO of UCS Group,
attend the press conference. — Photo by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Zain partner
to achieve

vision goals

NEW YORK: Kuwait said that the rec-
onciliation process requires continued
support from the UN and international
community, describing it as a prickly
and long-term process, yet its success
will make us avoids destruction and
losses. This was derived from a speech
delivered by Kuwait’s Permanent
Representative to the UN Ambassador
Mansour Al-Otaibi Tuesday evening,
during a UN Security Council (UNSC)
session about the role of reconciliation
in maintaining international peace and
security. He pointed out that the recon-
ciliation process requires participation
from the civil society and media, point-
ing out to develop a media strategy to
raise awareness and encourage mem-
bers of society to overcome conflict.
UNSC held many discussions over the
past 10 years on preventive diplomacy
tools such as mediation in conflict reso-
lution, he noted. He explained that in
order for reconciliation to succeed,
UNSC should fulfill  requirements,
adding that the success is contingent on
respecting human rights and the inter-
national humanitarian law.

Otaibi underlined the importance of
developing an integrated strategy for
reconciliation, pointing out that dialogue
requires making concessions, sacrifices,
healing wounds and moving forward
with political will. The UN have been
exercising peacekeeping operations
since 1948, he said. Al-Otaibi pointed
out that the peace operations succeeded
in many countries, while faced chal-
lenges in others, noting that it is the
responsibility of the special envoys of
the secretary-general and his represen-
tatives to start dialogues leading to a
successful reconciliation. The
Peacebuilding Commission (PBC) often

plays a key and vital role in this process,
through the provision of advice and inte-
grated strategic proposals for peace-
building and post-conflict recovery, he
underscored.

Otaibi called for ensuring reliable
funding for sustainable financial invest-
ment, particularly through PBC and the
Peacebuilding Fund (PBF).The reconcili-
ation process should not ignore the
needs and concerns of women, the
youth, refugees and displaced people,
Otaibi added. That there is no single
model of reconciliation, although each
case has its own characteristics, accord-
ing to the conflict in question, along with
the historical, cultural, social and eco-
nomic dimensions related to the out-
break of this conflict. Kuwait hoped to
see the signing of a peace agreement
and national reconciliation in all conflict
points on UNSC’s agenda in Syria,
Yemen, Afghanistan and other areas of
conflict. —KUNA

Kuwait urges int’l community to
support reconciliation processes

NEW YORK: Kuwait’s Permanent
Representative to the UN Ambassador
Mansour Al-Otaibi speaks during a UN
Security Council session about the role
of reconciliation in maintaining inter-
national peace and security. — KUNA

TOKYO: Kuwait’s trade surplus with
Japan shrank 13.5 percent from a year
earlier to JPY 41.4 billion ($382 mil-
lion) in October, down for the first
time in two months due to sluggish
exports, the Finance Ministry said
yesterday. But Kuwait stayed in black
ink with Japan for 11 years and nine
months, as exports still offset imports
in value, the ministry said in a prelimi-
nary report. Kuwait’s overall exports
to Japan slid 5.1 percent year-on-year
to JPY 62.4 billion ($576 million) for
the first drop in two months. Imports
from Japan jumped 17.4 percent to
JPY 21.0 billion ($194 million), up for
the first time in eight months. Middle
East’s trade surplus with Japan
plunged 37.8 percent to JPY 434.2

billion ($4.0 billion) last month, with
Japan-bound exports from the region
dropping 27.9 percent from a year
earlier. Crude oil, refined products,
liquefied natural gas (LNG) and other
natural resources, which accounted
for 95.6 percent of the region’s total
exports to Japan, fell 27.6 percent.
The region’s overall imports from
Japan increased 3.6 percent, buoyed
by strong demand for automobiles
and steel. The world’s third-biggest
economy logged a global trade sur-
plus of JPY 17.3 billion ($159 million)
in October for the first time in four
months, thanks to lower energy bills.
Exports declined 9.2 percent from
the year before chiefly due to weak
shipments of vehicles, power gener-
ating machines and steel. Imports
plunged 14.8 percent on lower prices
of crude oil, liquefied natural gas and
other energy commodities. China
remained Japan’s biggest trade part-
ner, followed by the US. The trade
data are measured on a customs-
cleared basis before adjustment for
seasonal factors. — KUNA

Kuwait’s trade
surplus with
Japan down
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KUWAIT: Vehicles drive along the Sheikh Jaber Causeway. — Photo by Ahmad Al-Mutairi (KUNA)

Belgium, Kuwait determined to
strengthen economic ties, cooperation

BRUSSELS: The first Belgium-Kuwait joint economic
committee meeting ended Tuesday evening in Brussels
with both sides expressing satisfaction over the outcome
and underlined their determination to deepen and
strengthen their bilateral economic cooperation.
Ambassador Anick Van Calster, Director General for bilat-
eral affairs at the Belgian foreign ministry, described the
outcome of the meeting as “very fruitful.”

“It was long overdue because there is really a room to
further increase our economic relation,” she said. “It was a
successful meeting because both parties with large dele-
gations were able to present the opportunities but also
the challenges they face in working together,” said Van
Calster who led the Belgian side at the meeting. “We got
some new ideas how to work better together and more,
and we have already decided that we will meet again next
year to develop our cooperation” she added. Kuwait’s
ambassador to Belgium, EU and NATO described the
meeting as “historical which laid the ground for a fruitful
futuristic cooperation in the economic field between
Belgium and Kuwait.”

“We had very open, transparent and fruitful discus-
sions where we talked about the possibilities that are
ahead of us and the challenges that we need to overcome
to take this economic relationship to a higher level,” he
said. “There are many opportunities by Kuwait to Belgian
companies. We are a leading country in so many aspects
and we need to explain this to our Belgian side and this
was done [during the meeting],” he noted. Sam Servaes,
economic and commercial counselor in the Belgian
embassy in Kuwait, said the meeting went “very well.”

“We were happy to welcome the large Kuwaiti delega-
tion including various institutions. They gave a rich pres-
entation,” he said. The Belgian side presented three suc-
cess stories in the medical sector, in Kuwait and in the
ports sector in Kuwait, he noted. He said that there is

good collaboration between the Antwerp port in Belgium
and the port in Kuwait. “Such meetings are pivotal for our
relations,” he indicated and noted that a delegation of
Kuwait chamber of commerce is expected to visit Belgium
next year and added, “we hope that lot of business oppor-
tunities will come from that.”

The Belgian side will also organize at the end of next
year a new trade mission to Kuwait focused on the enter-
tainment sector, said Servaes. The one-day meeting was
divided into two sessions, one dealing with the economic
situation in Belgium and Kuwait and the economic oppor-
tunities available. The second session on the Economic
Dialogue was about success stories, the difficulties encoun-
tered and future cooperation between the two countries.
Assistant foreign minister for economic affairs Amal Al-
Hamad who led the Kuwaiti delegation said, “Kuwait has
numerous success stories with different countries of the
world but they vary depending on the economic environ-
ment, facilities and investment opportunities.”

Dennis Gijsbrechts, analyst at Belgium’s Foreign Trade
Agency noted that Belgian exports to Kuwait in the first
six months of 2019 amounted to about 125 million euro
($138 million), an increase of 8.2 percent, while Belgium’s
imports from Kuwait were valued at 21.5 million euro
($23.8 million) an increase of 57.8 percent.

Representatives from 11 agencies of Kuwait, including
Q8, Kuwait Ports Authority, Kuwait Direct Investment
Promotion Authority, Supreme Council for Planning and
Development, and Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research
participated in the one-day event. They explained in their
presentations to the Belgian side of major steps taken by
Kuwait to improve its business environment and invest-
ments opportunities under the Kuwait vision 2035.
Representatives from seven Belgian agencies took part
who elaborated on the opportunities and capabilities of
Belgian companies to do business in Kuwait. — KUNA

NBK completes training program for KPC employees

KUWAIT: The National Bank of Kuwait’s (NBK) Group
Human Resources, in cooperation with Foreign Corporate,
Oil and Trade Finance Group, has completed the second
phase of the training program held for employees of the
Kuwait Petroleum Corporation (KPC) and its subsidiaries.

The training program, which was launched last year,
comprised two phases of both practical and theoretical
training and extended for four weeks. The training program
covered several business divisions including Treasury,
Operations, Risk Management, Letters of Guarantee,
Letters of Credit, Project Financing, Trade Finance in addi-
tion to Anti-Money Laundering.

“NBK is committed to spreading the banking culture
within its social responsibility framework as the top private
sector bank in Kuwait. NBK is also keen on developing the
human capital especially in the state-owned entities with
KPC and its subsidiaries in the lead,” said Emad Ahmed Al-
Ablani, General Manager - Group Human Resources,
National Bank of Kuwait. “NBK primarily seeks to boost
the technical skills of those working in the oil segment and
dealing with the banking institutions in general and the
NBK in particular, through delivering a comprehensive

introduction about the banking services offered to different
categories of clients,” Al-Ablani added.

On the other hand, Pradeep Handa, General Manager of
Foreign Corporate, Oil and Trade Finance Group, National
Bank of Kuwait, said, “The training program underscores
the strategic partnership and the well-founded relations
between NBK as well as the Kuwait Petroleum Corporation
and its subsidiaries. It also ensures NBK’s commitment to
the strategic oil segment, in line with Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation’s vision 2040, which will enable KPC become
a global, full-fledged oil and gas hub.”

“NBK’s training plans come within the bank’s effective
efforts to raise a new competitive and productive genera-
tion, in line with its social and development initiatives,”
Handa indicated. NBK’s training initiatives delivers on its
profound vision to invest in the human capital. It allocates a
team of prominent banking experts to share their expertise
with the promising talents. The bank’s annual initiatives
came in line with its clear policies pertaining to its social
responsibility framework. NBK’s programs continue to
reflect the leadership role it has undertaken for decades in
the local sector.
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Kuwait int’l book fair opens with
nearly 500 publishers participating

Featuring around 500,000 titles, of which 13,000 are new

By Nawara Fattahova

KUWAIT: The 44th Kuwait International
Book Fair  opened yesterday at  the
Internat ional  Fairground in Mishref .
Apart from the thousands of books dis-
played in halls 5, 6 and 7, many cultural
activities are accompanying the fair that
is on till Nov 30, 2019. Nearly 500 pub-
lishers representing 30 Arab and foreign
countries are participating in the fair. 

“This  year ’s  fa i r  inc ludes around

500,000 titles, out of which 13,000 are
new. For the first time, the book fair this
year has a foreign guest of honor - the
United Kingdom. This is on the occasion
of the 120th anniversary of friendly rela-
tions between Kuwait and UK,” said
Minister  of  Informat ion and State
Minister for Youth Affairs Mohammed
Al-Jabri during the opening ceremony.   

The event includes a variety of activi-
ties. “Various cultural activities will be
held starting today. These include lec-

tures, symposiums, poetry events, work-
shops and visual shows at the Cultural
Cafe. In addition, there is an art and
photography exhibition in halls 5 and 6.
The activities are for both adults and
kids as well,” said Dr Tahani Al-Adwani,
Acting Secretary General of the National
Council for Culture, Arts and Letters
(NCCAL). 

“The International Book Fair is a great
opportunity to find different books from
al l  f ie lds and in  di f ferent  languages

under one roof. Also the accompanying
activities are very useful so the visitors
should not miss it. The activities are held
daily; some are in the morning period,
whi le  the major i ty  are  he ld  in  the
evening,” added Adwani.  

Director of Kuwait International Book
Fair Saad Al-Anezi said NCCAL is not
responsible for banning books from the
fair as this is the duty of the ministry of
information. “I can say that less than 1
percent of books were banned. This sig-

nif ies  the commitment of  publ ishing
houses to local laws. NCCAL is merely
the organizer of this event and not the
inspector of publications,” he pointed
out. “Apart from the participating pub-
lishing houses, 34 public organizations
and 46 public institutions from Kuwait
and Arab countries are also participating
in this fair. Furthermore, a caricature
exhibition, formative arts exhibition and
a museums and monuments exhibition
are also being held,” Anezi added.

KUWAIT: Minister of Information and State Minister for Youth Affairs Mohammed Al-Jabri inaugurates the 44th Kuwait International
Book Fair. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat Visitors attend the 44th Kuwait International Book Fair.

A woman reads a book at one of the booths. A man arranges books at a booth. Two young men read books at a booth in the fair.

By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: Mubarak Al-Kabeer municipal
inspectors conducted inspection cam-
paigns in the governorate’s areas, said the
head of the inspection team Nasser Al-
Hajeri, noting that the campaign resulted
in issuing 50 warning notices for unload-
ing construction material on public prop-
erty, soil leveling, building barriers along
sidewalks, spilling oil on public roads, con-
struction and safety violations and clean-
ing violations. 

Senior citizens
The acting public relations manager at

the ministry of social affairs Fatima Al-Fadhli
announced launching new services for sen-
ior citizens at the citizen service center at
the Avenues Mall. Fadhli explained that the
services presented by the ministry of social

affairs employees to elderly include issuing
priority cards, parking services and house
care services. In addition, the new services
also include responding to inquiries, facili-
tating transactions as well as guiding senior
citizens and their families to the easiest
ways to process those transactions. 

Medical equipment
The Ministry of Health’s (MoH) assis-

tant undersecretary for food and medicine
control Dr Abdullah Al-Bader announced
that undersecretary Dr Mustafa Redha
had issued a directive regulating the with-
drawal, suspension and cancellation of
medical equipment and other require-
ments, including medicine. Bader
explained that the decision was made
upon recommendations from the medical
equipment safety team to maintain the
highest safety levels for patients.

Warnings handed in Mubarak
Al-Kabeer crackdown

By Faten Omar

KUWAIT: The embassy of Brazil to Kuwait organized a
seminar that discussed the production, export, logistics,
and solutions to import Brazilian fruit to Kuwait. During
his speech, Brazilian Ambassador to Kuwait Norton de
Andrade Rapesta said that Brazil has the potential to
produce almost all fruits in all seasons. However, other
countries currently meet the growing international
demand for differentiated varieties that were originally
from Brazil.

“Brazil is not far from Kuwait as everybody thinks. It
is just as far as the US. We have a variety of Amazon
fruits. We can produce high quality fruits all year long
because of our weather,” the ambassador said. He
added that Brazil has the potential to export fruits to
Kuwait directly if Kuwaiti companies organize the
process well. “Normally, when a shipment comes from
Brazil to Kuwait, it takes a long journey that goes
through Africa, Dubai, and many other transits. We can
ship it directly from Brazil to Kuwait through cargo, but

we need the best for companies and consumers in
Kuwait.”

He pointed out that the extraordinary biodiversity of
Brazilian nature is reflected in the great variety of fruits
from this country, hoping to see fruits from Brazil in the
Kuwaiti markets soon. Meanwhile, Counselor Claudia
Assaf, Head of Commerce Promotion Department at the
Embassy of Brazil, said that Brazilian fruit growers have
been kicking goals in international markets, wondering
of the reason that Brazilian fruits have not reached the
Kuwaiti market yet.

“Why can’t the market in Kuwait have more than one
kind of Brazilian fruits? Brazil’s total export in 2018
reached $240 billion for agribusiness products.
Brazilian fruits come to Kuwait through mediate coun-
tries where the fruits’ cost will be more expensive than
if it comes directly,” she noted.

She added that most countries that import Brazilian
fruits know that the fruits have quality, productive and
of good value so they can re-export to other countries
especially GCC states where consumers look for quali-
ty. “The value exported in 2018 from Kuwait was
$200,000 by a Kuwaiti company that imported their
goods directly from Brazil,” she said.

She revealed that Qatar Airways announced that it
has cargo flights twice a week from Brazil, suggesting
that Kuwait must take advantage of that. “The prices of
Brazilian fruits in Kuwait are high because of the dis-
tance and the mediations, and if we make it easier to
reach the Kuwaiti market, it will be cheaper.” 

Kuwaiti firms urged
to import
Brazilian fruit

Fire department introduces new speedboats

KUWAIT: Director General of Kuwait Fire Service Directorate (KFSD) Lt Gen Khaled Al-Mikrad commissioned a new batch of fire and
rescue speedboats equipped with advanced navigation systems. Mikrad thanked Deputy Premier, State Minister for Cabinet Affairs,
and acting Interior Minister Anas Al-Saleh for his support of firemen.—By Hanan Al-Saadoun

By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: Following his appointment as prime minister,
HH Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah has started consul-
tations and contacts to form the new Cabinet, official
sources said. The sources explained Sheikh Sabah Al-
Khaled wishes to select two lawmakers to join the
Cabinet instead of only one as in the previous govern-
ment. “The current minister MP Mohammed Al-Jabri will
likely return to parliament,” the sources said. 

The sources said the first choice was made and it was
agreed to appoint MP Rakan Al-Nisf as minister of com-
merce and industry and minister of state for youth affairs,
while the second appointment is still in progress through
contacts with several MPs including Bader Al-Mulla. The
sources added that the head of the government commu-
nication center and the government’s official spokesper-
son Tareq Al-Mezram would be appointed information
minister, while former information minister Sheikh Hamad
Jaber Al-Ali Al-Sabah will be appointed as foreign minis-
ter. Head of the national security bureau Sheikh Thamer

Al-Ali Al-Sabah will be appointed as interior minister, the
sources speculate.

Moreover, the sources said there is a lot of controver-
sy concerning the defense portfolio. Although Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled offered it to deputy chief of joint staffs
Lt Gen Abdullah Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah, no decision
has been made yet. “Hawally Governor Sheikh Ahmed
Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Sabah may be appointed defense
minister if his brother declines the position,” the sources
underlined, noting that nomination of sheikhs for ministe-
rial portfolios is usually discussed within the ruling family
council first. 

In addition, the sources said the current Minister of
Awqaf Fahd Al-Shulah will remain in office and also han-
dle the justice ministry instead of the ministry of state for
municipal affairs. “The current Justice Minister Fahd Al-
Afasi is so far out of the new Cabinet’s formation,” the
sources underlined, adding Education Minister Hamed
Al-Azmi may remain in office while Minister of
Commerce and Industry Khaled Al-Roudhan might be
appointed finance minister. The sources explained that
consultations are in progress to select one of public
works ministry’s previous officials to succeed resigned
minister Jenan Bushehri.

Jailed citizen back home
Kuwaiti citizen Yasser Al-Bahri, who had been

detained in US prisons for 15 years, arrived in Kuwait
yesterday escorted by Kuwaiti Consul to New York
Hamad Al-Hazeem and two US immigration officers. 

New Cabinet
formation could
feature fresh faces
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More countries 
affected by 
terrorism even 
as deaths fall 
PARIS: The number of global deaths from terror-
ism fell 15.2 percent in 2018, even as the number of
countries affected by extremist violence continued
to grow, the 2019 Global Terrorism Index showed.
From a high of 33,555 deaths in 2014, when the
Islamic State (IS) group lured tens of thousands of
jihadists to the Middle East, the number of terror-
ism deaths has more than halved to 15,952 in 2018,
the index published by the Sydney-based Institute
for Economics & Peace (IEP) showed.

The largest declines in 2018 were recorded in
Iraq, which proclaimed a military victory over IS
the previous year, and Somalia, where US forces
have been conducting airstrikes against Shabaab
extremists since 2017. For the first time since
2003, Iraq was not the country worst-hit by ter-
rorism, according to the index which defines ter-
rorism as “the threatened or actual use of illegal
force and violence by a non-state actor to attain a
political, economic, religious, or social goal
through fear, coercion, or intimidation”.

Afghanistan, where the Taleban succeeded IS
as the world’s deadliest terror group, topped the
table with 1,443 attacks killing 7,379 people,
ahead of Iraq with 1,131 attacks that left 1,054
dead and Nigeria, with 562 attacks that killed
2,040 people. Syria, which counted 131 incidents
that claimed 662 lives, ranked fourth. In Europe,
where no major terror attack was recorded in
2018, the number of deaths fell from over 200 in
2017 to 62.

“The collapse of ISIL (IS) in Syria and Iraq was
one of the factors allowing Western Europe to
record its lowest number of incidents since 2012,
with no deaths attributed to the group in 2018,”
IEP executive chairman Steve Killelea wrote in a
statement accompanying the report. “However, the
situation still remains volatile, with large parts of
Syria being contested and many smaller groups
sympathetic to ISIS philosophies being active,
leaving the possibility of further Islamist attacks in
Europe,” he added.

The report also noted that while “the intensity
of terrorism has declined...terrorism is still wide-
spread and increasing.” In 2018, 71 countries suf-
fered at least one terrorism-related death, the sec-
ond-highest number since the beginning of the
century. The index meanwhile noted a huge leap in
the deaths caused by far-right terrorism in
Western Europe, North America and Oceania,
with the number of deaths growing by 320 per-
cent over the past five years. —AFP

COLOMBO: In this picture taken on November 8, 2019, laborers work at the construction site on reclaimed land as part of the Chinese-funded project for Port City. (See page 9 for more on this story)

COLOMBO: Newly elected Sri Lankan
President Gotabaya Rajapaksa yester-
day named his brother Mahinda as
Prime Minister, cementing the grip on
power of a clan credited with brutally
crushing the Tamil Tigers a decade ago.
Mahinda, a two-term president himself,
will be sworn in as premier today fol-
lowing the resignation of Ranil
Wickremesinghe after his party suffered
a humiliating defeat at the weekend’s
presidential polls.

The Rajapaksa brothers ruthlessly
destroyed the Tamil Tigers to end Sri
Lanka’s decades-long civil war, with the
security services they controlled
accused of war crimes and multiple
human rights abuses. During Mahinda’s
2005-15 rule Sri Lanka also moved clos-
er to China, borrowing almost $7 billion
for infrastructure projects — many of
which turned into white elephants mired
in corruption.

A spokesman for the new administra-

tion said Mahinda, 74, will be sworn in
by the 70-year-old Gotabaya. Two other
brothers, Basil and Chamal, are also
active in politics. “Prime Minister
Rajapaksa will have his cabinet appoint-
ed shortly after taking his oath of office,”
said spokesman Vijayananda Herath.

Gotabaya, a former army lieutenant-
colonel, was defense secretary during
Mahinda’s decade as president. With the
older Rajapaksa taking over as prime
minister, Sri Lanka will for the first time
have siblings at the helm. During the first
Mahinda presidency, eldest brother
Chamal was the speaker of parliament.
Wickremesinghe formally announced his
resignation Wednesday clearing the way
for the Rajapaksas to form a minority
government ahead of possible snap elec-
tions early next year.

Adored ... and loathed 
Wickremesinghe’s party put forward

Sajith Premadasa in the presidential

election but he was soundly beaten by
Gotabaya in a highly divisive election in
the island nation of 21.6 million. The
Rajapaksas are adored by the Sinhala-
Buddhist majority — but loathed among
minority Tamils — for spearheading the
defeat of separatist militants in 2009 to
end the 37-year civil war. One analyst
said Sinhala-Tamil division could widen
under the new regime.

“The strongly Sinhala nationalist
character of Gotabaya’s campaign, his
reliance for the win almost entirely on
votes from Sinhalese, and his brother’s
policies... all suggest that persistent
ethnic and religious tensions ... could
dangerously sharpen,” said Alan
Keenan of the International Crisis
Group.

Around 40,000 Tamil civilians were
allegedly killed by the military in the
closing stages of the conflict when
Gotabaya effectively ran the security
forces. During the three-month election

campaign held in the shadow of Islamist
extremist attacks in April, Gotabaya
pledged to make his charismatic and
popular brother Mahinda prime minis-
ter. Wickremesinghe came to power in
2015 on a promise to prosecute mem-
bers of the outgoing Mahinda regime
— who were accused of corruption and
even murder — but he failed to bring
any perpetrators to justice.

He ended up facing accusations of
cronyism and incompetence himself, and
was also implicated in several financial
scandals. Wickremesinghe’s government
was blamed for major security lapses
that allowed Islamist extremist suicide
bombers to hit three churches and three
hotels on Easter Sunday, killing 269
people. The current parliament was
elected in August 2015 for a five-year
term and cannot be dissolved until at
least March next year. Legislators can,
however, ask for a snap poll through a
majority resolution.   —AFP

New president Gotabaya picks Mahinda as prime minister

Malta mogul 
arrested on 
yacht for 
journalist murder 
VALLETTA: Malta yesterday arrested a
tycoon in connection with the murder of
journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia, the day
after an alleged middleman was offered a
pardon to identify the mastermind behind
the killing. Maltese national Yorgen Fenech
was detained on his yacht at dawn as he
tried to leave Malta, a police source told
AFP, in the latest development in the long-
running case that has raised questions about
the rule of law in Malta.

Before her 2017 murder, which sparked
outrage and protests in the Mediterranean
island, Caruana Galizia reported on corrup-
tion — including alleging that a company
owned by Fenech was connected to high-
level politicians. Caruana Galizia’s son
Andrew said Prime Minister Joseph Muscat
“has blood on his hands” for protecting
those involved. The Maltese government has
faced a torrent of criticism over its handling
of the case. The murdered journalist’s family
called Wednesday for the tourism minister
and the prime minister’s chief of staff to
resign over alleged planned payments from
Fenech’s company.

Fenech was intercepted just after 5:30
am local time (0430 GMT), and his sleek
white and blue yacht Gio was accompanied
back to port. “We have arrested a man as
part of our investigations into the murder of

Daphne Caruana Galizia,” a high-ranking
police source told AFP. “He was on his boat
at the time of arrest,” he said, defining
Fenech as “a person of interest” in the case.
Caruana Galizia, described by supporters
as a “one-woman WikiLeaks”, had high-
lighted corruption in Malta, including
among politicians, before she was blown up
by a car bomb. Prime Minister Joseph
Muscat said Tuesday he had promised a
pardon if an alleged middleman arrested
last week named the person who ordered
the attack, which made headlines around
the world.

‘Mafia island’ 
Three men are facing trial for allegedly

carrying out the brutal killing, but the mas-
termind has not yet been identified. The 53-
year-old blogger left behind a husband and
three sons, who accused Muscat of filling his
office with crooks and creating a culture of
impunity that turned Malta into a “mafia
island”. Fenech is the director and co-owner
of Electrogas, which won a multi-million
euro contract from the Maltese state in 2013
to build a new gas power station.

He was also director of one of the coun-
try’s most powerful businesses, the Tumas
Group, which runs among other things the
Hilton Malta and Portomaso Casino. But in
company documents seen by AFP, Fenech
resigned the post last week and was
replaced by his brother Franco. A leaked
Malta Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit
(FIAU) report identified Fenech as the owner
of a company in Dubai called 17 Black.
Caruana Galizia had written in her blog
about 17 Black some eight months before
her death, alleging it was connected to
Maltese politicians.

‘Must resign’ 
Much of her work had been centered on

what the huge Panama Papers data leak
unveiled about corruption at the highest lev-
els in Malta. Leaked emails revealed in court
appeared to show that Panama companies
owned by then energy minister Konrad
Mizzi and Keith Schembri, the government
chief of staff, stood to receive payments
from 17 Black.

The alleged planned deposits into the
two offshore companies were for unspeci-
fied services. “It’s time for Mizzi and
Schembri to resign and be placed under sur-
veillance,” son Andrew Caruana Galizia said
on Twitter after Fenech’s arrest. If Muscat

had not protected the pair, “my mother
would still be alive”, he wrote. Mizzi is cur-
rently the tourism minister.

Andrew’s brother Paul tweeted that “we
got here in spite of Joseph Muscat”, as a
protest was called for later Tuesday outside
the prime minister’s office. The prime minis-
ter said yesterday there was no evidence he
knew of linking politicians to the murder,
and insisted it was his order for police to
increase surveillance that prevented
Fenech’s “potential escape”. Malta had
repeatedly refused to open a public inquiry
into the killing but made a surprise U-turn in
September and appointed a retired judge to
head the probe. —AFP

LONDON: n this file photo taken on April 16, 2018 Matthew Caruana Galizia (L) and Paul
Caruana Galizia, the sons of murdered Maltese journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia, attend a
vigil outside the Maltese High Commission. —AFP
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Top diplomat 
says he listened 
to Trump on 
‘quid pro quo’
WASHINGTON: The US ambassador to
the European Union told an impeach-
ment hearing yesterday that he followed
President Donald Trump’s orders in
seeking a “quid pro quo” deal for
Ukraine to probe a political rival in
exchange for a White House summit. In
explosive televised testimony, Sondland
— whose appearance was being
watched especially closely as he was a
Trump ally — said he believed the presi-
dent was pressing Ukraine to investigate
his potential 2020 challenger Joe Biden.

“We followed the president’s orders,”
Sondland testified before the House
Intelligence Committee. He said that
Trump forced US diplomats to work with
his personal lawyer, former New York
mayor Rudy Giuliani. Sondland said that
Trump held off on offering a summit with
Ukraine’s new president, Volodymyr
Zelensky, as Giuliani demanded that Kiev
publicly announce it was investigating a
gas company on which former vice pres-
ident Biden’s son Hunter held a paid
board position. 

Giuliani also wanted Zelensky to
investigate a widely discredited conspir-
acy theory that Ukraine planted evi-

dence on a server of Biden’s Democratic
Party to show that Russia interfered in
the 2016 election. “Mr Giuliani’s requests
were a quid pro quo for arranging a
White House visit for President
Zelensky,” Sondland said.

Sondland said he “never received a
clear answer” on why the White House
suspended $391 million in security aid to
Ukraine, which is battling Russian-
backed separatists, but that he “came to
believe” it was also tied to the investiga-
tions sought by Trump. “I was adamantly
opposed to any suspension of aid, as the
Ukrainians needed those funds to fight
against Russian aggression,” he said.

“In the absence of any credible
explanation for the suspension of aid, I
later came to believe that the resumption
of security aid would not occur until
there was a public statement from
Ukraine committing to the investigations
of the 2016 election and Burisma, as Mr
Giuliani had demanded,” he said.

Top officials knew of policy 
Sondland was appearing in the sec-

ond week of televised hearings in which
Democrats are seeking to establish
whether Trump abused the power of his
office by leveraging military aid and a
White House meeting to extract a com-
mitment from Zelensky to probe the
Bidens. The House investigation could
conceivably wrap up this week, with evi-
dence then sent to the House Judiciary
Committee to draw up articles of
impeachment.

Trump’s impeachment by the
Democratic-controlled House would

place Trump on trial in the Senate, where
a Republican majority could protect him
from removal. Sondland said that he and
two fellow US officials, Energy Secretary
Rick Perry and Ukraine Special Envoy
Kurt Volker had “worked with Mr Rudy
Giuliani on Ukraine matters at the
express direction of the President of the
United States.”

“We did not want to work with Mr
Giuliani. Simply put, we were playing the
hand we were dealt,” he said. His testi-
mony was likely to pile fresh pressure on
Giuliani, the former mayor of New York
who had other business interests in
Ukraine and who has refused to testify

or hand over documents to the impeach-
ment probe despite a subpoena.

It could also undermine Republican
efforts to shield Trump by suggesting
Sondland and Giuliani had pursued their
own efforts in Ukraine outside formal
diplomatic channels. Sondland denied
that the trio, dubbed the “three amigos,”
were involved in “some irregular or rogue
diplomacy” that departed from White
House policy. He said top officials in the
White House and State Department,
including Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo and then-National Security
Advisor John Bolton, were all informed
about the Ukraine efforts. —AFP

Church siege 
ends, UN calls 
on Nicaragua to 
end repression
MANAGUA: Opposition protesters holding a hunger
strike inside Managua’s Catholic Cathedral and the
pro-government supporters opposing them ended a
standoff Tuesday, as the UN called on President Daniel
Ortega to halt persistent repression. The activists, who
were demanding the release of political prisoners,
were able to leave a building where they had taken
refuge after a mob of Ortega supporters broke into the
cathedral Monday and attempted to dislodge them.

In the process, the government supporters injured
a priest and a nun. “We had a bad, bad, bad time” one
of the protesters, Janeth Chavarria, told reporters
after she and the other hunger strikers were evacuat-
ed by the Nicaraguan Red Cross. The protesters were
able to leave after the government dislodged its own
supporters from the surroundings.

The Catholic Church has a powerful role in the
country but President Daniel Ortega has accused bish-
ops of supporting deadly anti-government protests
that rocked the country last year. The priest and nun
were attacked when they attempted to block the group
from taking control of the cathedral, according to an
archdiocese statement. Students shouting “Respect the
Church” demonstrated at the Central American
University in Managua on Tuesday, and threw water
and dirt at security forces blocking the entrance.

They also demanded the release of 16 opposition
activists, including Belgian-born student leader

Amaya Coppens, who were arrested for trying to
bring water to 11 female hunger strikers. The UN
human rights office voiced alarm at the harsh tactics
used against the protesters. “The government must
end the persistent repression of dissent and the
ongoing pattern of arbitrary arrests,” UN rights office
spokesman Rupert Colville told reporters in Geneva.

He also called on Managua to “refrain from crimi-
nalizing and attacking human rights defenders, politi-
cal opponents and any other dissenting voices.”
Nicaragua’s political crisis erupted in April 2018,
when protests mushroomed into a popular uprising
against Ortega that was met with a brutal crackdown
in which hundreds were killed. Critics accuse Ortega,
a former rebel hero, of running a repressive leftist
dictatorship. —AFP

Iraq’s Tuktuk paper
aspires to become  
vehicle for change
BAGHDAD: “If you kill us all, who will you rule over?”
says the latest issue of Tuktuk newspaper, produced,
printed and distributed by Iraqi anti-government
activists to thousands of protesters camped out in
Baghdad’s Tahrir Square. The front cover features
images of flag-waving demonstrators defying a crack-
down by authorities after weeks of deadly unrest that
has shaken the country out of two years of relative
calm following the defeat of Islamic State.

The newspaper, named after the three-wheeled
motorcycles that have become a symbol of Iraq’s
protests for ferrying wounded demonstrators to
makeshift medical tents, is less than a month old.
Tuktuk started as an attempt to circumvent an infor-
mation blackout by authorities who shut down the
internet for weeks on end, and to crystallize the
demands of protests that have swept Baghdad and
southern Iraq.

Activists with a background in online news pub-
lishing are behind the project. They write the articles,
edit the paper, print it in local printing shops and dis-
tribute some 2,000 copies to protest camps in
Baghdad several times a week. “Tuktuk is one of the
few ways protesters on the street can get real, reli-
able reports of the unrest happening in the country,”
said editor Ahmed al-Sheikh Majed, sitting in a
Baghdad cafe going over articles on his laptop.

The newspaper features articles written by local
activists and translations of international media
reports about Iraq. Protesters hand around copies of
Tuktuk at Tahrir Square, the main protest camp in the
capital. “It’s great, it’s some of the only accurate news
we see. We don’t know exactly where it’s written and
printed, which is probably best for the editors to
avoid arrest,” one demonstrator who only gave his
name as Hussein, said as he read a copy. Unidentified
gunmen last month raided the offices of local and
regional media outlets over coverage of the protests.
Iraq’s leaders condemned attacks on the media but
the perpetrators have not been identified.

Carry on publishing
Since the start of the unrest, more than 300

people have been killed in clashes with security
forces who have used live ammunition, tear gas and
stun grenades to quell the protests. “We can’t rely
on state media,” Majed said. On days when Iraqi
security forces have been clashing with protesters,
state television has reported calm in Baghdad and
broadcast government statements that barely men-
tion the unrest.

The protests, which began on Oct 1 in Baghdad
and quickly spread through southern Iraq, broke out
over lack of jobs and services. They now demand the
removal of a political elite seen as corrupt and pup-
pets of Iraq’s two main allies, Iran and the United
States. The mass protests are the biggest challenge to
the political order that emerged after a US-led inva-
sion toppled dictator Saddam Hussein in 2003.

Prime Minister Adel Abdul Mahdi’s government
has promised reform including more jobs for gradu-
ates, holding corrupt officials to account, electoral
changes and an early vote. Protesters and the editors
of Tuktuk say those reforms do not go far enough as
they would keep the current crop of Iraqi officials in
power. They plan to keep protesting and publishing.
“We’ll carry on printing until the demands of the rev-
olution are met,” Majed said. —Reuters 

BEIRUT: At an anti-corruption rally in Lebanon’s capi-
tal, 16-year-old Mariam Sidani said she had skipped
school to protest against politicians who care nothing
for her life prospects. “No one’s taking care of my
future,” she said, her face flushed after a day in the sun.
“I want to live in my own country, not be forced
abroad,” she said, her long hazel hair flowing over her
backpack straps.

At the heart of Lebanon’s one-month-old protests, a
young generation of activists is coming of age and
demanding a country in which they can see themselves
thriving and growing old. With humorous songs, satiri-
cal art and creative slogans, they are demanding the
overhaul of an entire political class they see as ineffi-
cient, corrupt and out of touch.

Many of the protesters were born in 2000 or later,
learning online what life is like overseas, and they say
what is on offer in Lebanon is simply not good enough.
“All over the world students are fighting for climate
justice,” said Sidani. “But we don’t even have a sea,”
she said of a polluted coastline that is largely priva-
tized and to which access is prohibitively expensive.

‘Worse than season 8’ 
Near the seat of cabinet, students dance to the

booming beat of a rapper from the northern Akkar
region demanding “the fall of the regime”. A young
female university student holds up a poster depicting
top politicians as sharks.  “Let’s go hunt,” it reads.
Another student deplores the country’s endless politi-
cal crises and crumbling economy with a pop culture
reference.

“It’s so bad you made me forget how bad season 8
was,” her poster says, referring to TV series Games of
Thrones. Like their older counterparts, Lebanon’s
Generation Z demand 24-hour electricity, clean water,
healthcare, better garbage management, more public
spaces and an end to corruption. But in a country

where more than 30 percent of youth are unemployed,
they also just want jobs. Tina, a 17-year-old high
school student, said she wanted a future not defined by
the ability to pay bribes or call in a favor from some-
one influential.

“We want to stay here with our families and find
jobs without personal connections,” she said, clutching
a cardboard poster that denounced parents who effec-
tively buy their children good marks in school. Not far
off, dancing among the crowd, 19-year-old Sandra
Rizk had flown back to Lebanon from her first year at
university in Italy to take part in the protests. “We
have really intelligent people who are leaving this
country to go and fix other ones. It shouldn’t be like
this,” she said. “Those people have to come back and
repair Lebanon,” said the fashion design student, short
curly brown hair framing her face.

‘Social justice’ 
Analyst Nadim Houry said the new generation of

demonstrators had surprised people. “Everyone
expected them to be too lethargic from all these hours
on YouTube and social media,” said the executive
director of the Arab Reform Initiative. “But similar to
their cohort in places as far as Hong Kong, they have
shown themselves to be more political and articulate
than their predecessors,” he told AFP.

Born a decade after the country’s 1975-1990 civil
conflict, they never knew some of the country’s politi-
cians as warlords, and are not paralyzed by the same
fears as their parents or even elder siblings, Houry
said. “They care less about sectarianism and more
about social justice,” he said. In a multi-confessional
country where Lebanese have long voted along sectar-
ian lines, young protesters say they have freed them-
selves from political affiliations and are putting their
country first.

“They want to be treated as citizens and not as

members of sects,” Houry said. Lebanon has been
shaken by protests before, including a huge movement
that ended Syrian occupation in 2005, and a brief out-
cry denouncing those responsible for heaps of
garbage mounting in and around that capital in 2015.
But 26-year-old interior architecture student George
said today’s cross-sectarian uprising was different.

“This is the real revolution that represents all of us,”
he said, carrying a Lebanese flag. His generation would
carry the movement forward, he said, even if those who
were employed felt they needed to return to their jobs.
“If older people need to go back to work, we’ve
swapped our university and school timetables for the
revolution,” he said. —AFP

‘I want to live in my own country, not be forced abroa’

Young Lebanese protesters demand 
for a better future for their country 

BEIRUT: Lebanese anti-government protesters sit on the ground as they take part in a demonstration
near the parliament headquarters in the capital Beirut’s downtown district. —AFP

WASHINGTON: US Ambassador to the European Union Gordon Sondland takes
the oath ahead of his House Intelligence Committee hearing as part of the
impeachment inquiry into US President Donald Trump on Capitol Hill. —AFP

MANAGUA: An anti-government protester kicks a riot police
shield during a protest of students and relatives of political pris-
oners in front of a police line at the Universidad Centroamericana
(UCA). —AFP

Australian family 
‘overjoyed’ at 
hostage release
SYDNEY: The family of Australian academic
Timothy Weeks said they were ‘overjoyed’ at
his release by the Taleban in an Afghanistan
prisoner swap that came three years after he
was abducted. The Taleban handed over Weeks
and American Kevin King to US forces in
southern Afghanistan on Tuesday in exchange
for three high-ranking insurgent prisoners.

King and Weeks, both professors at the
American University in Kabul, were kidnapped
by gunmen wearing military uniforms in the
heart of the Afghan capital in August 2016.
Weeks’ family said in a statement late Tuesday
night they were “overjoyed that Tim has been
released after more than three years in captivi-
ty”. The family thanked the Australian, United
States and Afghanistan governments for their
efforts in securing his freedom.

“We thank our friends and extended family
for their love and support over the past three
years during this very difficult time,” the state-
ment said. “It is important that Tim now be giv-
en the time and space to start to come to terms
with his experience.” During their captivity, the
Western hostages appeared looking haggard in
a Taleban video, with the insurgents going on to
say that King was in poor health. —AFP
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Jihadists disrupt
Burkina Faso’s 
gold output 
OUAGADOUGOU: Jihadist attacks on gold miners in
Burkina Faso could seriously set back the rising produc-
tion of a mineral that is a strategic export for the gov-
ernment, warn experts in the sector. Early this month,
President Roch Marc Christian Kabore’s government
called three days of national mourning after 38 people
were massacred in a November 6 ambush on a convoy
near the Boungou mine in eastern Burkina.

Kabore blamed “terrorists” for the deadliest such
attack since a spiral of jihadist violence began in the
deeply poor West African country five years ago, in
parallel with a gold rush. “The mines go on operating,
but this is going to have repercussions on activity,” said
a senior government official who asked not to be named.
“A kind of psychosis is setting in.”

Gold mines in partly arid Sahel nations south of the
Sahara have become a source of finance for jihadists
and other armed movements in areas lacking in central
authority, the International Crisis Group said in a new
report. In Mali, Niger and Burkina Faso, “armed groups
have seized gold mining sites since 2016 in areas where
states are weak or absent. Artisanal gold mining has
boomed since the 2012 discovery of a Saharan vein
stretching from Sudan to Mauritania,” the ICG declared.

Though jihadists were driven out of desert towns in
northern Mali in a mainly French offensive in 2013,
armed Islamic extremists have moved deeper into Mali
and across borders into Niger and Burkina Faso, adding
mine workers to their targets. Canada-based Semafo,
which runs Burkina’s Boungou and Mana mines, in mid-
November suspended operations until further notice
out of “respect for the victims” of the attack and their
loved ones.

Great economic value 
The firm flew workers home from the mine site by

helicopter. “Many of the people on site need to be at
home with their families and to recover from last week’s
incident,” Semafo President Benoit Desormeaux
explained in a statement. In the past dozen years, gold
mining has taken on great economic value in the coun-
try of some 20 million people, landlocked in West
Africa and once dependent on cotton exports for for-
eign earnings.

From 0.40 tons in 2007, gold production rose to
more than 52 tons in 2018, according to Burkina’s
Chamber of Mines. Twelve industrial mines were being
operated at the end of 2018, with four more due to open
in the near future. Gold in 2018 supplied 11.4 percent of
Burkina Faso’s gross domestic product, generating 1.5
trillion CFA francs (2.3 billion euros) of export income
and 266 billion CFA francs (344 million euros) in tax
revenue, according to the Ministry of Mines.

The official gold production industry includes 9,200
hands-on jobs and 26,100 subsidiary workers. But the
unofficial, artisanal gold-panning sector employs 1.5
million people and brings an extra 10 tons of gold to
annual production, the ministry reports. For the ICG,
“the growth of artisanal gold mining threatens the state
in other ways”, by encouraging the rise of smuggling
and money-laundering networks. “Artisanal gold mining
provides armed groups, in some cases including
jihadists, with a new source of funding and potentially
even recruits,” the report said. “If left unregulated, it
risks fuelling violence in the region.” —AFP

MANCHESTER: Britain’s Prime Minister Boris Johnson
and Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn traded blows
Tuesday over Brexit and the health system as they vied
for votes during the first ever head-to-head TV debate.
The prime-time event, held in Manchester and broad-
cast on ITV, presented an opportunity for a potentially
game-changing moment in an election campaign so far
characterized as lackluster. 

But neither candidate appeared to land a knockout
blow in the first of several planned televised debates,
some also involving other smaller parties’ leaders,
ahead of the December 12 poll. Frontrunner Johnson,
who took over as the leader of the ruling Conservatives
in July, relentlessly tried to keep the focus on his plan to
finally take the country out of the European Union, reit-
erating his campaign mantra to “get Brexit done”.

“We certainly will come out on January the 31st as
we have a deal that is oven-ready,” he said, also vowing
to complete a future trading relationship with the bloc
by 2021. But in the testiest clashes of the hour-long
debate, Corbyn said his rival’s timetable was unrealistic
and that Johnson was poised to sell out Britain’s cher-
ished National Health Service (NHS) in a future trade
deal with the United States. 

The veteran socialist accused Johnson of holding “a
series of secret meetings with the United States in
which they were proposing to open up our NHS mar-
kets... to American companies”. “You’re going to sell
our national health service out to the United States and
big pharma,” Corbyn said, waving redacted documents
he said were accessed under freedom of information
laws that detail preliminary UK-US negotiations.
Johnson responded that the accusations were “an
absolute invention”. “The single biggest threat to our
economy and our ability to fund the NHS is our failure
to get Brexit done,” he said. 

‘Leave or Remain?’ 
Tuesday’s debate was the first time voters had seen

only the leaders of Britain’s two main parties, which
between them have held power since 1922, face off on

TV. Other smaller parties were excluded this time — a
format they unsuccessfully challenged in court.
Johnson has held a double-digit lead over Labour in
opinion polls for weeks, making it his contest to lose.

Corbyn is seeking to repeat the success of the last
election in 2017, when he came from a similar position
to deny the Tories an outright win with promises to
end austerity and deliver change “for the many, not the
few”. The two leaders answered questions submitted
by viewers in front of a live audience, with topics rang-
ing from trust in politicians to the future of Scotland, as
well as the British monarchy.

But the discussion repeatedly returned to Brexit —
the defining issue that has paralyzed British politics
since the 2016 referendum. Corbyn vowed to renegoti-
ate Johnson’s deal and hold another referendum,
appealing to around half of Britons who still oppose the
result of the 2016 Brexit vote. But the Labour leader
has yet to say how he would campaign in that referen-
dum — drawing ridicule from Johnson. “Are you going
to campaign for Leave or Remain?”, the Conservative
leader asked Corbyn, who refused to commit.

‘A turning point’ 
The Labour leader meanwhile sought to shift atten-

tion to inequality and the impact of a decade of
Conservative spending cuts, with his party promising a
swathe of nationalisations and huge investment in pub-
lic services. “I believe in investing massively in our
public services,” he vowed. “I think this election is a
turning point in the way we’re going to manage our
economy.”

Johnson countered with warnings that Labour
would cripple the economy, although he has also
promised more money for hospitals, schools and
police, as well as infrastructure including broadband.
“What would be more ruinous for the NHS than a
crackpot plan for a four-day week,” he said, referring
to Labour’s plan to transition to remove one working
day from the week within a decade.

Johnson and Corbyn found themselves asked about

the scandal surrounding Prince Andrew after he
defended his friendship with convicted sex offender
Jeffrey Epstein in a TV interview last week. “There are
very, very serious questions that must be answered,”
the Labour leader said, as both sought to focus their
replies on Epstein’s alleged victims — something
Andrew was criticized for failing to do.

Meanwhile the Conservatives drew criticism online
for temporarily changing the name of their Twitter

account to “factcheckUK” and rebutting Corbyn’s
claims. “No political party should be trying to cloak
themselves in the guise of independent journalists,”
said Ben de Pear, the editor of Channel 4 News, which
runs its own @FactCheck account. The Tory and
Labour leaders will take part in several more debates
involving the smaller parties, before another final
head-to-head encounter on the BBC on December 6
— less than a week before election day. —AFP

Corbyn is seeking to repeat the success of the last election

British PM and Labour leader spar 
over Brexit in first election debate

SALFORD: A handout picture taken and released by ITV on November 19, 2019, shows Britain’s Prime
Minister Boris Johnson (L) and Britain’s Labour Party leader Jeremy Corbyn (R) as they debate on the set
of “Johnson v Corbyn: The ITV Debate”. —AFP 

Greece plans to 
overhaul migrant 
camps, borders
ATHENS: Greece announced a plan yes-
terday to massively overhaul its over-
crowded migrant camps on islands fac-
ing Turkey and make borders ‘air-tight’
against a feared new surge of asylum-
seekers. “Decongesting the islands is a
priority at this stage,” the government’s
special coordinator for migration
Alkiviadis Stefanis, a former army gener-
al and chief of staff, told a news confer-
ence. “These actions are designed to
show our determination in dealing with
the migrant-refugee crisis,” said Stefanis,
who is also deputy defense minister. 

The government wants to make bor-
ders “air-tight” and will hire 400 addi-
tional guards for the land border with
Turkey and 800 for the islands, he said.
Three camps are to be closed, on the
islands of Lesbos, Chios and Samos, cur-
rently housing over 27,000 people
under terrible conditions which have
been repeatedly castigated by rights
groups. They have a nominal capacity of
just 4,500.

The Greek government said it would
replace the camps with new closed facil-
ities for identification, relocation and
deportation with a capacity of at least
5,000 people each. Smaller camps on
the islands of Kos and Leros are also to

be remodeled along these lines and
enlarged, Stefanis said. 

Instead of being allowed to move
freely in and out of the camps, asylum-
seekers will now be locked up until they
are granted refugee status and relocated
to the mainland, or they are rejected and
sent back to Turkey, officials said. In the
new camps, asylum-seekers will stay in
containers and have access to refecto-
ries, schools, and places of worship,
Stefanis said. The government has vowed
to relocate 20,000 asylum-seekers to
camps on the mainland by early 2020.

Better health facilities 
Fifteen thousand will stay in camps

and 5,000 in hotels, Stefanis said. Four
years after the 2015 refugee crisis,
Greece has again become a key point
of entry for asylum-seekers to Europe
— and Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan has threatened to “open the
gates” for millions of refugees if it does
not receive more EU aid.

According to government figures,
there are over 37,000 asylum-seekers
on the islands, and hundreds arrive dai-
ly, capitalizing on mild weather condi-
tions. The International Organization
for Migration says there are an addi-
tional 22,000 people in camps on the
mainland, which are nearly ful l  or
already past capacity.

The new conservative government
which came to power  in  Ju ly  has
already passed a law stiffening asy-
lum requirements for migrants, which
was criticized by rights groups as

harmful to the interests of vulnerable
asylum-seekers. Stefanis yesterday
also said new criteria would be issued
for  the operat ion of  NGO groups
helping migrants.

“Only those (NGOs) that meet the
requirements will stay and continue to
operate in the country,” the migration
coordinator said. The government will
also improve health facilities in areas
receiving asylum-seekers, and set aside
a fund of 50 million euros ($55 million)
for works in municipalities who agree
to cooperate. There have been protests

in several towns in northern Greece in
recent weeks to block attempted relo-
cations of asylum-seekers.

Prime Minister Kyriakos Mitsotakis
on Tuesday accused the European Union
of treating countries on the bloc’s exter-
nal frontiers as convenient places to park
migrants. “It cannot go on like this,”
Mitsotakis told German newspaper
Handelsblatt. “Europe regards arrival
countries such as Greece as a conven-
ient parking spot for refugees and
migrants. Is that European solidarity?
No! I will no longer accept this.” —AFP 

New Israel polls loom 
as kingmaker refuses 
to back PM or rival
JERUSALEM: Israel edged closer to a third general election in a
year yesterday, as kingmaker Avigdor Lieberman refused to
back either incumbent Benjamin Netanyahu or challenger Benny
Gantz for prime minister ahead of a midnight deadline. Right-
wing incumbent Netanyahu and centrist Gantz were nearly
deadlocked after September elections, with neither able to com-
mand a majority in Israel’s 120-seat parliament.

Both had been seeking to persuade Lieberman’s nationalist
Yisrael Beitenu party, which holds the balance of power, to join
them in coalition. Netanyahu was first given 28 days to form a
ruling coalition but failed, so President Reuven Rivlin granted
Gantz a similar timeframe, which is due to expire at 23:59 (2159
GMT) Wednesday. But Lieberman announced yesterday neither
had convinced him and he thought new elections were inevitable.

“Both are responsible” for the impasse, Lieberman said of
Gantz and Netanyahu. “I have done everything in my power to
form a unity government,” he added. “If we are dragged to
new elections it will be because of a lack of leadership.” If
Gantz is unable to cut a deal Wednesday, lawmakers will have
21 days to propose to the president a candidate capable of
forming a majority. If that period then passes without a break-
through, new elections will be called — the third in a year.
Polls in April also led to a stalemate in a political system reliant
on coalition building.

‘Trading blame’
A 60-year-old former paratrooper, Gantz had no previous

political experience when he declared himself Netanyahu’s elec-
toral rival in December. But he has posed the most serious chal-
lenge to Netanyahu since he became prime minister in 2009.
Netanyahu, who is also fighting corruption allegations which he

denies, has remained caretaker leader throughout the year.
Lieberman’s Yisrael Beitenu has eight parliamentary seats and

his backing could be enough to put either Netanyahu or Gantz
into power. But the former defense minister has proved a reluc-
tant kingmaker. He has been wary of backing Gantz, because
even if he did they would fall short of a majority, needing at least
the tacit support of the Arab Joint List to govern.

Lieberman, a right winger known for his tough rhetoric on
Gaza, has reiterated his opposition to allying with Arabs. He
also accuses Netanyahu of being captive to the whims of
ultra-Orthodox Jews, who make up around 10 percent of the
population, objecting to the community’s exemption from mili-
tary service.

Instead he called for a unity deal between his party,
Netanyahu’s Likud and Gantz’s Blue and White coalition. Both
said they supported the idea including rotating the premiership,
but they disagreed who should go first. Blue and White demand-
ed Gantz get first go since his party won the most seats, finishing
with 33 compared with the Likud’s 32. —AFP

In this file photo taken on August 06, 2018 a child looks on while standing in a
tent at a camp next to the Moria refugee camp in the island of Lesbos. —AFP

JERUSALEM: Yisrael Beitenu’s party head Avigdor Lieberman
delivers a statement to the press on November 20, 2019 in
Jerusalem as the deadline for Iserael’s opposition to form Israeli
government ends. —AFP

Twitter accuses UK 
of misleading public 
in election row
LONDON: Twitter accused Britain’s governing
Conservatives yesterday of misleading the public by rebrand-
ing themselves as fact-checkers during a live TV election
debate, fuelling concerns about trust in politics. The Tories
also drew complaints from rival parties after renaming their
press office Twitter account “factcheckUK” during Prime
Minister Boris Johnson’s clash with Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn on Tuesday night.

The account fired off real-time rebuttals during the prime-
time debate in what the Conservative party argued was a
necessary corrective to Labour’s “nonsense” claims. But a
Twitter spokeswoman warned that rules were in place to
“prohibit behavior that can mislead people, including those
with verified accounts”. “Any further attempts to mislead
people by editing verified profile information — in a manner
seen during the UK election debate — will result in decisive
corrective action,” she said.

As in other countries, social media is proving to be one of
the key battlegrounds in Britain ahead of the December 12
election, but it can also be a conduit for rumor, misdirection
and “fake news”. The Archbishop of Canterbury, Justin Welby,
on Wednesday warned that “we all have a responsibility to
speak accurately, to challenge falsehoods when we hear them,
and to be careful to separate facts from opinion”.

There are particular concerns in Britain after years of mis-
leading claims, broken promises and toxic arguments about
the country’s tortuous exit from the European Union. The
government has yet to publish a report into concerns of
Russian interference in the 2016 Brexit referendum vote,
despite its completion months ago. And Johnson himself has a
history of lying, including in the 2016 campaign. —AFP



BANGKOK: Pope Francis arrived in Thailand yester-
day greeted by cheering faithful, on the first leg of an
Asian tour that will sweep in Japan and carry a message
of interreligious dialogue and nuclear disarmament. The
pontiff landed just after midday at Bangkok’s Don
Mueang International Airport, where he stepped off the
plane and was met by his missionary cousin Sister Ana
Rosa, who has lived in Thailand for decades.

“I am happy to see you and that you are able to be
my translator,” he told her, as dozens waved Thai and
Vatican flags. The welcome party included Thailand’s
deputy prime minister Somkid Jatusripitak and children
in traditional ethnic minority dress, one of whom
Francis stopped to hug. This will be the pope’s third trip
to Asia — and his 32nd abroad — taking him to two
Buddhist-majority countries with minority Catholic
populations both evangelized by Jesuit missionaries in
the 16th century. 

Francis is the first pontiff in nearly four decades to
visit Thailand where the nearly 400,000-strong
Catholic community makes up a little more than 0.5
percent of the population. The last visit from a pontiff
came in 1984 by Pope John Paul II. Before his depar-
ture, Francis praised the Southeast Asian country as a
“multi-ethnic nation”, and hoped his trip would
strengthen the Catholic community’s bonds of friend-
ship with “many Buddhist brothers and sisters”. “I trust
that my visit will help to highlight the importance of
inter-religious dialogue, mutual understanding and fra-
ternal cooperation,” the Pope said in the video marking
his November 20-23 visit.

‘Sawadee!’ 
Francis’ visit has stirred excitement among Thailand’s

Catholic community, who made a strong show of force
yesterday waiting for his motorcade near the Vatican
City embassy in Bangkok. They included a costumed
mascot made to resemble Francis and children yelling
“Sawadee Pa! (Hello Father)”.

Sister Ana Rosa told AFP she did not have time to
catch up with her cousin after his arrival as the 82-
year-old pontiff was resting following the long
overnight flight from Rome. “I am happy for all the Thai
people” to witness his visit, she said.  Today, he will
meet with the 20th Supreme Patriarch Somdej Phra
Maha Muneewong — the head of Thailand’s Buddhist
clergy. He will also have meetings with Thailand’s prime
minister Prayut Chan-O-Cha and King Maha
Vajiralongkorn. 

His day will end with a holy mass at the national sta-
dium, where tens of thousands are expected to attend
from many walks of life, including ethnic Karen
Christians from northern Thailand, Vietnamese Catholic
refugees living in Bangkok, and faithful from all over
Southeast Asia. Tomorrow, the pope’s day will be filled
meeting with priests and bishops of Thailand, and it will
end with a youth-oriented mass at a cathedral. 

On Saturday, the pontiff will fly to Japan where he
will visit Hiroshima and Nagasaki, two cities devastat-
ed when the US dropped atomic bombs at the end of
World War II in 1945.  More than 140,000 people
were kil led in Hiroshima, while the port city of
Nagasaki suffered a death toll of 74,000. The pope,

who years ago had hoped to be a missionary in Japan,
has made strong calls for the ban of the “immoral” use
of nuclear weapons. Since Francis’ election six years

ago, he has made two trips to Asia, visiting the
Philippines and Sri Lanka in 2014, followed by
Myanmar and Bangladesh in 2017. — AFP 
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Francis is the first pontiff in nearly four decades to visit Thailand

Pope lands in Thailand to kick 
off his two-country Asian tour

China on the
charm offensive
in Sri Lanka
POLONARRUWA: Amid the lush paddy fields of
central Sri Lanka, a large, state-of-the-art hospital
rises between the cranes and cement mixers. Its
perimeter walls are adorned with pictures of
China’s president Xi Jinping and Prime Minister Li
Keqiang, along with Sri Lankan leaders hailing the
$67 million gift from Beijing.

The hospital, specializing in kidney-related dis-
eases, is helping China gain popular support in a
country where its mega-projects have added to
rising debt and raised concerns about excessive
economic and political leverage. Water plants and a
Chinese radio station promoting its economic and
social programs are part of the campaign to win
over doubters.

China has invested an estimated $11 billion in Sri
Lanka, around $8 billion in the form of loans relat-
ed to Xi’s signature “Belt and Road Initiative”
designed to boost trade and transport links across
Asia. Chinese firms, employing thousands of local
workers, have built a giant port and plan to con-
struct power stations and expressways as well. 

But the terms of some of those projects have
drawn criticism from politicians in Sri Lanka and
overseas and led to policy reversals that have
stalled China’s ambitions on the Indian Ocean
island. “We ... expect our companies to help the Sri
Lankan people with donations and corporate social
responsibility work,” China’s ambassador to Sri
Lanka, Cheng Xueyuan, said last month after invit-
ing local journalists on a tour of the big Chinese
investment projects on the island. The charm offen-
sive may pay dividends.

Friends in high places
This month’s presidential election, won by

Gotabaya Rajapaksa, puts Beijing back in the driv-
ing seat in Sri Lanka. Gotabaya’s brother, former
president Mahinda Rajapaksa, courted China in the
aftermath of the 26-year civil war against Tamil
separatists that ended in 2009. Much of the world
shunned Sri Lanka, accusing the Rajapaksas of
widespread human rights violations during the
conflict - allegations which they deny.

China seized the opportunity to develop a vital
staging post to much of Asia, Africa and beyond.
Ties soured in 2015 with the election of Maithripala
Sirisena as president. Wary of growing Chinese
influence and mounting debt, he suspended all
Chinese investment projects, citing allegations of
corruption and overpricing. Sirisena eventually
allowed projects to resume the following year,
although he demanded changes to some terms.

At his inauguration on Monday, Rajapaksa said
Sri Lanka didn’t want to be drawn into a regional
quest for influence. China’s expansion has come at
the expense of India, traditionally Sri Lanka’s eco-
nomic and diplomatic champion. “We want to
remain neutral in our foreign relations and stay out
of any conflicts amongst the world powers.” But
shortly before his election, adviser Palitha Kohona
told reporters that Rajapaksa would “restore the
relationship (with China) to where it was.”I sup-
pose the thinking was if we upset China, the West
would come to us with endless bags of gold ... But
the bags of gold never materialized.”

At Polonarruwa, where the kidney hospital is due
to open early next year, families say their struggle to
get treatment should ease once they have an alter-
native to over-stretched local hospitals. “It is really a
good project because of the number of people who
are suffering in this area. At the moment, we are
struggling for routine checkups and dialysis,” said
Lakmal Prasad, 27, a former state employee who’s
already had a kidney transplant. — Reuters 

BANGKOK: This handout photo released and taken by the Vatican Media on November 20, 2019 shows Pope
Francis (2nd R) greeting people during his arrival to the Apostolic Nunciature of the Holy See. — AFP 

Abe becomes
Japan’s longest
serving premier
TOKYO: Shinzo Abe entered the histo-
ry books as Japan’s longest-serving pre-
mier yesterday, but many of his ambi-
tious goals, including a constitutional
revision to strengthen the military,
appear far from reach. Yesterday marked
Abe’s 2,887th day in office, topping the
record previously set by Taro Katsura, a
revered politician who served three
times between 1901 and 1913.

The 65-year-old is also the second-
longest-serving leader of the Group of
Seven major economies behind only
German Chancellor Angela Merkel,
who has been in office since 2005.
Abe’s grip on power remains firm as he
passes the landmark, with his tenure
likely to last until at least September
2021 and no clear successor yet on the
horizon. But the premier has plenty of
unfinished business, saying earlier this
year after a cabinet reshuffle that he
hoped to “take on the challenge to cre-
ate a new country”.

He has reiterated his long-cherished
ambition of revising Japan’s post-war
constitution to change the status of the
country’s Self Defense Forces. But oppo-
sition parties have refused to move for-

ward with procedures for the revision,
and Abe has seen his reputation tar-
nished by the resignation of two cabinet
ministers and a cronyism scandal.

He is currently mired in a row over
inviting too many of his supporters to a
costly cherry blossom viewing party,
forcing the government to scrap the
annual event next year. Speaking to
reporters yesterday to mark the record,
he was peppered with questions about
the latest scandal, which shows little sign
of going away. “I’ve made efforts every
single day to carry out the policies I
promised and these daily efforts have led
me to this day,” Abe said. He vowed to
do his “utmost” in the two years he has
remaining as president of his Liberal
Democratic Party (LDP).

‘No strong rivals’ 
Despite recent missteps, however,

experts say Abe’s ruling coalition faces
no major threats in parliament, and there
are no obvious pretenders to his office.
“There seem to be no strong rivals inside
the LDP, and the prime minister’s politi-
cal foundation inside the party is stable,”
said the conservative Yomiuri Shimbun.
An NHK poll this month showed support
for his Liberal Democratic Party (LDP)
at a solid 36.8 percent, dwarfing the 6.3-
percent support for the largest opposi-
tion Constitutional Democratic Party.

Nearly 38 percent said they did not
support any particular party. With his
place in the history books secure, Abe is
expected to focus on several difficult

goals in coming years, experts say: the
constitutional revision, the release of
Japanese kidnapped by North Korea
and the resolution of a long-standing
territorial dispute with Russia.

“Definitely, Prime Minister Abe will
go down in history,” said Shinichi
Nishikawa, professor of political science
at Meiji University in Tokyo. “But the
chances of achieving his ambitious goals
are very, very slim,” Nishikawa told AFP.
Abe became Japan’s youngest prime
minister when he took office in 2006 at
the age of 52, but he resigned after just a

year, hit by scandals and debilitated by
health issues.

In 2012, he returned to office on a
pledge to revive Japan’s economy with
his growth blitz, known as “Abenomics”.
He has pushed ahead with policy
reforms intended to boost the country’s
flagging birth rate, including by increas-
ing access to pre-schools for toddlers.
He has also prioritized forging a close
personal relationship with US President
Donald Trump in a bid to strengthen the
key alliance with Washington that guar-
antees Japan’s security. —AFP 

TOKYO: In this file photo taken on March 25, 2018 Japan’s Prime Minister and rul-
ing Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) leader Shinzo Abe (C) leads ‘Banzai’ shouts at
the end of his party convention. — AFP 

HARARE: Supporters of Zimbabwe opposition leader of the MDC (Movement for Democratic Change) Alliance,
Nelson Chamisa, protest at the Morgan Tsvangirai House the party headquarters. —AFP 

Zimbabwean
police beat
oppn supporters 
HARARE: Zimbabwean riot police fired tear gas and
beat opposition supporters yesterday after barring a
planned address by the main opposition leader, Nelson
Chamisa, AFP journalists said. Hundreds of supporters
had gathered outside the headquarters in Harare of the
Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) after the
party was denied permission to hold a rally in the city’s
Africa Unity Square.

Chamisa had been expected to make the address
from the office balcony instead. As the crowd danced
to party songs blaring from speakers on the balcony,
baton-wielding police arrived to disperse them. An
AFP correspondent saw a man with a bleeding gash on
the head and a swollen arm after being hit with a trun-
cheon as he left a food outlet. Several shops and banks
yanked down their shutters. 

“Many people were beaten up and injured,” MDC

spokesman Daniel Molokele told AFP. “We condemn
the police brutality in the strongest terms”. He said
Emmerson Mnangagwa’s government was as oppres-
sive as the regime of the man he had ousted, former
president Robert Mugabe. “It’s the same old regime.
Worse than Smith,” he said referring to Ian Smith, the
white-minority prime minister of the 1960s and 70s,
who declared independence in defiance of Britain, the
country’s colonial power.

“Maybe they are afraid that what they did to
Mugabe in November 2017 will repeat itself,” said a
man wearing a red MDC beret who identified himself
as Terry T, referring to the military-led coup against
Mugabe two years ago. Chamisa had been expected to
speak about the general state of the country including
its entrenched economic crisis, corruption and crum-
bling health system. 

Zimbabwe’s economy, crippled by decades of mis-
management under Mugabe, has failed to rebound under
Mnangagwa, and many Zimbabweans say the situation
has got worse. Hyperinflation is wiping out savings;
unemployment is estimated at around 90 percent; fuel,
medicine and other essentials are in short supply; and
doctors and some public-sector workers have stopped
going to work as they cannot afford the cost of commut-
ing. Many families live on one meal a day. — AFP 

Rohingya in
Malaysia warn
against fleeing 
from Bangladesh
PENANG: Before he flew to Thailand on a fake
Bangladeshi passport and then crossed into
Malaysia, Mohammed Imran was one of the most
influential Rohingya refugees in Bangladesh. He
headed an 18,000-strong camp and represented
them on the big stage. In late 2017, at the peak of
a mass exodus of Rohingya Muslims into
Bangladesh fleeing violence in Buddhist-majority
Myanmar, Imran paid traffickers $4,720 to be
smuggled into Malaysia in search of a better life.

Malaysia has become home to more than
100,000 Rohingya refugees, the second-highest
number in the world after Bangladesh, with most
braving the Andaman Sea on rickety boats or
paying people smugglers for fake travel docu-
ments. But Imran and nearly two dozen other
Rohingya men Reuters spoke to in the Malaysian
state of Penang said their hopes had been shat-
tered because of a lack of jobs and harassment
by police as they are deemed illegal immigrants.

They tell friends and family to stay in
Bangladesh, despite the hostile conditions there,
and some are thinking of heading back. “I
thought I would have a life here - basic things
like freedom to work, freedom to move around
without always worrying about being bullied by
police,” said Imran, 30, sitting cross-legged in a
run-down apartment he shares with three other
Rohingya men. Representatives of Malaysia’s
police and home ministry did not respond to
questions from Reuters. Staring at a wall where
his clothes hang from a rope, Imran recalled
emotional conversations with his mother, who
lives in Saudi Arabia, over fears she would never
see her only son again.  — AFP 



Afractured spine, paralysed leg, hole in the back:
Hamza took to the streets of Iraq’s capital to
demand a better life but now he has even less

than ever. “This is my sacrifice for Iraq,” said the 16-
year-old, his strained voice barely audible over the
phone in Baghdad. “If I could walk, I would be back in
the protests now.”

Hamza is one of at least 3,000 people who have
been maimed in Baghdad and southern Iraq since anti-
government protests erupted on October 1, according
to the NGO Iraqi Alliance for Disabilities Organization
(IADO).  The staggering number is the latest burden for
a country already struggling with one of the highest
disability rates in the world, according to the United
Nations.

After decades of back-to-back conflicts, Iraq is in
the thick of its largest and deadliest grassroots protest
movement, with more than 300 people dead and
15,000 wounded. To disperse protesters, security
forces have used tear gas, rubber bullets, flash bangs,
live rounds and even machine-gun fire - all of which
can seriously maim or even kill, as Hamza learned. On
Nov 4, the teenager was among around 20 protesters
wounded by live fire in Baghdad. A bullet pierced
Hamza’s stomach and exited through his back, leaving a
gaping hole. Two others hit his legs.

‘Basically dead’
By the time he arrived at a nearby hospital, he had

lost litres of blood and his heart was failing, said his
father, Abu Layth. Doctors revived the boy with a
defibrillator, injected him with four units of blood and

rushed him into surgery. “He was basically dead. The
doctors brought him back to life,” he said. CT scans
and medical reports shared by Hamza’s family revealed
multiple fractures to his lower spine, leading to paraly-
sis in his right leg. After more than a week in hospital,
the teenager has gone back home and is on steady dos-
es of anesthetics. “Sometimes he screams from pain at
night,” his father said.

Iraq has a long history of bloody conflict, from the
1980-1988 war with its neighbor Iran to the 2003 US-
led invasion that toppled dictator Saddam Hussein and
fight against the Islamic State group. Each war has
killed tens of thousands and left even more Iraqis
impaired for life. The government’s Central Statistical
Organization says that in the wake of decades of con-
flict, more than two million of Iraq’s 40-million popula-
tion are disabled people entitled to state support.

But IADO and other rights groups say the real num-
ber sits at more than three million - and counting. “The
number of disabled people continues to grow... We exit
one crisis and enter another,” said IADO head
Muwafaq Al-Khafaji. He told AFP his group’s estimate
of 3,000 maimed since Oct 1 is an approximation, as
the government is either not documenting or not
releasing precise figures. To fill the gap, IADO mem-
bers have been contacting hospitals and reaching out
to families in Baghdad and southern cities.

‘Born to die’   
Although Iraq is party to the UN Convention on the

Rights of Persons with Disabilities, disabled people suf-
fer from poor health services, lack of job opportunities

and social exclusion. They have organized their own
rallies in Baghdad as part of the larger protest move-
ment, demanding more support from the government.
“Infrastructure in Iraq is not even equipped to meet the
needs of the non-disabled,” said Khafaji. “We need
more than just ink on paper.”

Iraq suffers from an extremely dilapidated health
care system, with hospitals severely under-equipped
and doctors threatened on the basis of political or tribal
disputes. In the protests, rights groups have document-
ed the abduction of volunteer medics as well as arrests
of protesters from medical facilities. The additional
strain on both patients and doctors means wounded
demonstrators do not get quality care quickly enough,
leading to severe wound infections.

Medics have even had to sever limbs to save pro-
testers’ lives, said Farah, a 19-year-old medical student
volunteering in Baghdad’s main protest camp of Tahrir
(Liberation) Square. Tahrir is full of makeshift clinics
treating protesters, including 30-year-old Ali, who
wears a bandage where his right eye should be. On the
night of Oct 24, the father of four was on a nearby
bridge when he heard shots ring out and saw hundreds
of protesters scrambling away in panic.

Before he could do the same, a flash bang exploded at
his feet and he collapsed, regaining consciousness an
hour later in a nearby hospital. But Ali could only open
his left eye, as his other had been lost to a piece of
shrapnel. “They want to deter protesters, but we’re
becoming even more determined,” he said, as crowds of
bandaged men walked around him. “The Iraqi people
have endured everything. We were born to die.” — AFP 
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After watching her sister-in-law and a friend
die in a mica mine in eastern India in March
this year, 15-year-old Ritika Murmu vowed

she would never again pick the mineral and set out
to warn others. “I was picking mica when the
debris fell. I went screaming to the village for help,”
she said, recalling how her teenage friend died
instantly while her sister-in-law died in hospital. “I
will never go back (to the mica mines), never ever
again. I tell other children the same thing.” But
while Murmu wanted to talk about the deaths in
Amjhar village in Jharkhand state, other family
members - including her brother Motilal Murmu
whose 25-year-old wife died - denied there had
been any fatalities. 

For the two deaths were hushed up in a belt of
eastern India reliant on mica where illegal mining is
often the only way to earn an income, highlighting
that people were still dying in mines despite prom-
ises by authorities to clean up the sector. A
Thomson Reuters Foundation expose in 2016 found
children were dying in illegal mines but their deaths
covered up with families given “blood money” to
be silent and keep producing the mineral used in
make-up, car paint and electronics.

The revelation that seven children had died in
two months prompted pledges by multinationals
sourcing mica from three Indian states to clean up
their supply chains, and authorities vowed to accel-
erate plans to legalize and regulate the sector. But
returning this year to two major mica hubs in
Jharkhand state - Koderma and Giridih - the
Thomson Reuters Foundation found mining was
largely unchecked and that people were continuing
to work - and die - in illegal mines.

Police records, local newspaper articles, and
interviews with charity workers, officials, and eye-
witnesses and relatives revealed 19 deaths in mica
mines since 2018 - but only six were reported to
the authorities. Three of the dead were children.
While the spotlight on the sector has led to more
children going to school, campaigners and police
said it had made villagers less likely to report acci-
dents and deaths in a trade they know to be illegal,
fearing arrest or losing their income.

The Jharkhand state government said activists
recorded five child deaths in mica mines in 2018,
but none so far this year. Several people whose rel-
atives were said to have died mining mica denied
the claims made by their communities although
local police described a handful of cases where
deaths that appeared to be linked to mica were
hidden or rebuffed by families.

Earlier this year in Koderma, police officer Tamil
Banan was alerted to a dead body found in a mica
mine. But by the time his team reached the spot,
the body had disappeared and villagers said there
was no death or case for authorities to investigate.
Police said they had never taken action against
mica pickers but growing awareness of the illegali-
ty of the trade had made it far less likely for deaths
and accidents to be reported to them.

“That they fear reporting deaths or accidents
shows their fear of losing their only source of liveli-
hood,” said Govind Khanal of the Kailash Satyarthi
Children’s Foundation (KSCF), which works with
the Jharkhand government to end child labor. “We
are worried about children who continue to (mine
mica) and people who are dying,” said Khanal,
coordinator at the KSCF.

Lives at stake
India is one of the top producers of mica. Once

boasting more than 700 mines with over 20,000
workers, the industry was hit by 1980 legislation to
limit deforestation and the discovery of substitutes
for natural mica, forcing most mines to close due to
cost and stringent environmental rules. But
renewed interest in mica from China’s economic
boom and a global craze for natural cosmetics saw
illegal operators reopen abandoned mines, creating
a lucrative black market.

The Jharkhand government is trying to tackle
the problem on multiple fronts - whether boosting
school enrolment, helping people find jobs or set
up businesses to avoid making their children work,
or legalising mica mines to improve conditions. “A
lack of alternative livelihood options for parents is
leading them to send their children for work in
mica mines,” said Amitabh Kaushal, principal sec-
retary of the state government’s department for
women and child development. — Reuters 
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In this file photo taken on Nov 11, 2019, Iraqi volunteers help a protester who was struck by a teargas canister fired by Iraqi security forces in Baghdad’s Khallani Square dur-
ing ongoing anti-government demonstrations. — AFP 
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Indian villagers hide 
deaths over spotlight 
on illegal mica mines 

Digital battleground 
looms large for US polls

President Donald Trump has been on a social
media ad spending spree for his 2020 re-elec-
tion campaign, but he’s about to endure a mas-

sive digital counterattack. His opponents are rushing
in with multimillion-dollar efforts to prevent him from
dominating the web, even as the rules of the main
platforms are in flux. Trump has spent more than $30
million on Facebook and Google since May 2018. His
aggressive ads have spurred activists to pressure key
sites to better police political misinformation or even
ban campaign ads altogether, as Twitter has done.

The digital battleground is expected to be expen-
sive for candidates and, some say, crucial for their
prospects. “I believe the 2020 election will be prima-
rily fought online,” said Tara McGowan, founder of the
progressive advocacy group Acronym, which has
pledged to spend $75 million on digital ads counter-
ing Trump. “The Internet and the rise of social media
use by Americans has fundamentally changed how
campaigns are run - and how they are won or lost.”

Acronym and its political action committee will be
advertising on social networks, and even on streaming

media services like Hulu and Spotify, aiming to tell
voters about Trump’s “broken promises and corrup-
tion,” McGowan said. Billionaire former New York
mayor Michael Bloomberg - who is mulling a presi-
dential run himself - has pledged $100 million for dig-
ital ads taking on Trump, and a similar amount is
expected from the Democratic political committee
Priorities USA.

Kantar Media analysts predict digital spending by
candidates in the 2020 election will grow to $1.2 bil-
lion, compared with $3.2 billion for broadcast televi-
sion. Republican digital strategist Eric Wilson said the
2016 election campaign demonstrated the benefits of
online advertising, which can be more easily targeted
to specific regions or groups. “The political narrative
continues to be shaped on social media,” he said.
“Campaigns want to make sure they are using their
resources as efficiently as possible.”

Mark Jablonowski, managing partner and chief
technology officer of the digital consultancy
DSPolitical, said the 2016 race highlighted the power
of social media, enabling Trump to defeat Hillary
Clinton despite being vastly outspent. “2016 was a
wakeup call for Democrats who had not been utilizing
digital media to the ful lest capabil ity,” said
Jablonowski, who works with Democrats and progres-
sive candidates. But the rules around digital campaign
ads have become muddled in recent weeks, with
Twitter’s outright ban and Facebook pressured to rein

in misinformation propagated by Trump and others.

Part of ‘conversation’ 
Facebook claims it wants to remain a part of the

political “conversation” and that a complete ban
would hurt challengers while helping better financed
candidates including incumbents. Some observers
agree, arguing that social media can help emerging
candidates. “Social media lowers barriers to entry and
thereby exposes voters to information about a broad-
er set of candidates and offices,” said a working paper
by researchers at the Wesleyan Media Project.

While some analysts welcomed Twitter’s ban, oth-
ers warned that it may have little impact on efforts to
curb misinformation and manipulation. Elizabeth
Dubois, a researcher at the University of Ottawa,
warned that politicians could use “bots” or other
accounts to amplify their messages in ways that are
less transparent - and more difficult to detect.

In 2016, Russian entities spent some $200,000 on
Facebook ads, but the impact of the influence cam-
paign was largely due to the viral spread of ads and
other content. A Facebook ban could be catastrophic
not only for Democrats, but for “any candidate not
named Donald Trump,” Wilson said. McGowan added,
“It’s worth noting that while (Senator Elizabeth)
Warren has been one of Facebook’s biggest critics,
she’s yet to call for a ban on political Facebook ads -
because it could cripple her campaign.”  — AFP 

Homes, land destroyed
as Zimbabweans turn 
to illegal gold mining

Under the blazing sun, a group of men use picks
and shovels to dig up a bushy patch of land out-
side Zimbabwe’s second-largest city, stopping

every few seconds to scan the soil for signs of gold. The
13 men, led by one carrying a metal detector, left open
gullies all over the area in Filabusi, about 80 km south of
Bulawayo. They told the Thomson Reuters Foundation
they would dig wherever their metal detectors sensed
gold, clearing bush and burning grass if they had to -
even on someone else’s property. None of the men had a
mining permit.

“Whenever you hear of a gold rush, you know serious
money is involved. People literally pick up gold nuggets,”
said Thomas Ncube, one of the miners whose name has
been changed to protect his identity. With Zimbabwe
going through its worst economic crisis in a decade, des-
perate citizens are turning to illegal gold mining to make
a living, officials say, sparking fervent gold rushes that
can lead to violence and drive people from their land.

The problem has gotten worse over the past year,
warned Robert Msipa, a district officer with the govern-
ment’s Environmental Management Agency. “In some

recent cases police have (had) to set up bases, as such
gold rushes are punctuated with machete violence,” he
said in a phone interview from Bubi, the district he over-
sees in western Zimbabwe. A spokesman for the national
police force in Harare declined to comment.

There are no official figures on illegal gold-mining
activities in Zimbabwe. But Msipa noted that since
September 2018, eight gold rushes involving both
licensed and unlicensed miners have been recorded in
Bubi district, one of the most gold-rich areas of the coun-
try. Locals in other parts of Zimbabwe reported similar
spikes in illegal mining in their areas.

In the country’s western Insiza district, farmers
described how in October illegal miners burned most of
their grazing lands to clear the way for digging, and then
left behind vast open pits that injured cattle who fell into
them. Small-scale and illegal miners sometimes also add
mercury to the soil to separate minute gold particles from
other minerals, farmers said. “They burn grass for their
metal detectors to work and use mercury which is very
dangerous to our livestock and humans,” lamented vil-
lager Soneni Ncube.

Burning fields
Zimbabwe’s gold-mining sector accounts for about 40

percent of the country’s mineral output, according to the
Zimbabwe Miners Federation (ZMF), an umbrella body of
gold miners’ associations. That makes gold second only
to tobacco in the amount of foreign currency it brings
into Zimbabwe, said Dosman Mangisi, a ZMF spokesman.
The mineral-rich southern African nation sees the mining

sector as the main driver for reviving an economy crip-
pled by triple-digit inflation and high unemployment.

Prosper Chitambara, an economist and researcher at
the Labour and Economic Development Research
Institute of Zimbabwe, said that the country loses up to
$3 billion each year in potential earnings to illegal gold
mining. “That affects the fiscal capacity of the govern-
ment to be able to invest in the socio-economic rights of
its citizens,” he said.

For communities living on gold-rich land, the impact of
illegal mining is often more personal and destructive, not-
ed Jane Lusinga, the ZMF regional representative for
women in the province of Matabeleland North. She
pointed to the latest gold rush at Lonely Mine, the site of
operations for several small-scale mining companies in
Bubi district.

There are no official figures on how many families
have been displaced by recent gold rushes, said Lusinga,
but she estimated about 3,000 illegal miners had
descended on to the district over just a few weeks start-
ing in September. One group burned down a farmer’s
mud-and-grass house, she said. “(The) miners then pro-
ceeded to dig up the hut’s foundation and the (farmer’s)
entire fields in search for gold.”

That was one of several cases of families being
displaced by illegal gold miners that the ZMF is
investigating, she added. The organization is holding
regular meetings with miners, residents, government
officials and traditional leaders “to try and see how
we can lobby for a permanent solution to this issue,”
Lusinga said. — Reuters 



Boeing announces 
new MAX orders 
as crisis drags on
NEW YORK: Boeing’s 737 MAX got a boost yesterday
with confirmation of new orders for the still-grounded
plane, but a fresh lawsuit connected to the development
of the troubled aircraft poses another challenge for the
company. The aviation giant, which has been in crisis
mode since March after the MAX was grounded follow-
ing a second fatal crash, said it obtained a “firm” order
with an unnamed airline for 20 of the 737 MAX planes
for $2.3 billion. 

The announcement follows an order for 10 MAX planes
by Turkey’s SunExpress announced Monday at the Dubai
Airshow, and a letter of intent Tuesday from Kazakhstan’s
Air Astana for 30 aircraft. Analysts said the new contracts
are a vote of confidence in Boeing, but uncertainty over
when the MAX will return to service continues to hang
over the company, after the crashes of the Lion Air and
Ethiopian Airlines flights that killed 346 people. The latest
sales announcements are “welcome news for Boeing and
an endorsement of the MAX,” said Scott Hamilton of
Leeham News, a publication specializing in aviation.

But he added, “The worst won’t be behind Boeing until

the FAA recertifies the airplane.” Michel Merluzeau at
AirInsight Research said the orders show Boeing is “on a
better path,” but that “recertification remains a big ques-
tion mark.” But the schedule for returning the aircraft to
the skies has slipped several times, as regulators have
raised fresh questions about upgrades, and as the compa-
ny and the Federal Aviation Administration have come in
for scrutiny on the MAX.

Boeing last week pushed back the expected date for
resuming flights by one month to January 2020. Last
month, Boeing Chief Executive Dennis Muilenburg
endured two days of bruising congressional hearings at
which lawmakers accused the company of cutting cor-
ners on safety to rush out the MAX to compete with an
Airbus model. The probes have centered on a Boeing
flight handling system, the MCAS, that has been implicat-
ed in both crashes.

New lawsuit 
Adding to the list of worries was a shareholder lawsuit

filed in Delaware Chancery Court by the Kirby Family
Partnerships that names Muilenburg. The suit alleges
Boeing directors missed numerous red flags during the
development of the 737 MAX, according to a Bloomberg
report. A Boeing spokesman declined to comment on the
suit. The company also faces numerous lawsuits from vic-
tims’ families in US federal court. Aviation industry sources
said Boeing offered favorable terms to the carriers to
secure the agreements to purchase the new aircraft.

“We are honored that our valued customers continue to
place their trust and confidence in Boeing, our people and
our supplier partners,” said Ihssane Mounir, senior vice
president at Boeing. The airline behind the order
announced Tuesday will be disclosed at a later time by the
customer at a formal announcement in the carrier’s home
market, a Boeing spokesman said. The SunExpress order,
which amounts to 10 MAX planes for $1.2 billion, marked
the first firm orders for the plane in eight months.

Before this week’s agreements, the last sale was in June,
when Boeing secured a letter of intent from British
Airways parent IAG to buy 200 of the planes. Richard
Aboulafia, a vice president at the Teal Group, a market
analysis firm, said Boeing still faces “many potential show-
stoppers and hurdles.” And he noted that for airlines, pick-
ing Airbus over Boeing could add three or four years to
delivery times because of capacity constraints at the
European company.

Meanwhile, Boeing was scheduled yesterday to meet
with Southwest Airlines to update the carrier on the situa-
tion, a Southwest spokesman said. The US airline has the
most planes of any carrier with 34. Separately Tuesday, the
National Transportation Safety Board issued new safety
recommendations after an investigation into an April 2018
incident on a different Boeing aircraft-the 737 NG-in
which a woman was killed after she was partially sucked
out of a damaged window.

The Southwest Airlines flight made an emergency
landing after a left engine failure due to a fan blade frac-

ture, which broke one of the windows. The agency rec-
ommended the FAA a redesign of the engine covering to
prevent a broken fan from causing such damage. A
Boeing spokesman said the company was working on
enhancements of the fan design, but said all 737 NG
planes are safe to operate. The FAA said it has stepped
up inspection requirements on fan blades since the
Southwest incident and that it would review the NTSB
recommendations. —AFP

DUBAI: An Airbus 330 commercial airplane is seen during an
event at the Dubai Airshow in the United Arab Emirates. —AFP

DUBAI: Attendees look at a Rolls-Royce Trent 500 on display during the Dubai Airshow in Dubai. Emirates Airline said it will buy 50 Airbus 350-900 aircraft in a deal worth $16 billion, with delivery to begin from May 2023. —AFP
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DUBAI: Airbus has secured two mammoth
sales to Emirates and Air Arabia at the Dubai
Airshow, but rival Boeing struck important
deals for the 737 MAX despite it being
grounded since March. Boeing made two firm
sales and announced another “letter of intent”
for the troubled model, in what analysts said
was welcome support for the plane, which
was taken out of service following two fatal
crashes. Here is a breakdown of the deals. 

Emirates Airline 
Dubai-based Emirates Airline said it would

buy 50 Airbus A350-900 widebody aircraft
in a deal worth $16 billion, with delivery to
begin in May 2023. The airline, the largest in
the Middle East, is reorganising its fleet after
cutting orders of the A380 superjumbo, which
airlines have struggled to fill to its capacity of
500 to 850 passengers. It has a whopping
271 large aircraft, including 113 Airbus A380
superjumbos and 158 Boeing 777 planes.
Emirates said the announcement replaces an
earlier plan to buy 30 A350s and 40
A330neos in a deal worth $21.4 billion. But it
also said that discussion on purchasing the
A330neos could still be revived.

Air Arabia
UAE low-cost carrier Air Arabia said it

would buy 120 Airbus A320s for $14 billion, in
an order representing a major expansion for
the airline. It currently operates 53 Airbus
A320 and A321 aircraft, as it moves ahead
with plans to add new routes to its network,
which flies to 170 destinations. Last month
Air Arabia announced an agreement with Abu
Dhabi-based giant Etihad Airways to launch a
new low-cost airline based in the UAE capi-
tal, to be known as Air Arabia Abu Dhabi.

SunExpress 
Turkish carrier SunExpress ordered 10

Boeing 737 MAX aircraft. The deal was for a
relatively modest $1.2 billion but it represent-
ed “the first firm order” for the plane since it
was taken out of service in March. The sale
comes on top of a previous SunExpress order
for 32 of the aircraft. “We have full confidence
that Boeing will deliver us a safe, reliable and
efficient aircraft,” the airline’s CEO Jens
Bischof said. “However, it goes without saying
that this requires the undisputed airworthi-
ness of the model, granted by all relevant
authorities.”

Air Astana 
Boe ing  won  another  boos t  w i th

Kazakhstan’s flag carrier Air Astana say-
ing it planned to buy 30 of the 737 MAX,
with the “letter of intent” to be finalised
in coming months. Boeing said the planes
would “serve as the backbone” of  Air
Astana’s new low-cost carrier FlyArystan.
“We believe that the MAX will provide a
so l id  p la t form for  the  growth  o f
FlyArystan throughout our region, once
the aircraft has successfully returned to
service,” said Air Astana President Peter
Foster. The last commercial landmark for
the t roubled model  was in  June when
Boe ing  secured  a  l e t te r  o f  i n ten t  by
British Airways parent IAG to buy 200 of
the planes.

Mystery buyer 
Boeing has reached a deal with an

unnamed airline to sell 20 737 MAX planes
for $2.3 billion, a spokesman for the manufac-
turer said Tuesday. The agreement is a “firm”
order and will be disclosed at a later time by
the customer at a formal announcement in the
carrier’s home market, the spokesman said.

Air Senegal
Air Senegal said it had signed a memoran-

dum of understanding to purchase eight of
Airbus’ new A220 - the single-aisle aircraft
formerly known as the Bombardier C Series
jet. “These new 220 aircrafts will contribute
to develop our long-haul network to Europe
and our regional network in Africa,” the
national carrier’s CEO Ibrahima Kane said.

Flynas 
Riyadh-based budget carrier Flynas, which

is looking to expand in the growing Saudi
domestic market, also opted for Airbus with
an order for the A321XLR. “We are very
pleased to announce a firm order of 10 A321
aircraft,” said Bandar al-Mohanna, the CEO
of the airline, which is adding routes in South
Asia and the Middle East. Flynas also plans to
open a hub in West Africa or the Balkans
within five years to expand beyond the
domestic market, its chief executive reported-
ly said earlier this year.

EasyJet 
Europe’s second biggest budget airline

ordered 12 Airbus A320neo narrow-body jet-

liners, but pushed back another set of deliver-
ies and reined in more immediate expansion
plans, Bloomberg News reported. EasyJet
converted options to firm purchases for the
A320neo planes worth $1.33 billion at list
prices, it said.

Ghana 
Ghana signed a memorandum of under-

standing to purchase three Boeing 787-9
Dreamliners, at a list price of $877.5 million, for
a new national airline to be launched in the
country. “We believe the advanced 787-9
Dreamliner gives us an efficient and flexible
machine to launch a regional network and even-
tually serve international destinations,” said
Ghana’s aviation minister Joseph Kofi Adda.

General Electric 
General Electric said its airplane leasing

arm, GECAS, had signed an order for 12
medium to long-range Airbus A330neo air-
craft and 20 A321XLR aircraft, without giving
a price on the deal. The order for the
A321XLR includes 13 new planes and the
upgrading of seven A321 aircraft in GECAS’
existing backlog. —AFP 

Airbus tops billing in Dubai
Boeing finds support for 737 MAX



JOHANNESBURG: South African Airways (SAA) is run-
ning out of cash and could be liquidated if the government
doesn’t give it additional guarantees soon, a board mem-
ber said yesterday, as trade unions threatened to escalate
a crippling strike. State-owned SAA has racked up losses
of more than 28 billion rand ($1.9 billion) over the past 13
years and wants to cut jobs as part of a turnaround plan.

The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa
(NUMSA) and South African Cabin Crew Association
(SACCA) called a strike at SAA last week after wage talks
turned acrimonious and the airline said it planned to cut
almost 20% of its staff. Yesterday the unions threatened
to follow through with a plan to shut down South Africa’s
entire aviation sector via a secondary strike.

SAA board member Martin Kingston told Reuters the
strike was costing the airline around 50 million rand a day
and that banks weren’t willing to lend the company more
money without the government approving more state
guarantees. “We may not have enough cash to pay
salaries at the end of the month, we are still investigating
how we can do that,” he said. “This is a real-time discus-
sion we are having with National Treasury and the
Department of Public Enterprises. We need help immi-
nently.” The financial crisis at SAA is a key test of
President Cyril Ramaphosa’s pledge to fix bloated state
firms. He needs to balance the need for cost-cutting and
job cuts with deep-seated anger at the country’s 29%
unemployment rate and the weak state of the economy. A

broad cross-section of society also vocally opposes any
moves that could weaken the role of state firms.

SAA’s last permanent Chief Executive Vuyani Jarana
resigned in June after less than two years in the job, saying
his turnaround strategy was being undermined by a lack
of state funding and too much bureaucracy. The striking
unions held talks with the government and SAA on
Tuesday, which ended without any agreement. NUMSA
spokeswoman Phakamile Hlubi-Majola said there would
be “no surrender”. The union had issued aviation catering
firm Air Chefs with a letter of intent for a secondary strike

and had secured a strike certificate for a separate issue at
British Airways franchise partner Comair, she said.

Public Enterprises Minister Pravin Gordhan said in a
statement on Tuesday he was committed to saving SAA
but the government was not able to offer more financial
help. Over the last three years, the government has given
more than 20 billion rand of bailouts to SAA to keep it
afloat. Ramaphosa needs to halt a steep run-up in govern-
ment debt if he is to preserve the country’s last invest-
ment-grade credit rating from Moody’s, which has a nega-
tive outlook. — Reuters

LONDON: World stocks were knocked off 22-month
highs yesterday as a renewed flare-up in Sino-US ten-
sions and the creeping return of US recession fears
fuelled a bid for bonds and other “safe” assets such as
gold. European equities tumbled half a percent at the
open, edging further off recent four-year highs hit when
it had appeared Washington and Beijing were about to
agree the first phase of a trade deal. Wall Street futures
were marked lower while oil prices suffered their
biggest daily loss in seven weeks.

The mood in markets soured after the US Senate
angered China by passing a bill requiring annual certifi-
cation of Hong Kong’s autonomy and warning Beijing
against violently suppressing protesters. China
demanded the United States stop interfering in its
internal affairs and said it would retaliate. U.S.
President Donald Trump also threatened to up tariffs on
Chinese goods if a trade deal is not reached soon.

“Markets have taken a bit of a wobble due to the talk
about Hong Kong, but they had rallied a lot in recent
weeks on expectations of a (trade) deal,” said Salman
Ahmed, chief investment strategist at Lombard Odier.
Ahmed said both sides needed a deal to be signed-Trump
cannot afford a recession because of his re-election bid
next year, while China’s economy is slowing markedly. “I
think we are looking at a short-term setback rather than a
major issue that would derail the process. The bill still has
to be signed into law by Trump so there’s a high probabili-
ty he will use it as leverage against China.”

MSCI’s index of Asia-Pacific shares ex-Japan tum-
bled 0.7%, Japan’s Nikkei fell 0.8% and Shanghai blue

chips lost 1%. MSCI’s global index slipped 0.3%, end-
ing a three-day winning streak. Wall Street was tipped
for a weaker start with futures down 0.2%. US shares
closed just below record highs on Tuesday, however,
and world stocks remain just 0.5% off all-time peaks
hit last year. “It was noticeable that fixed income mar-
kets rallied despite equity markets being stable, sug-
gestive of a market that remains cautious about the
growth outlook,” ANZ told clients.

US 10-year Treasury yields, which have fallen in six
out of the past seven sessions, slipped 5 basis points to

1.735%, a 2-1/2 -week low. German bonds fell for the
third straight day to touch a 2-1/2 week low, shrugging
off European Central Bank Chief Economist Philip
Lane’s comment that the euro zone economy would not
fall into a recession. “It’s all about sentiment on trade ...
We have this classical risk-off trade taking place
again,” Rainer Guntermann, a rates strategist at

Commerzbank, said.

The R word
Moves on commodity prices and bond markets imply

fears of economic recession may be creeping back.
Japan’s October exports fanned those fears further, tum-

bling at their quickest rate in three years, with shipments
to China and the United States suffering big falls. US
crude stocks rose far more than expected, the American
Petroleum Institute said, driving Brent crude into a 2.6%
slide. Brent fell another half percent, inching towards the
$60 mark last breached three weeks ago. — Reuters
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EXCHANGE RATES
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EUROPEAN & AMERICAN COUNTRIES
US Dollar Transfer                           304.300
Euro                                                  338.690
Sterling Pound                                  396.050
Canadian dollar                                231.320
Turkish lira                                       53.570
Swiss Franc                                      309.090
US Dollar Buying                             296.850

ASIAN COUNTRIES
Japanese Yen                                    2.802
Indian Rupees                                  4.241
Pakistani Rupees                              1.975
Srilankan Rupees                             1.694
Nepali Rupees                                 2.640
Singapore Dollar                              224.580
Hongkong Dollar                              38.864
Bangladesh Taka                              3.541
Philippine Peso                                 6.005
Thai Baht                                          10.098
Malaysian ringgit                             77.826

GCC COUNTRIES
Saudi Riyal                                       81.201
Qatari Riyal                                      83.633
Omani Riyal                                      790.903
Bahraini Dinar                                  808.560
UAE Dirham                                     82.904

ARAB COUNTRIES
Egyptian Pound - Cash                   21.400

Egyptian Pound - Transfer              18.895
Yemen Riyal/for 1000                     1.222
Tunisian Dinar                                  111.060
Jordanian Dinar                                429.530
Lebanese Lira/for 1000                  0.203
Syrian Lira                                        0.000
Morocco Dirham                             32.167

Rate for Transfer                          Selling Rate
US Dollar                                          303.940
Canadian Dollar                               230.850
Sterling Pound                                  395.190
Euro                                                  338.175
Swiss Frank                                      303.510
Bahrain Dinar                                   808.290
UAE Dirhams                                   83.155
Qatari Riyals                                     84.390
Saudi Riyals                                      81.945
Jordanian Dinar                                429.975
Egyptian Pound                               18.873
Sri Lankan Rupees                           1.695
Indian Rupees                                  4.230
Pakistani Rupees                              1.959
Bangladesh Taka                              3.534
Philippines Pesso                             5.898
Cyprus pound                                  18.085
Japanese Yen                                    3.795
Syrian Pound                                    1.590
Nepalese Rupees                             2.648
Malaysian Ringgit                            73.370
Chinese Yuan Renminbi                   43.680

Thai Bhat                                          11.060
Turkish Lira                                      53.385
Singapore dollars                             223.191

CURRENCY                                 BUY                             SELL
Europe

British Pound                                    0.385505                       0.399408
Czech Korune                                  0.005151                        0.014451
Danish Krone                                   0.040984                       0.045984
Euro                                                  0.329207                        0.342907
Georgian Lari                                   0.101743                         0.101743
Hungarian 0.000920                       0.001110
Norwegian Krone                            0.029163                        0.034363
Romanian Leu                                  0.053550                       0.070400
Russian ruble                                    0.004753                       0.004753
Slovakia                                            0.009095                       0.019095
Swedish Krona                                 0.027437                        0.032437
Swiss Franc                                      0.300574                       0.311574

Australasia
Australian Dollar                              0.198903                        0.210903
New Zealand Dollar                         0.188911                         0.198411

America
Canadian Dollar                               0.223589                        0.232589
US Dollars                                        0.300200                       0.305500
US Dollars Mint                               0.300700                      0.305500

Asia
Bangladesh Taka                              0.002998                       0.003799

Chinese Yuan                                   0.041933                        0.045433
Hong Kong Dollar                            0.036786                       0.039536
Indian Rupee                                    0.003628                       0.004400
Indonesian Rupiah                           0.000017                       0.000023
Japanese Yen                                    0.002718                        0.002898
Korean Won                                     0.000249                       0.000264
Malaysian Ringgit                            0.069289                       0.075289
Nepalese Rupee                              0.002624                        0.002964
Pakistan Rupee                                0.001294                        0.002064
Philippine Peso                                 0.005872                       0.006172
Singapore Dollar                              0.218006                        0.228006
Sri Lankan Rupee                            0.001318                        0.001898
Taiwan                                              0.009853                       0.010033
Thai Baht                                          0.009733                       0.010283
Vietnamese Dong                            0.000013                       0.000013

Arab
Bahraini Dinar                                  0.801015                        0.809065
Egyptian Pound                               0.018629                        0.021370
Iranian Riyal                                     0.000084                      0.000086
Iraqi Dinar                                        0.000211                        0.000271
Jordanian Dinar                                0.423210                         0.432210
Kuwaiti Dinar                                   1.000000                       1.000000
Lebanese Pound                              0.000151                        0.000251
Moroccan Dirhams                          0.021180                        0.045180
Omani Riyal                                      0.785262                        0.793154
Qatar Riyal                                       0.082928                        0.083762
Saudi Riyal                                       0.080060                      0.081360
Syrian Pound                                    0.001290                        0.001510
Tunisian Dinar                                  0.103043                        0.111043
Turkish Lira                                      0.046546                       0.056390
UAE Dirhams                                   0.082217                        0.083043
Yemeni Riyal                                    0.000989                       0.001069

CALIFORNIA: Pumpjack from California-based energy company Signal Hill Petroleum is seen in Signal Hill,
California. Oil prices tumbled on November 19, 2019, as lingering questions over the US-China trade talks
weighed on sentiment on a mixed day for global equity markets. — AFP 
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EKURHULENI: Travelers queue at a SAA (South African Airways) info counter at the OR Tambo International
Airport in Johannesburg, South Africa. — AFP 

Showtime for
Stadia cloud 
gaming service
SAN FRANCISCO: Google set out to transform
the video game world Tuesday with the launch of
a service called Stadia that is crafted to let people
access console-quality games as easily as they do
email. Within moments of Google flipping the
switch to turn on Stadia, gamers began firing off
complaints ranging from sluggish play action to
not receiving kits or access codes. Some gamers,
notoriously protective of their world, lashed out
at the very notion of disrupting the reliance on
consoles or personal computers with a service
that hosts titles in the cloud and promises access
on smartphones, tablets and more.

An MBG channel at YouTube that spotlights
PlayStation consoles tweeted that Stadia was
flopping. “I’d be lying if I said I wasn’t smiling,”
MBG said in the tweet. “Maybe that’s cynical but I
can’t support a company who is pushing for a
cloud only gaming future. Stadia simply can’t
compete with PlayStation, Xbox, Nintendo or
PC.” Stadia critics also questioned the value of
paying a monthly subscription to the service, only
to have to buy games if they want to play titles
other than the few available with memberships.

Google is aiming for a piece of a global video
game industry expected to top $150 billion this
year by using its cloud computing technology
offering rich features without the need for con-
soles. Google last month sold out of “Founder’s
Edition” kits, which are priced at $129. Each kit
contains a Stadia controller and a pendant-
shaped Chromecast Ultra wireless connection
device that plugs into television sets.

Stadia games are also playable using Google
Chrome web browser software on computers and
with Google-made Pixel smartphones from the
second-generation onward. Stadia Pro subscrip-
tions, priced at $10 a month in the US, will be
available in 14 countries in North America and
Europe. Subscribers are able to buy games that
will be hosted at Google data centers, but some
free games will be available to them, starting with
“Destiny 2: The Collection.”   — AFP 

South Africa Airways 
on brink of collapse

Porsche sets out 
plans to battle 
Tesla in the US
LOS ANGELES: More than half the cars produced by
Porsche will be electric by 2025, the German manufac-
turer’s North American chief said Tuesday as he set out
plans to overtake market leader Tesla. “The future is
electric,” Klaus Zellmer told the Los Angeles Auto
Show, adding that the brand’s commitment to battery-
powered vehicles is “huge.” “By 2025 Porsche will have
crossed a tipping point, actually building more than 50

percent of its annual volume ... with either plug-in
hybrid technology or fully battery,” he said.

However, he added, the “combustion engine of
course is not dead,” pointing to Porsche’s popular 911
sports cars. Porsche, a subsidiary of the Volkswagen
group, unveiled its new battery-powered Taycan at
Frankfurt’s International Auto Show in September. The
brand’s first 100 percent electric sports car, the Taycan
is capable of going from 0 to 60 miles per hour in less
than three seconds. The luxury model is intended to
rival Tesla, the California firm that dominates the global
electric car market. Tesla has an especially firm grip on
the United States, which is Porsche’s second-largest
market. The German brand sold 57,000 cars in the US
last year.

From 2021 Porsche intends to sell a fully electric ver-
sion of its SUV, the Macan, which would compete

directly against Tesla’s Y model. “The electric Macan will
compete in many different segments - it’s going to draw
many people from different segments” just as Tesla did
when it entered the market, Zellmer said. “It’s not a tran-
sition that is going to turn the world upside down within
five years, it’s probably 10 years” away, the North
American CEO added.  Porsche is facing growing com-
petition in China, its biggest single market, from Tesla.

Tesla last month said its new so-called Gigafactory
in Shanghai had started production on a trial basis.
Zellmer said the growth of electric cars in China was
being impeded by the lack of access to charging facili-
ties in mega-cities where tens of millions live and work
in high rise buildings. “Charging your car for the night is
a challenge. Ninety per cent of charging according to
our market research actually happens at home or at
work,” he said. —  AFP 
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SYDNEY: Regulators accused Australia’s Westpac
Banking Corp of 23 million breaches of anti-money
laundering laws, saying the banking giant ignored red
flags and for years enabled payments from convicted
child sex offenders and “high risk” countries. The
oversight failure at Australia’s second-largest bank led
to deep systemic non-compliance with anti-money
laundering laws, financial crime watchdog AUSTRAC
said in a civil court filing yesterday. 

The regulator is pursuing fines of up to A$21 million
($14 million) for every transaction Westpac failed to
monitor adequately or report on time in the country’s
biggest ever money laundering scandal. In theory, that
could add up to whopping A$483 trillion in fines. The
lawsuit dwarfs a case AUSTRAC brought against larg-
er Commonwealth Bank of Australia which agreed last
year to pay a record A$700 million penalty after
admitting to allowing 53,750 payments that violated
similar protocols. 

It also brings fresh scrutiny to an industry still try-
ing to rebuild community trust after a bruising Royal
Commission public inquiry. “These contraventions are
the result of systemic failures in its control environ-
ment, indifference by senior management and inade-
quate oversight by the Board,” AUSTRAC said in the
court filing.

Westpac said it had self-reported the breaches to
AUSTRAC and had since shut down the service at the
centre of the complaint which let customers and affili-
ate overseas banks process payments from Australia.
“Like everyone who has read the statement of claim, I
am personally disgusted and appalled,” Westpac CEO
Brian Hartzer said on a call with reporters, adding the
bank “should have done better”.

Hartzer said he accepted most of the regulator’s
assertions but “at a senior executive level, for the
board, for me personally, in no way have we been
indifferent on this.” The lawsuit sent Westpac shares
down 3% by the close, outpacing a broader share
market decline of 1.4%, as investors began counting
the financial and reputational cost of the lawsuit. Brian
Johnson, an analyst at Jefferies, said he expected a
“meaningful, painful but not catastrophic civil penalty”
in the hundreds of millions of dollars range.

Bank of America Merrill Lynch analysts said they
saw downside risks for bank capital persisting until
fines, penalties and remediation provisions subside.
“This development epitomizes the more active
enforcement action stance taken by regulators gener-
ally in the post Royal Commission era,” they said in a
note. The AUSTRAC filing said Westpac knew since
2013 about “heightened child exploitation risks associ-
ated with people who made frequent low value pay-
ments to the Philippines and South East Asia” but did
not set up an automated detection system until 2018.
The Sydney-based bank had failed to conduct due
diligence on 12 customers who had made frequent
low-value transactions over several years which sug-
gested involvement in child exploitation, it said.

One customer who had served a prison sentence for
child exploitation set up several Westpac accounts.
Westpac detected suspicious activity in one account but
failed to review the other accounts which were used to
send payments to the Philippines, AUSTRAC said.
Westpac meanwhile maintained relationships with off-
shore banks without assessing their business relationships,
products, customers or payments, even when those banks
disclosed relationships with “high risk or sanctioned coun-
tries including Iraq, Lebanon, Ukraine, Zimbabwe, and
Democratic Republic of Congo”.—Reuters

Westpac Banking
Corp slapped 
with 23 million
laundering breaches

China trims benchmark lending 
rate again to shore up economy

PBOC likely to cut rates more aggressively in coming months
SHANGHAI: China lowered its lending
benchmark rate yesterday, as widely
expected, to reduce company funding costs
and shore up an economy hurt by slowing
demand and US trade tariffs. The cut was
the second to a key Chinese rate this week
and came a day after central bank governor
Yi Gang said Beijing would step up credit
support and lower real lending rates, as
pressure on the world’s second-largest
economy increases.

With growth sliding to near 30-year
lows and a partial trade deal with the
United States proving elusive, China has
slowly picked up its tempo of policy easing
in recent weeks, with authorities pushing
banks to keep supporting cash-strapped
small- and medium-sized businesses. 

Yesterday’s pruning of the loan prime
rate (LPR) followed China’s first cut in a
short-term market rate in four years on
Monday, suggesting the start of “a new eas-
ing cycle”, said Ji Tianhe, China head of for-
eign exchange and local markets strategy at
BNP Paribas in Beijing, who says there is
room for rates to go lower. The one-year
LPR, a rate set by the People’s Bank of
China (PBOC) based on quotes from a pan-
el of banks, fell five basis points to 4.15%
from 4.20% in October. The five-year LPR
was lowered by the same margin to 4.80%
from 4.85%.

The one-year LPR has now been reduced
three times since it became the official lend-
ing benchmark in August, and this week’s
twin cuts suggest the PBOC is keen to push

ahead with lowering financing costs across
the curve despite pressures on inflation from
rising pork prices from an outbreak of
African Swine Fever. All 64 respondents in a
Reuters snap survey this week had predicted
a reduction in the one-year LPR, which is set
on the 20th of each month. Thirty-seven
respondents also expected the five-year rate
to be cut for the first time.

The lowering of the five-year rate, which
is used to price housing mortgages, could
suggest policymakers may be softening
their cautious regulatory stance toward the
property market, a major growth driver in
the past, Capital Economics said in a
research note. “With the prop from recent
monetary easing likely to be underwhelm-
ing and headwinds to economic growth
mounting, we think the PBOC will start to
cut rates more aggressively in the coming
months,” Martin Lynge Rasmussen, China
economist at Capital Economics, said in a
research note.

Top policymakers had vowed in July they
would not use the property market as a
form of short-term stimulus, which would
risk an even sharper build-up in debt and
property bubbles. The global debt load has
surged $78 trillion since 2008, and China
alone has accounted for 40% of the
increase, according to a recent report by
the Institute of International Finance (IIF).

Is China relaxing its tough property
stance? China’s government has pledged
not to open the floodgates to massive stim-
ulus as it did in the past, and has largely

leaned on a prescription of higher infra-
structure spending, tax cuts and frequent
liquidity injections to cushion the current
slowdown. The PBOC has cut banks’
reserve requirement ratios (RRR) seven
times since early 2018 to free up more
funds for lending. Analysts at ING estimate
various liquidity injections totaled 955 bil-
lion yuan ($135.76 billion) in just over the
last three months.

The cut in the LPR was the third to a
major policy rate this month, though the
moves have been much more modest than
easing by the US Federal Reserve and some
other central banks. On Monday, the PBOC
unexpectedly trimmed the seven-day
reverse repurchase rate to 2.50% from
2.55%, which followed a cut in its medium-
term lending facility (MLF) just two weeks
ago. Analysts and traders believe policy-
makers are signaling to nervous markets
that they remain ready to act to prop up
slowing growth, despite a recent spike in
consumer inflation which some fear may
limit the central bank’s room to manoeuvre.

Tommy Xie, head of Greater China
research at OCBC Bank in Singapore, said
the latest cut would “buy more time for the
manufacturing sector to stabilize and the
infrastructure sector to catch up.” But he
added policymakers would remain cautious,
mindful of the balancing act between
spurring economic growth and creating
additional financial risks. The PBOC’s third-
quarter policy statement released on
Saturday had stirred speculation authorities

may ease restrictions on the sector to boost
economic activity.

The central bank removed a line saying
“housing is for living in, not for specula-
tion”, but kept a phrase that “the property
sector should not be used as a short-term
stimulus for the economy”, which appeared
in its second-quarter report. OCBC’s Xie,
however, did not think the cut in the five-
year rate yesterday meant China was relax-
ing its grip on the property market, where
regulators have spent years trying to curb
speculation and soaring prices.

Likewise, Yan Se, chief economist at
Founder Securities in Beijing, said there
may only be some fine-tuning of the coun-
try’s tight “one size fits all” housing policy.
Yan added that the reduction in the LPR
was to emphasize the MLF rate, which now
serves as the benchmark for the LPR, to
effectively lower the financing costs to the
real economy. The LPR is a lending refer-
ence rate set monthly by 18 banks. The
PBOC revamped the mechanism to price
LPR in August, loosely pegging it to the
MLF rate. — Reuters

SHANGHAI: A man ride his scooter near the Shanghai Waigaoqiao Power Generator Company
coal power plant in Shanghai. — AFP 

By Ben Garcia 

KUWAIT: British Airways marked its 100th anniversary
at the British Embassy on Tuesday. Speaking at the cer-
emony, Moran Birger, Head of Sales for Asia Pacific and
Middle East, said BA is ready to invest £6.5 billion over
the next five years to improve the flying experience for
all customers. “This includes purchasing new aircraft
and refreshing our existing fleet, investing in cabins,
new lounges, Wi-Fi, catering and the rollout of our
brand new business class - Club Suite,” he said.  

To mark BA’s centenary this year, BA launched a dig-
ital archive looking of never-seen-before memories
from British Airways’ history and painted four aircraft
in heritage livery. BA also launched a new advertise-
ment and created centenary editions and limited edi-
tions of recipes. “We also launched our future facing
program - BA 2019, which has been leading the debate
on the future of flying, exploring the future of sustain-
able aviation fuels and the customer experience of the
future,” Birger said.  

“This year we also become the first airline world-
wide to introduce high-tech and eco-friendly remote
controlled devices to push back aircraft at Heathrow.
We were also the first UK airline to introduce automat-
ed biometric technology, with the launch of self-service
boarding gates; we also installed self-service bag drop
points at Heathrow and Gatwick, giving our customers
an even quicker check-in experience. By 2020, we will
have received more than 100 new aircraft in less than a
decade and by the end of 2020, we will have refur-
bished 93 existing long-haul aircraft,” Birger added. He
also mentioned the expansion of the BA network,
adding new routes such as Charleston, Pittsburgh, Kos,

Ljubljana and Bastia.   
British Ambassador to Kuwait Michael Davenport

said the celebration is not only about the 100th anniver-
sary of British Airways, but this year also marks 120
years of the famous Treaty of Friendship of 1899, which
opened a new era in UK-Kuwait relations. “Britain and
Kuwait have an extraordinarily special and longstanding
friendship stretching back into history. Ever since,
Britain and Kuwait have stood together in facing com-
mon treats, most notably in 1921, 1961 and again in 1991.
In 1921, Kuwait in fact saw the very first overseas
deployment of the newly constituted Royal Air Force,
which celebrated its centenary only last year,” he said.  

According to Davenport, during the past 120 years,
Kuwait and the UK have continued to deepen and
broaden cooperation across many fields. “Britain has
become a second home to many Kuwaitis. Kuwait
established the world’s first sovereign wealth fund with
its headquarters in London. British engineers, planners,
teachers and other professionals have contributed to
the remarkable transformation of Kuwaitis,” he added. 

He also lauded the tens of thousands of Kuwaitis
who have completed their studies at British universities.
“Today, more Kuwaitis are studying in Britain than ever

before. British Airways and predecessor airlines have
made a massive contribution to these ever-closer ties
between the two countries,” Davenport said. 

“I believe the first Imperial Airways Flight took off
for Kuwait from London 87 years ago. Without excel-
lent services between our two countries and without
the dedicated work of so many generations of British
Airways staff across the board, none of what we have
jointly achieved would have been possible. On August
21, 1919, British Airways’ first scheduled flight - by the
way the world’s very first scheduled international serv-
ice - took off from Hounslow for Paris carrying one
passenger and a consignment of leather, several braces
of grouse and a few jars of Devonshire clotted cream,”
he added. 

Since then, British Airways has established itself as
one of the world’s leading airlines in the new era of air
travel, offering quality, choice and convenience to the
154,000 customers who fly with them every day - 45
million every year.  “A BA aircraft takes off from some-
where in the world every 90 seconds. I believe you also
have some 45,000 staff worldwide including 4,700
engineers with an average of 19 years of experience
each,” Davenport noted. 

Michael Davenport Moran Birger

BA invest £6.5 billion 
to improve customers’ 
flying experience 

LONDON: Blackhall Colliery has one claim to fame-
its beach featured in the climax of the Michael Caine
film “Get Carter”. Apart from that, it is like many
struggling former mining villages in northeast
England. But the village on the County Durham coast
is now at the centre of a mystery-as bundles of cash
keep turning up in the street. Durham Police said a
total of £26,000 ($33,500, 30,300 euros) had been
found over the past five years - 13 packages of
£2,000 in £20 notes.

“These bundles are always left in plain sight such
as on pavements and discovered by random members
of the public who have handed them in,” said
Detective Constable John Forster. The latest discov-
ery on Monday was the fourth this year, he added,
speculating that a Good Samaritan could be dropping
off the cash parcels. Forster, who said inquiries had so
far drawn a blank, praised the “incredible community
spirit” of the locals who had handed in the cash-with
newspapers suggesting the village could be the most
honest place in Britain.

Villagers speculated to The Guardian that the
mysterious benefactor could be “one of these secret
millionaires” or even a “Blackhall Santa”. “It’s not a
run-down area but nothing ever that good really hap-
pens around here,” one resident was quoted as telling
the newspaper.  “It might be someone trying to help-a
Santa’s little elf. I hope it’s that.” Like many other for-
mer pit villages, Blackhall Colliery has struggled since
its mine closed in the 1980s.— AFP 

British village that
keeps finding cash

WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump’s visit to
Apple’s Texas manufacturing plant represents a truce in
the White House war on Silicon Valley and an unlikely
“bromance” with chief executive Tim Cook. The visit will
give the US leader a chance to hail American manufactur-
ing and step back, at least temporarily, from his tirade
against big technology firms. Apple announced in
September it would keep making its Mac Pro computer
in the United States, after obtaining tariff exemptions for
some components in the high-end computers.

The developments show an unusual Trump-Cook rela-
tionship in sharp contrast with the president’s attacks on
other tech giants. “On the face of it, it’s an unlikely rela-
tionship,” said Roger Kay, analyst at Endpoint
Technologies Associates who follows the sector. Cook,
who supported Democrat Hillary Clinton in 2016, has
been able to sidestep much of Trump’s anger by being
“very diplomatic,” Kay said. “He’s not saying ‘I love
Trump,’ but he’s not saying ‘I hate Trump,’” said Kay.

“He hasn’t made any disparaging public comments. By
not ruffling Trump’s feathers he’s gotten quite a lot out of
it.” Cook and Trump remain far apart on a number of
issues including trade and immigration, with Apple
opposing the White House plan to end protection for so-
called “dreamers” who came to the US as children. While
Apple has acknowledged it has paid some tariffs imposed
by Trump on goods imported from China, the iPhone

maker has so far avoided a major impact from the trade
friction.

Trump, who has called Google and social media firms
“biased” and been especially critical of Amazon CEO Jeff
Bezos - accusing him of using his personal investment in
the Washington Post for politics — has had mostly praise
for the Apple CEO. “Other companies hire very expen-
sive consultants,” Trump said in August. “But the only one
who calls me is Tim Cook. He calls me whenever there’s a
problem.” Trump, who once referred to the CEO as “Tim
Apple,” appears to be forging a friendly relationship with
Cook even when he offers criticism. In one tweet, he
seemed to fret over the design of the latest iPhones
which no longer have a home button. “To Tim: The Button
on the IPhone was FAR better than the Swipe!” Trump
wrote.

According to the Wall Street Journal, Cook has quietly
cultivated his relationship with Trump through the presi-
dent’s daughter Ivanka and her husband Jared Kushner,
both of whom advise the president. Trump appears to
have softened some of his positions on tariffs after hear-
ing Cook’s argument that punishing Apple would help
foreign rivals such as Samsung. “Tim Cook has gone out
of his way it seems to develop a relationship with
President Trump because he was concerned I’m sure of
the potential impact on the business” from Trump’s poli-
cies, said Bob O’Donnell of Technalysis Research.

Because most of Apple products are manufactured in
China, “there was a potentially large impact on profitabil-
ity,” O’Donnell said. “Tim Cook is trying to be pragmatic
and trying to address the issue by tackling it head on.”
Apple, which benefited from legislation signed by Trump
that reduced taxes on repatriated profits from 35 to 15
percent, has responded to White House efforts by pledg-
ing to invest $350 billion in the US economy by 2023
through its own manufacturing and from suppliers.

O’Donnell said that Cook’s efforts to forge a relation-
ship with Trump has some risks as well in Silicon Valley,
where the president is unpopular. —AFP 

Trump-Cook 
‘bromance’ culminates
with visit to 
Apple factory
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Warba Bank
launches
‘Warba
Concierge’
KUWAIT: Warba Bank has
recently sealed a partnership with
Peacock Concierge Group, to be
added to its partners’ portfolio,
through which the Bank aims at
providing customers with top-
notch services custom-made to
facilitate their lifestyle and cater to
their needs. The new partnership is
exclusive to Warba’s Al Safwa cat-
egory customers offering them a
wide range of choices to make sure
they are best served. 

Through a carefully selected
professional team, Warba
Concierge offers a wide array of
most needed services by customers
who seek to balance between
working hours and life needs to
manage their daily commitments.
The services range from reminding

the customer with his/her daily
agendas, providing personal mes-
senger when needed to relieve cus-
tomers from routine tasks such as:
paying bills, permits’ renewal, deliv-
ery of gifts, flowers, invitations,
papers and documents and finaliz-
ing governmental services. 

It is worth to mention that
Peacock Concierge company takes
the exclusivity in facilitating all
travel related matters whereas it
handles tickets’ issuance, hotels
reservations, and visa applications.
The Company pride itself to have
an exquisite experience in select-
ing top-notch touristic destina-
tions, restaurants as well as secur-
ing tickets for sports and cultural
events worldwide. 

One of the Company’s privi-
leged service is “Greet &
Welcome” provided in most air-
ports around the world to greet
and escort the customers straight
from the plane to collect luggage
and leave airport. For further priva-
cy, the Company facilitate all mat-
ters related to renting various lux-
urious means of transport includ-
ing yachts and private jets. Warba
Concierge provides personal

assistant around the clock even
during holidays, offered by a highly
professional team which grants Al
Safwa customers a perfect privacy. 

Commenting on the new serv-
ice, Abdullah Nasser Al Shoail,
Senior Director -Branches
Department at Warba Bank said:
“Our cooperation with Peacock
Concierge is an added value and
rewarding to our customers top-
ping their lives with unique luxu-
ry”. He added: “our prime objective
out of this new partnership, is to
fulfill our commitment to continu-
ously provide our customers with

peace in mind services, while dis-
tinguishing them with all needed
high-quality support and comfort
whether they are in Kuwait or
abroad”. From his end, Hassan Al
Suwaidi, CEO of Peacock
Concierge Group said: “We are
proud to partner with Warba Bank
as a privileged addition to our
partners’ list. It’s our utmost pleas-
ure to provide Warba Bank’s Al
Safwa customers with unparalleled
luxurious services delivered by
highly experienced team who is
well trained to consider each tiny
detail in customers’ requests”. 

HONG KONG: Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba
Group raised up to $12.9 billion in a landmark listing in
Hong Kong, the largest share sale in the city in nine
years and a world record for a cross-border secondary
share sale. The deal will be seen as a boost to Hong
Kong following more than five months of anti-govern-
ment protests and its recent slide into its first recession
in a decade. Alibaba said in a statement it had priced
the shares at HK$176 ($22.49) each, a discount of 2.9%
to its New York closing price, confirming information
earlier reported by Reuters.

The price means Alibaba will raise at least HK$88
billion ($11.3 billion) - a symbolic total because the
number 8 is associated with prosperity and good for-
tune in Chinese culture. Alibaba has also chosen the
stock code 9988 for its listing, which for Chinese
speakers combines two of the luckiest numbers,
together symbolizing long-lasting prosperity. The total
raised from the deal could eventually reach $12.9 bil-
lion if a so-called ‘greenshoe’ over-allotment option
were exercised.

Alibaba shares closed in New York on Tuesday at
$185.25. One of Alibaba’s New York-listed American
Depositary Shares (ADS) is worth eight of its Hong
Kong shares. While the discount to Alibaba’s last close
was set at 2.9%, analysts noted the price represented a
3.7% discount to the Alibaba’s share price on Nov. 12 -
the day before the deal was launched. “I was expecting
it to be done at around 4%-5% so this is about right,”
said Sumeet Singh, head of research at Aequitas and
who publishes on research website SmartKarma.

“The deal represents just about 4.4 days of three-
month average daily value traded and hence, relatively
it’s not a big deal for a stock of Alibaba’s size.” Alibaba’s
deal comes amid a late-year rush of share sales, with
Saudi Arabia’s state oil giant Aramco revving up to

price an initial public offering so large it threatens to
eclipse Alibaba’s own record $25 billion float in 2014. A
deal at the top of Aramco’s price range would raise
$25.6 billion and value the company at $1.7 trillion -
short of the $2 trillion it had originally sought.

Hong Kong boost
Hong Kong’s army of small investors have welcomed

the Alibaba deal, subscribing for 40 times the shares
they were originally allotted, according to two sources
with direct knowledge of the deal. That represents the
heaviest oversubscription rate for any multi-billion dol-
lar share sale in Hong Kong in more than four years,

according to Dealogic data. Alibaba declined to com-
ment on retail subscriptions. Retail investors will now
take 10% of the deal, up from the 2.5% they were orig-
inally allotted. 

Hong Kong operates a ‘clawback’ system where
heavy oversubscription from small investors can result
in them getting a greater share. The numbers imply
retail investors collectively put up about $11 billion in
the hope of getting shares in the Chinese ecommerce
champion. A float by Alibaba is seen as particularly sig-

nificant to Hong Kong since it lost the company’s IPO to
New York in 2013 because the Asian financial hub
would not then accept its unusual governance, where a
self-selecting group of insiders control the majority of
board seats.

That decision ultimately resulted in Hong Kong rule
changes last year that have allowed Alibaba to conduct

this listing. Bankers hope other US-listed Chinese tech
giants will follow suit. Alibaba’s listing ceremony is due
to be held at the Hong Stock Exchange next Tuesday
and the event will be closely watched given the ongoing
protests unfolding across the city. China International
Capital Corporation (CICC) and Credit Suisse are lead-
ing Alibaba’s deal. — Reuters

Alibaba raises up to $12.9 billion
in a landmark Hong Kong listing

Retail oversubscription 40x original 2.5% allotment 

PARIS: The logo of the Chinese multinational e-commerce, retail, internet, and technology conglomerate, Alibaba
group is displayed on a tablet screen in Paris.  — AFP 

Shares priced 
HK$176 each

Free access at
Kidztopia awaits
Burgan Bank’s
Buba customers
KUWAIT: Burgan Bank, in collaboration
with Kidztopia, is geared to host a free full
day access for Buba account holders that
will delight its little customers with memo-
rable experiences. Driven by the aim to
rewards its Buba account holders with
exclusive offers that fit their lifestyle, on
Friday November 22nd, Buba customers
can enjoy this day at Kidztopia located in
the Avenues. Additionally, the children can
benefit from 50% discount on items from
the toys collection in store.

As one of the most popular enter-
tainment areas for children in Kuwait,
Kidztopia provides entertaining games,
learning and exciting indoor play areas.

Where kids can come and have endless
fun in an amazing atmosphere that is
designed for their enjoyment. Open
from 11 am onwards until 11 pm, Buba
account holders can start their adven-
ture with complete access to all of the
facilities in store.

Buba Kids Account aims at providing
creative solutions for parents who want to
earn more from their savings for their chil-
dren while also enjoying a wide range of
benefits. The Buba Kids Account is a sav-
ings account, with the minimum opening
balance of KD 10. Children, up to 14 years
old, will also enjoy special offers and pro-
motions throughout the year as well as
attractive discounts at selected merchants
across Kuwait. 

To find out more about Burgan Bank’s
“Buba” Kids Account including the latest
promotions, customers can follow the
bank’s Instagram page
@Burganbankkuwait. For more informa-
tion customers are required to visit their
nearest Burgan Bank branch or call
1804080, or visit the bank’s website on
www.burgan.com. 

Gulf Air and
SpiceJet sign MoU
to explore greater
cooperation
NEW DELHI: Gulf Air, the national carrier
of the Kingdom of Bahrain, and SpiceJet,
India’s favorite carrier, signed a Memorandum
of Understanding (MoU) to explore greater
cooperation between the two airlines includ-
ing an interline and codeshare agreement,
coordinated cargo services, engineering
services and pilot training. 

The MoU was signed by Kresimir Kucko,
Gulf Air’s Chief Executive Officer and Ajay
Singh, Chairman and Managing Director at
SpiceJet. Besides looking at a codeshare and
interline agreement, the scope of the MoU
includes the two airlines exploring growth
opportunities beyond network expansion by
leveraging each other’s strengths. 

Gulf Air and SpiceJet will look at collabo-
rating in the field of pilot training to nurture
talent in order to deliver the finest resources
for both the airlines. The airlines will also
engage and collaborate to enhance their

respective cargo and engineering services.
The signing of this MOU between the two
carriers aims at initiation of collaboration
between the two carriers, and further
strengthening the strong ties between India
and the Kingdom of Bahrain. 

Kresimir Kucko, Chief Executive Officer of
Gulf Air said: “This is a historic event for both
Gulf Air and SpiceJet as we strengthen com-
mercial ties between the two carriers; creat-
ing more choices for our valued passengers
to explore new cities across our networks.
We have a longstanding relationship with the
Republic of India and we feel proud to work
closely with our friends at SpiceJet.”

Ajay Singh, Chairman and Managing
Director, SpiceJet said, “I am extremely hap-
py at the signing of this MoU and the begin-
ning of this new partnership between

SpiceJet and Gulf Air. This partnership will
immensely benefit the two airlines and our
passengers in times to come. These are excit-
ing times for SpiceJet as we pursue our inter-
national expansion plan. We are developing
an extensive portfolio of destinations both at
home and in international markets. 

The Middle East has always been among
our top priority markets. This agreement is
going to play a very important role for
SpiceJet’s next phase of growth as we con-
tinue to explore the innumerable opportuni-
ties around us.” Gulf Air currently operates
82 weekly flights to eight destinations in
India: Mumbai, Delhi, Chennai,
Thiruvananthapuram, Cochin, Hyderabad,
Calicut and Bangalore. SpiceJet currently
operates flights to more than 50 destinations
within the Republic of India.

Airlines’ fuel
practices feed
doubts over
commitment
PARIS: Airlines have taken steps to
reduce their carbon footprints under the
gaze of public opinion, but the pressure
of the bottom line means some fly with
extra fuel, boosting emissions of cli-
mate-changing greenhouse gases. As
the highly competitive air travel industry
is being pushed to reduce its carbon
emissions-which it puts at two to three
percent of the global total-the practice
known as fuel tankering has become an
acid test for airlines’ commitment to
really go green.

In fuel tankering, an aircraft’s tanks
are filled sufficiently at the departure
airport to avoid having to take on addi-
tional fuel for the return leg at a destina-
tion airport where fuel costs may be
higher, or there are supply issues.
According to a study by Eurocontrol,
the practice is a money-saving strategy
for airlines as it outweighs the cost of
additional fuel needed to carry the extra
weight on the outbound flight.

“Aviation is a very competitive mar-
ket and each airline needs to minimize
operating costs, in order to keep its tick-
et prices as competitive as possible,”
said the group, an inter-governmental
organization that helps harmonize regu-
lations in the sector. With fuel account-
ing for up to 25 percent of airlines’ oper-
ating expenses, “saving fuel has become
a major challenge for aviation”, it added.
Eurocontrol found that in Europe fuel
tankering concerns about one in six
flights, on average resulting in an extra
136 kg of fuel burned. 

Despite the additional fuel cost of 75
euros it still results in a net saving of 126
euros per flight. That saving also
includes nine euros for purchasing car-
bon allowances for the 428kg of addi-

tional CO2 generated. The report esti-
mated that in Europe fuel tankering
could generate net savings of 265 million
euros per year for airlines, while adding
286,000 tons of fuel burnt and 901,000
tons of CO2 emissions. “This represents
about 2,800 round-trips between Paris
and New York or the annual emissions
of a European city of 100,000 inhabi-
tants,” said the report. 

Everybody does it... 
After being called out for fuel tanker-

ing by the BBC, British Airways called it
a “common practice across the airline
industry” and said that it is done for
“operational, safety and price reasons”.
British Airways said it resorts to fuel
tankering for “mainly short-haul destina-
tions where there are considerable fuel
price differences between European air-
ports”. Willy Walsh, the head of IAG,
British Airway’s parent company,
acknowledged that the issue shows that
airlines are torn between economic and
environmental imperatives.

“What we see today is that there is
often a conflict between what we do
that makes a commercial and financial
sense and the things we should be
doing from an environmental point of
view,” he told investors at a gathering
at the beginning of November.
Germany’s Lufthansa said it resorts to
fuel tankering only exceptionally for
operational reasons because the prac-
tice “goes against our goal of reducing
carbon emissions,” said a spokesman.
Air France said it practiced fuel tanker-
ing only on “some specific” routes for
economic or organizational reasons.

Offsets 
The airline industry adopted in 2016

a mechanism called CORSIA to offset
any increase in CO2 emissions from
2020 levels using tree-planting and oth-
er schemes that absorb carbon. This will
allow the industry to continue to grow to
meet rising demand for air travel without
adding any additional carbon on a net
basis. Budget airline easyJet announced
it plans to go further by offsetting emis-
sions from all flights. — AFP 

China adds coal
power despite
climate pledge
BEIJING: China plans to add new coal power
plants equivalent to all of the EU’s current
generating capacity, putting the world’s
biggest emitter out of sync with its commit-
ments to combat climate change, researchers
said yesterday. China built enough new plants
between January 2018 and June 2019 — near-
ly 43 gigawatts worth of capacity-to cancel

out the decrease in the rest of the world, said
the US-based Global Energy Monitor.

Researchers warned that an increase in
China’s coal power capacity was incompatible
with keeping global warming “well below” 2
degrees celsius, a key commitment of the 2015
Paris Agreement on Climate Change which
China is a party to. Another 147.7 gigawatts of
coal plants in the country are currently under
construction or likely to be reopened, nearly
as many as the entire European Union’s 150
gigawatts of existing capacity, the report said.

The plants would take China’s total coal
power plant capacity to 1174.7 gigawatts. The
report attributed China’s coal expansion to a

two year period in which provincial govern-
ments rapidly approved projects as part of an
effort to boost regional growth. An ongoing
economic slowdown could further weaken
China’s resolve to switch to renewables despite
the central government’s calls in recent years
to slow the development of coal plants.

“There is a risk that Chinese leaders will
feel the need to continue supporting coal-
intensive industries and make climate con-
cerns second to continued economic growth,”
Christine Shearer, a director at Global Energy
Monitor said. China’s efforts against climate
change are key as it is the world’s biggest
emitter of greenhouse gases. — AFP 
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NOTICE 

In a charity event that cele-
brates Palestinian and
Levantinian heritage, the

Jerusalem Arabic Music
Ensemble presents a musical
evening in which a selection of
folkloric songs, classical pieces
and contemporary compositions
are performed in a unique way
on November 23, 2019, at Sheikh
Jaber Al-Ahmad Cultural Center
at 7 pm.

The School of Engineering at the
Australian College of Kuwait (ACK)
has participated in the 10th

Technological Innovation Conference,
Exposition (TICE) on November 7, 2019.
The School of Engineering has participat-
ed with three projects for the Engineering
Excellence Award in addition to showcas-
ing graduation projects in the ACK booth.  

ACK has succeeded in securing the
Gold and Silver Awards under the
Research Category in addition to the Silver
Award under the Environment Category.
The participating groups were supervised
by Dr. Suad Al-Radhwan, Assistant
Professor and Dr Mortadha Al-Saba,
Assistant Professor and Laboratory
Manager at ACK’s Petroleum Engineering
Department. The gold award was given to
the “Crude Oil Analysis & Blending
Optimization” project. The students who
worked on the project were Ayah Chen,
Shahad Al-Ansari, Mohammad Badiei,
Aseel Kiswani and Ahmad Al-Syouhiunder
the supervision of Dr. Suad Al-Radhwan. 

The silver award in the “Research”
category was awarded to the team
behind the “Laboratory Evaluation to
Assess the Effectiveness of Inhibitive
Nano-Water Based Drilling Fluid” proj-

ect. The team members were Talal
Abdulkareem, Meshal Al-Ajmi, Abdullah
Zazoua and Emad Kebeish under the
supervision of Dr Mortadha Al-Saba. The
remaining silver award was awarded to
the team responsible for the “Solution for
Safe Disposal of Associated Water with
Kuwait Crude” project. 

The team members were Abdulmalek
Al-Husainan, Amal Mohammed, Esraa
Mohammed, Farah Al-Homoud and Anfal
Qabazardunder the supervision of Dr.
Suad al Radhwan. The ACK booth also
showcased three graduation projects from
the Mechanical and Electrical Engineering
Departments. The students who showcased
their projects were Anoud Al-Shemmeri,
Maryam Al-Qallaf and Duaa Hasan Al-
Duwaikhi.

ACK would like to thank the
Technological Innovation Conference,
Exposition organizers for giving its stu-
dents such a valuable opportunity to
showcase their hard work and to also
thank the students and their supervisors
for their achievements. This accomplish-
ment shows clearly the quality and dedica-
tion of our students as well as the continu-
ous efforts and commitments of our faculty
members. 

ACK students receive Engineering 
Excellence Awards at TICE

Lulu Hypermarket
launches ‘Discover
America 2019’

Lulu Hypermarket, the leading retailer in the region,
launched its ‘Discover America 2019’ promotion on
November 20, at its Al Qurain outlet. Charge d’af-

faires at the US Embassy in Kuwait, Larry L Memmott,
inaugurated the event in the presence of top officials
from Lulu Hypermarket Kuwait and a large gathering of
shoppers and well-wishers. 

Speaking to the gathering, Charge d’affaires Larry L
Memmott praised the efforts of the hypermarket in recre-
ating an American setting in Kuwait, particularly lauding

the recreation of the Statue of Liberty. He added, “Lulu
hypermarket sells more than 3,500 American products,
and many people in Kuwait can discover their favorite
American products here, while others can discover new
taste sensations!” 

He further talked about how Lulu Hypermarket has
prepared for the occasion of American Holiday
Thanksgiving next week with a range of product offer-
ings, including Turkeys imported from North Carolina.
The American Charge d’affaires invited all of Kuwait to
visit Lulu Hypermarket to participate in this American
food experience. 

As part of festivities held to mark the promotion, a
cultural program was organized on the opening day fea-
turing a variety of songs and dances highlighting
American culture.  The week-long promotion, which runs
from 20 - 26 November at all LuLu Hypermarket outlets
in Kuwait, showcases high-quality food and other prod-

ucts from the United States at very special prices.
Adding further attraction to the Discover America

promotion, the entrances and aisles of Lulu Hypermarket
branches have been adorned with large cutouts and
images of traditional monuments and popular tourist sites
in the US. Special prices are being offered on a range of
US branded products during the promotion period,
including for leading food brands such as Bolthouse,
Califia Farms, Eggo, General Mills, Gerber, Kraft, Lite
House, McCormick, Powerful Yogurt, Ragu and Silk
among others.

The ‘Discover America 2019’ promotion underscores
Lulu Hypermarket as the destination of choice for dis-
cerning shoppers looking for high-quality products from
around the world at exceptionally competitive prices. The
hypermarket’s unrivalled customer-centric approach,
only adds to the allure of shopping at Lulu Hypermarket
venues in the country. 

Life Science
Academy, Kuwait
Heart Society
organize National 
life saving campaign 
By Abdellatif Sharaa

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of the Life
Science Academy Mohammad Nahis Al-
Enezi said the Saed National campaign for

saving lives which was held in cooperation with
Kuwait Heart Society (KHS), was highly success-
ful, as it targeted various sectors, and he appreci-
ated the role of all those who were involved in it.

Al-Enezi said the campaign
that was launched with the
goal of cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) training,
and reduction of side effects
that may occur as a result of
the lack of immediate inter-
vention, and reduce the rates
of death, as well as the bur-
dens of heart attacks and acci-
dents. He said 56 establishments of various min-
istries, establishments and companies were
trained and the number of trainees reached 1,500
in the first year.

Al-Enezi said the campaign is now in its sec-
ond stage and continues education of the public
on the principles of CPR, adding that Saed 2 is
committed to its scheduled program for three
years and its plan that was prepared by sponsor
companies received good response from the
health ministry. He said that a large number of
people were made aware through designating
certain days at the Avenues to train and check
some health signs in cooperation with KHS.

The academy appreciated the response of the
health ministry and the support of Health Minister
Dr Basel Al-Sabah and KHS officials. Training
programs were carried out over 100 working days
since the launch of the campaign in March 2018,
and the number of courses exceeded 180, and the
number of training hours was over 900. He said
Saed covered ministries, establishments and com-
panies in 10 various sectors including banks, hos-
pitals, universities, school, oil sector, professional
societies and sports clubs. 24 approved trainers
by the American Heart Association.

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
EPSCO Global Company Alaa
Hassan said the economic and

industrial field in Kuwait is distinguished
by many assets and factors that con-
tributed to forming and manufacturing an
important, effective and attractive econo-
my regionally and internationally. She said
as the role of Kuwaiti women is on the
increase in the industrial and economic
field in the past, and began to form an indi-
cator that businesswomen are an Arab
economic force that cannot be ignored in
supporting economy and industry, and
with this development the light was shed
on the woman’s role and its effect on the
state economy.

She said the development of countries

is now measured with the extent
of womanís participation in
decision making, as there is no
doubt that the human being is
the basic partner for the devel-
opment of countries, as com-
prehensive sustainable develop-
ment relies on effective partici-
pation between the two ele-
ments of the society. EPSCO
Global Contracting is keen on
having the necessary plans in several fields
in order to invest in, and develop them.
Each pillar includes several programs and
projects that are designed to achieve the
largest possible development effect
towards reaching new Kuwait vision.

She said new Kuwait 2035 vision aims

at transforming Kuwait into an
investment attracting center, and
here is where the industrial sec-
tor raises production efficiency
by expanding the green industry
projects to maintain a healthy,
safe and sustainable environ-
ment in which many graduates
are attracted because Kuwait
youth posses tremendous talents
to work in the field of projects

and join the market place. Hassan com-
mended the initiative of Housing Public
Authority in building such cities, and the
first step was Saad Al-Abdallah city, as it
was before a tries landfill, but now it is a
residential city that has all standards and
specifications of sustainability.

ICSK celebrates 
Children’s Day

ICSK Junior celebrated Children’s Day on November 14, to
commemorate the birth anniversary of first Indian Prime
Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru. The presence of the

children is one of the best gifts that has ever bestowed upon
us. The teachers along with Principal and Vice-Principal
imprinted an indelible sign in the hearts of children by wel-
coming them. 

With all its serenity the Children’s Day was conducted by
their loving teachers. The prayer song and thought for the
day emanated an intellectually deep and emotionally engag-
ing insight to the listeners. The skit focused on the necessity

of going green, say no to plastic and also the consumption of
organic food. A vivacious and animated dance performances
endowed with a significant theme arose the audience to the
heights of ecstasy. 

The over use of mobile phones and its consequences were
authentically presented through a mime. The flash mob by the
teachers added spice to the event and perked up the pulsa-
tion of the day. The musical sense of the audience was esca-

lated by the mellifluous song by the teachers. The students
welcomed Chacha Nehru with rose who is none other than
their teacher who dressed to surprise the little ones. Principal
Sherly Dennis accompanied by the Vice-Principal Sheeja C
addressed the assembly and quoted the importance of the
day and wished the students on this special occasion.
Principal Sherly Dennis congratulated all the participants for
the efforts taken by them to make the event a successful one. 

Kuwaiti businesswoman: Arab economic force



PARIS: It is well known that human hubbub
can have a negative impact on some animals,
but a new study yesterday says the noise we
make should be treated as a “major global
pollutant”. “We found that noise affects many
species of amphibians, arthropods, birds, fish,
mammals, molluscs and reptilians,” scientists
at Queen’s University Belfast said in the Royal
Society’s Biology Letters.

Human noise pervades the environment,
from vehicles and industry in dense urban
centres, to planes flying overhead, to ocean
going vessels whose propellor is thought to
interfere with whale sonar communications
and may be implicated in mass beaching as
the disorientated animals lose their sense of
direction. Reviewing a series of individual
studies in what is known as a meta-analysis,
Hansjoerg Kunc and Rouven Schmidt said the
issue should be seen as the “majority of
species responding to noise rather than a few
species being particularly sensitive to noise.”

“The interesting finding is that the species
included range from little insects to large
marine mammals such as whales,” he Kunc
said. “We did not expect to find a response to
noise across all animal species.” The paper
said that an animal’s response to the clatter of

human activity is not necessarily straightfor-
ward, and cannot be easily termed as positive
or negative. Manmade noise, for example, has
been shown to interfere with the sonar detec-
tion systems that bats use to find their insect
prey, making it more difficult for the flying
mammals to catch insects.

But that may be good news for the bugs:
“Potential prey may benefit directly from
anthropogenic noise,” the paper said. Kunc
cautioned, however, that the big picture is still
one of serious disruption across the natural
environment. “In the bat example, the preda-
tor might suffer because they cannot locate
their prey... but in species where potential
prey rely on sound to detect predators, the
prey might suffer because they might not be
able to hear them early enough to escape.”

Human sound pollution and the animal
response to it must be seen in the context of an
ecosystem, especially when considering conser-
vation efforts, the authors note. “Noise must be
considered as a serious form of environmental
change and pollution as it affects both aquatic
and terrestrial species,” they said. “Our analyses
provide the quantitative evidence necessary for
legislative bodies to regulate this environmental
stressor more effectively.” — AFP 
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New study says manmade noise should 
be treated as a ‘major global pollutant’ 

‘Breaking Bad’ style: 
Chemistry professors 
cooking meth busted
WASHINGTON: In a case of reality imitating art, two
chemistry professors in the US state of Arkansas have
been arrested for cooking up methamphetamine in a uni-
versity lab - in an uncanny echo of the hit series “Breaking
Bad.” Bradley Rowland, 40, and Terry Bateman, 45, were
taken into custody Friday after an investigation initially
launched by Henderson State University’s police service,
the Clark County sheriff’s office said in a statement.

It all began with an “undetermined chemical odor”
reported at the university’s science center on October 8 in
the small town of Arkadelphia, according to Tina Hall, the
university’s communications director. “Initial testing indi-
cated an elevated presence of benzyl chloride in a labora-
tory,” she said. Benzyl chloride can be used to manufac-
ture methamphetamine. The building was closed and an
investigation launched by university police, who eventually
called in the county sheriff’s office.  — AFP 

Condoms recalled in
Uganda over quality 
KAMPALA: Global health charity Marie Stopes said yesterday it
had recalled hundreds of thousands of faulty condoms on sale in
Uganda, where HIV rates are among the highest in the world. The
recall followed a warning from Uganda’s National Drug Authority
(NDA) that the Life Guard brand condoms had failed manufacturing
“quality tests” because they contained holes and may burst.

The affected condoms were manufactured by India-based MHL
Healthcare in April 2019 and have an expiry date of April 2024, the
government regulator said. Marie Stopes Uganda spokesman David
Kamu said yesterday that the two affected batches each contained
“around 400,000” condoms. Earlier reports had suggested millions
of condoms could have been involved but NDA spokesman Fred
Ssekyana told AFP the figure was below one million.

Marie Stopes Uganda said more than half of the condoms of
concern had been recalled. “While the LifeGuard brand follows
strict quality controls, unfortunately two recent batches have fallen
short of the quality we demand,” the charity’s country director,
Carole Sekimpi, said in a statement Tuesday. Marie Stopes is the
largest and most specialized sexual reproductive health organiza-
tion in Uganda, the charity says on its website. According to
UNAIDS, 1.4 million Ugandans are living with HIV. Last year
53,000 people were newly infected with the disease in the East
African country, the UN agency said. — AFP 
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CROSSWORD 2365

ACROSS
1. A woolen cap of Scottish origin.
4. Appearing in a Biblical canon.
11. (Sumerian) Sun god.
15. A dark-skinned member of a race of peo-

ple living in Australia when Europeans
arrived.

16. North American republic containing 50
states - 48 conterminous states in North
America plus Alaska in northwest North
America and the Hawaiian Islands in the
Pacific Ocean.

17. Roman Emperor notorious for his mon-
strous vice and fantastic luxury (was
said to have started a fire that destroyed
much of Rome in 64) but the Empire
remained prosperous during his rule
(37-68).

18. 1 species.
20. A fierce or audacious person.
21. The United Nations agency concerned

with atomic energy.
22. Infestation of the pubic hair by crab lice.
23. Anterior pituitary hormone that stimu-

lates the function of the thyroid gland.
24. A metrical unit with stressed-unstressed-

unstressed syllables.
26. A workplace for the conduct of scientific

research.
28. Mentally or physically infirm with age.
30. A city in Veneto.
33. A particular geographical region of indef-

inite boundary (usually serving some
special purpose or distinguished by its
people or culture or geography).

34. A piece of information about circum-
stances that exist or events that have
occurred.

38. An encroachment or intrusion.
39. Liquid containing proteins and elec-

trolytes including the liquid in blood
plasma and interstitial fluid.

41. Fish eggs or egg-filled ovary.
42. (Old Testament) In Judeo-Christian

mythology.
43. Norwegian mathematician (1802-1829).
46. Measuring instrument in which the echo

of a pulse of microwave radiation is used
to detect and locate distant objects.

48. A republic in central Europe.
50. A state of robust good health.
53. A canvas bag that is used to feed an ani-

mal (such as a horse).
55. (zoology) Lacking a tail or taillike

appendage.
56. An open vessel with a handle and a spout

for pouring.
57. A doctor's degree in dental surgery.
59. A lyric poem with complex stanza forms.
62. A town and port in northwestern Israel in

the eastern Mediterranean.
66. Made clean.
70. Dyed with henna.
73. A prolific German composer noted for his

oratorios (1685-1759).
76. A master's degree in business.
77. Black tropical American cuckoo.
78. Covered or wrapped with a bandage.
80. A decree that prohibits something.
81. A doctor's degree in education.
82. The type genus of the family

Nymphaeaceae.
83. A loose sleeveless outer garment made

from aba cloth.

DOWN
1. A fine grained mineral having a soft soapy

feel and consisting of hydrated magne-
sium silicate.

2. Little known Kamarupan languages.
3. An island northwest of Wales.
4. A starch made by leaching and drying the

root of the cassava plant.
5. Before noon.
6. Remaining after all deductions.
7. State in eastern India on the Bay of Bengal.
8. (comparative of `near' or `close') Within a

shorter distance.
9. Water frozen in the solid state.
10. Of or relating to the heart.
11. An agency of the United Nations respon-

sible for programs to aid education and
the health of children and mothers in
developing countries.

12. The small projection of a mammary gland.
13. United States chemist who discovered

deuterium (1893-1981).
14. The state of affairs that a plan is intended

to achieve and that (when achieved) ter-
minates behavior intended to achieve it.

19. Bursting into flower.
25. A silvery ductile metallic element found

primarily in bauxite.
27. A member of an agricultural people of

southern India.
29. (meaning literally `born') Used to indicate

the maiden or family name of a married
woman.

31. (New Testament) Disciple of Jesus.
32. Silver-coated candy bead for decorating

cakes.
35. Type genus of the Ardeidae.
36. The shore of a sea or ocean.
37. Brief and to the point.
40. Austrian neurologist who originated psy-

choanalysis (1856-1939).
44. Capital and largest city of Iraq.
45. The sacred city of Lamaism.
47. Relating to the Andes and their inhabi-

tants.
49. The blood group whose red cells carry

both the A and B antigens.
51. A radioactive element of the actinide

series.
52. Of or relating to a member of the

Buddhist people inhabiting the Mekong
river in Laos and Thailand.

54. A deity or nymph of the woods.
58. A person who announces and plays pop-

ular recorded music.
60. The act of relaying something.
61. God of wealth and love.
63. A Bantu language spoken by the Kamba

people in Kenya.
64. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on

a skewer usually with vegetables.
65. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan

River.
67. A narrow way or road.
68. A town in north central Oklahoma.
69. The compass point that is one point north

of northeast.
71. A fencing sword similar to a foil but with a

heavier blade.
72. A quantity of no importance.
74. An ester of adenosine that is converted to

ATP for energy storage.
75. The longer of the two telegraphic signals

used in Morse code.
79. A metric unit of length equal to one bil-

lionth of a meter.
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Yesterday’s Solution

There may be temptations to overextend your budget as short-distance
travel is possible with friends today. Perhaps you will need to travel some distance to a
popular entertainment attraction. Take time today to plan future time with your
friends-it has been too long since you have been able to have long conversations and
catch up on the news. Spending time with close, old friends can be rewarding. An out-
going and very expressive cycle of experience has begun for you. Now more than
ever, you want to be admired by others, to do and create things that stir their hearts.
This is child’s play; this is romance; this is taking a chance. 

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

You should know there may be a few surprises this morning. The more you
go with the flow, the more fun the surprises will become. This is really not the time to
object; besides, your friends or family want an excuse to have a little fun with you today.
There may be a little time this afternoon for making some desired personal changes . . .
Perhaps your hair color, style or diet. You will be able to have your own surprise this
evening. There is talk of visiting with some friends later today, perhaps taking a drive
through the country or at the least, the outskirts of town. Be sure to stop at a roadside
vegetable stand and purchase some of your favorite vegetables and fruits. 

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You have a natural aptitude for describing the most sensitive areas of the
human psyche, a practical psychologist of the first order. You can manage touchy issues that
others would not go near. Today brings about an opportunity to heal through speech. You
may be the first or the last to give a speech that many will remember and be better for having
heard it. You communicate with accomplished skill and others will find it stimulating just
being with you. Your dreams have been quite clear lately-you may want to start a dream
diary. It might be a good idea to write in this diary what you think might have inspired the
dream as well as how your health was the day or evening before the dream. 

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

There are opportunities for success with money now that were not previ-
ously available. Lady luck may smile brightly on you during this time. Moving quickly is
the secret to securing a tidy sum or gaining the end result of your desire. Perhaps you
are going to a casting call or displaying your creative accomplishments. Whatever the
case, you will be successful. Fun, a good sense of humor and the ability to get along
with most folks put a smile on everybody’s face. There is a desire to understand a loved
one’s psyche and there may also be an opportunity for a deep emotional talk this after-
noon. Take the time to really listen to the one who needs you. There is an opportunity to
take the time to show others how much they mean to you.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

You may find yourself more than a little hungry today. Your current appreci-
ation for just about everything may lead you to overspend or indulge too much. However,
you will make some good choices as you seek a balance. You can expect some sort of
major revision of your likes and dislikes, how and what you enjoy or appreciate about
yourself and life-your value system. You may find that your appreciation for the quality
of everything is stronger. Reappraisal is in order. Breakthroughs regarding relationships
and the social life in general may be possible now. Unconventional approaches to part-
nerships and lovers are possible. An important relationship, perhaps to a younger person
or someone in your near environment, may come into focus tonight.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You will prosper by pursuing your ideals and most deep-seated dreams
of how life could be. Don’t be afraid to project that image, create your path and make
those dreams real. You will find that your mind and thoughts could be very intense.
Keep your focus strong and you will see successful results. You can be very intuitive
when it comes to expressing yourself and you will know just what to say. Periods of
intense creativity allow you to go through changes and inner growth and give you time
to think and plan. This creative intensity is good for music, poetry, art, etc. Your friends,
partners and relationships mean a lot to you. 

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

This is a good time to initiate a feeling or sense of easy going. The need
for security, however, may dominate that easygoing nature you yearn for

just now. Finding a new place to live and becoming comfortable in a professional posi-
tion will help to alleviate much of your anxiety. List three things you can do now that
will help you feel more secure and work in that direction-do not stagnate. A volunteer
service can be most beneficial in your life. This can also be a way to express your tal-
ents and help others. Some of the ways in which you could feel quite useful would be in
a medical, counseling or clergy type of organization. 

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Your personality and your mode of living appear to change at a moment’s
notice. Your attention is divided among numerous people and subjects. Be wise with
your tendency to overexert your energies to help someone or to go in too many direc-
tions. Others may challenge your authority or the direction you are taking just now.
Maintain a right mental attitude-the attitude of patience, sincerity and good cheer. To
think rightly contributes to positive results. There is a chance to understand those
around you and to have others understand you. The time is right for unexpected
changes in the normal routine of family life. This evening there could be some special
moments with someone you love. A sense of harmony creates a happy time.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

There is a cornucopia of emotional vulnerabilities available for you to cope
with today. Change is the easiest thing to do now. Acknowledge this, create

a new and positive insight and then let the old and perhaps negative become a moth
that flies away. Quick answers, great wit and a surplus of insights and solutions are
obtainable. This is a good time to write with real zest and originality. Insert your good
sense of humor as a tool to get through some of the sensitive areas that may have for-
merly tripped you. This is a time of new beginnings in your life. There is an urge to strike
out on your own in a new direction, to take on new challenges no matter what the risks.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

You are intense, passionate and very personal today. You will find your-
self rushing past the superficial right to the heart of any matter. Communication is high
and you may enjoy some good solid conversation with neighbors this morning. Home,
family and security have been on your mind lately, and you may find yourself teaching
young people about fairness, evenhandedness, goals, roots and the importance of fami-
ly. An insight about your support system, your mother or other females may be impor-
tant. You have clearheaded and practical insights for most anything you choose to do
this day. This is a time of good fortune when things open up in a very naturally. Tonight
you may meet a student that you can help or tutor.

Don’t let a cranky person rule your morning; there may be more to his
or her story than you know. Be attentive in your surroundings so that

you catch any problems before they escalate. Keep your eye focused on new,
renewed and better. Your statistical mind can be used to find better ways to
improve, update or plan future goals that will help keep your family a strong unit.
Today will certainly bring new inspiration. It is a good time to communicate. A
new person will enter your life this afternoon and you may find some common
beliefs or ideas that will promote a good friendship. 

You may be able to enjoy your surroundings and the people that are in
your life. You are happy and feel good about your place in the world at this time. You
may even be ready to take on additional work or a new family member or some type
of volunteer work. Talking with your family, you may even discover they are ready to
take on some volunteer work as a group. You enjoy talking about history, the past and
nostalgia with your friends. You can demonstrate understanding and sensitivity to the
needs of others just now and you are in a good position to communicate concerning
groups and society in general. You are driven to excel in any form of physical exercise
or creative expression this evening-sports, theatrics, arts and crafts, etc.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)
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Lifestyle

This aerial photo shows a view of
the Tianquan Lake during a foggy
day in Xuyi in China’s eastern
Jiangsu province. — AFP 

In this undated handout photo from Tourism New Zealand,
New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, left, drives
US talk show host Stephen Colbert after picking him up
from the airport in Auckland last month. — AFP 

Artists perform during the dress rehearsal
of Pagliacci, an Italian opera by Ruggero

Leoncavallo directed by Danielle De Plano.

It’s Colbert karaoke 
as New Zealand PM 
hosts US comedian

New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has turned
tour guide for US talk show host Stephen Colbert, driv-
ing him from Auckland airport to a barbeque at her

home in a stunt hailed as a coup for the Kiwi travel industry.
Colbert visited the South Pacific nation last month and is
screening segments from the trip this week on “The Late
Show”, beginning with his meeting with the centre-left New
Zealand leader. It showed Ardern picking Colbert up-in an
electric vehicle, naturally-and the comedian expressing con-
cern his presence may be eating into her “executive time”.
“I’m a woman, I multi-task, so don’t worry,” she fires back. She
also joins in a spoof of Colbert’s fellow talk-show host James
Cordern’s carpool karaoke as the pair sing Queen’s “Bohemian
Rhapsody” during their drive-despite Colbert warning they
could get into trouble.

“Do not even think about singing along with the radio if a
song comes on that you like,” he tells Ardern before she joins
him in a rendition of the classic hit. “That’s James Cordern’s
thing and that guy is mobbed up with lawyers.” They also
fired up the barbecue “for a New Zealand state dinner of
sausages and white bread” at Ardern’s Auckland home, with
singer Lorde attending.

Ardern has appeared as a guest on Colbert’s show twice,
and each time invited him to visit New Zealand. The American,
who describes himself as an admirer and personal friend of
Ardern and also a keen fan of the Kiwi-shot “Lord of the
Rings” movies, said it was something he had always wanted to
do. Some local pundits have criticized the NZ$104,000
($67,000) the government spent to host Colbert and his crew,
but Tourism New Zealand said it was a bargain.

It estimated paid advertising promoting New Zealand as a
destination on a network show in the prime US market over
the course of a week would cost almost 50 times that amount.
“The investment versus the return is significant and we were
over the moon to get the support of so many Kiwis like the
Prime Minister and some other famous faces to help make it
pretty special,” TNZ chief Stephen England-Hall said. Other
segments will feature “Lord of the Rings” director Peter
Jackson, several All Blacks rugby legends, and “Xena Warrior
Princess” star Lucy Lawless. — AFP  

R
eclusive Turkmenistan staged its first foreign
opera on Tuesday, nearly 19 years after the
Central Asian country’s founding president
banned the art form as “incompatible with

Turkmen mentality”. A state theatre in the capital
Ashgabat was packed for the staging of 19th century
Italian composer Ruggero Leoncavallo’s opera “Pagliacci”
(“Clowns”) as part of an international drama festival. Older
spectators leaving the theatre late on a cool Tuesday night
voiced a nostalgia for the long-taboo art form while
younger spectators enthused over the performance.

Mekan Byashimov, a 54-year-old schoolteacher said he
hoped that operas would be staged regularly and that bal-
let would also make a reappearance on the national stage.
“We used to have good premieres. I went regularly. If we
want to call ourselves a cultured nation, we need to
restore opera and ballet,” Byashimov told AFP.   Aina
Shiryayeva, a 20-year-old student watching opera for the
first time said she had enjoyed the performance despite
not understanding any of the words.  

“The music and the artists! Everything was so wonder-
ful. I am delighted. I have seen the opera!” she said. Gas-
rich Turkmenistan’s eccentric first leader Sapurmurat
Niyazov banned opera as well as foreign ballet in 2001 in
what he posited was a move to protect Turkmen culture.
The ban on art forms closely associated with Soviet and
Russian imperial rule continued under second president
Gurbanguly Berdymukhamedov, who came to power after
Niyazov’s death in 2006. 

The director of Tuesday’s joint Turkmen-Italian per-
formance Daniele de Plano told AFP in an interview that
Pagliacci was staged as part of a “cultural exchange pro-
gramme” between Italy and Turkmenistan. He said he felt
“honoured to be the first director to bring back opera” to
Muslim-majority Turkmenistan. “I really hope this is the
beginning of a new path of ties becoming closer between
Turkmenistan and opera, particularly Italian opera,” said
de Plano. 

Of the main roles in the performance only one was
played by an Italian, with the others filled by Turkmen
singers. Baritone Amangeldi Amanov was singing for the
second time the part of Silvio-a lover who gets murdered
by a jealous husband, the opera’s lead character, Canio.
The first time he played the role in March 2001 was his
debut and also the last time that opera was performed in
Ashgabat, a city of one million. 

“This is historic for us. Our younger generation is com-
ing into contact with European culture. This performance
is a first step in the comeback of the Turkmen operatic tra-
dition,” Amanov enthused in an interview with AFP before
the performance. Strongman Berdymukhamedov has
maintained many of the repressive policies of his late
predecessor, whom he once served as a personal dentist.
Both men are honored by golden statues in Ashgabat, tes-
tifying to leadership cults that draw regular comparisons
with North Korea. — AFP 

Two Turkmen women wait to watch the premier of
Pagliacci, an Italian opera by Ruggero Leoncavallo direct-
ed by Danielle De Plano, at the Makhtumkuli National
Music and Drama Theatre in Ashgabat. — AFP photos



Australian pop hit “Dance Monkey” is topping global
charts and has spent a record 16 weeks at number
one Down Under, propelling teenager Toni Watson

from busking obscurity to instant fame. Just months ago
the 19-year-old, known by the stage name Tones and I,
was living in a van and singing on the street in the coastal
town of Byron Bay, south of Brisbane. Now her latest
release has reached number one in 18 countries including
Britain, France and Germany, as well as at home where it
broke the record held by Ed Sheeran’s 2017 smash “Shape
of You”, which spent 15 weeks at the top spot.

Before her debut single “Johnny Run Away” came out in
March, Watson had spent a year playing her keyboard in
public, too nervous to speak to passersby between songs.
But while she is now selling out shows worldwide, the

singer says she looks back on those days with fondness.
“When I was busking, when I was paying for petrol with
silver coins or when I was sneaking into hostels so I could
park my van up and sleep in it, I had the best time of my
life,” she told Nova radio.

“Dance Monkey” has racked up more than 500 mil-
lion plays on Spotify and is the first Australian tune to
peak at number one on the streaming service’s Global
Top 50 chart. It has even begun to infiltrate the tough
North American music world-it is number two in Canada
and 23 in the US, where it jumped 18 places from the
previous week.

Although Watson’s rapid rise has been fuelled by online
platforms, “Dance Monkey” relates the challenges she
encountered as a busker trying to capture attention from

audiences distracted by smartphones and social media.
“People were so used to being able to swipe to see some-
thing different to entertain themselves that the patience
had diminished,” she told triple j radio. “You have to be
quick... get on with the song.”

Watson signed with Warner Chappell Music in August
and returned to Byron Bay that month to play at a local
music festival. Her midday set drew a crowd of 20,000
people-a record for an opening act-dwarfing anything she
ever may have imagined just a year earlier.—AFP 
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This handout picture shows 19-year-old
Toni Watson, a musician who goes by

the stage name Tones and I. — AFP 

In this file photo one of the 22 Eurasian beavers released by
local environmentalist, brought from Bavaria to resettle in the
Bara Nature Reserve near Belgrade. — AFP 

Ukrainian craftsman Bogdan Senchukov uses safety matches while making a violin at his workshop in the town of Zhashkiv, Ukraine. — Reuters photos

This file photo shows French duck-owner Dominique Douthe, accused by a neighbor of noise
disturbance, as she takes care of her ducks and geese, in Soustons, in the Landes region, south-
western France. — AFP 

The US Justice Department sig-
naled Monday that it plans to end
a 71-year-old antitrust enforce-

ment program on movie distribution,
saying it is no longer needed to protect
consumers. Assistant Attorney General
Makan Delrahim announced that the
Department of Justice would move this
week to terminate the Paramount
Consent Decrees, which went into force
in 1948. The decrees-which smaller
movie chains and drive-in theaters still
champion-barred major film studios
from owning movie theaters, a system
that had existed in the early part of the
twentieth century and largely blocked
independent venues from being able to
show hot films.

The decrees also restricted studios
from certain distribution practices, such
as requiring cinemas to accept a group
of films as a condition of getting a
much-sought blockbuster, a practice
known as “block booking.”

Delrahim said a review concluded
that the decrees “no longer service the
public interest” because the horizontal
conspiracy of studios owning theaters
no longer exists.

Since the decrees were enacted, the
movie industry has become more com-
petitive, with major metropolitan areas
served by multiple theaters and video
streaming services dramatically altering
the landscape for consumers, Delrahim
said in a speech at a Washington legal
conference. “These changes illustrate
that markets can evolve, and no one can
predict with certainty from where and

in what form innovation will appear,”
he said. 

“Once innovation has occurred,
however, it would be a mistake for
antitrust enforcers to limit the potential
for consumer-enhancing innovation.”
The shift is likely to upset small and
medium-sized theater chains and drive-
ins, which balked at a potential change
when the DOJ launched a review of the
decrees in 2018.

The National Association of Theatre
Owners (NATO) argued in October
2018 public comments that the restric-
tion on block booking remained essen-
tial to protect smaller theaters, which
may otherwise be forced to accept
films that won’t play well in their com-
munities. “Exhibitors require a variety
of content in order to appeal to the var-
ied tastes of their of their consumers.
The prohibition on block booking has
allowed exhibitors to use their screens
to program both major studio content
and other, more targeted fare,” NATO
said in the 2018 comments.

“If distributors are permitted to
block book, they could demand
exhibitors book an entire slate on mul-
tiple screens, leaving little room for the
independent and smaller distributors to
finance and distribute films that con-
sumers demand.” A spokesman for the
theater group said the organization
stood by the October 2018 comments
and would await formal DOJ legal fil-
ings before commenting further. — AFP 

Beavers are to be reintroduced in
two parts of Britain as part of plans
to help control  f looding, the

National Trust announced yesterday. The
charity, which manages historic proper-
ties and countryside, said it aimed to
release Eurasian beavers at two sites in
southern England early next year. “The
dams the beavers create will hold water
in dry periods, help to lessen flash-flood-
ing downstream and reduce erosion and
improve water quality by holding silt,”
said Ben Eardley, project manager at one
of the sites.

Beavers were hunted out of existence in
Britain in the 16th century because of
demand for their fur, meat and scent
glands. There have since been several con-
trolled reintroductions of the mammals,
including in western Scotland. Beavers
have been described as “nature’s engi-
neers”, whose work can help create wet-
land habitats to support a range of species
from insects to wildfowl.

Beavers in river catchment areas would
“help make our landscape more resilient to
climate change and the extremes of weath-
er it will bring”, Eardley said. He will over-

see the reintroduction of one pair of
beavers at Holnicote, near Exmoor
National Park in southwest England.
Another pair will be released on the Black
Down Estate, on the edge of the South
Downs on the English south coast.

They will all be introduced in fenced-off
woodland areas. Experts will then monitor
changes to the habitat that result. The
National Trust is aiming to restore 25,000
hectares (62,000 acres) of “wildlife-rich
habitats” by 2025, amid concern at a
decline in species since 1970. Parts of
northern England have been hit by severe
flooding in recent weeks, with some areas
having their wettest autumn on record,
according to the Met Office weather
agency.

Eighteen flood warnings were in place
on Wednesday morning, with 58 further
alerts notifying possible flooding, the
Environment Agency said. As well as pro-
longed heavy rainfall, building on flood
plains, poor flood defenses and mainte-
nance of watercourses are among the con-
tributory factors. — AFP 

AFrench court has allowed a group of
ducks in the southwest of the country
to keep on quacking after complaints

from neighbors over their noisy behavior, at
least pending a detailed investigation of
noise levels. The case of the ducks in the
southwestern Landes region was the latest
in the country to pit traditions of rearing
animals against the tastes of newcomers,
following the well-publicized legal dispute
over a rowdy rooster in western France.

A couple who bought a neighboring
property last year had complained of “sig-
nificant noise” from the group of around 50
ducks and geese kept the backgarden of
Dominique Douthe, 67, in the town of
Soustons. She told AFP that the ducks had
been given a stay of execution by the court
in the town of Dax in a decision issued
Tuesday evening, adding that she was
“relieved” by the ruling. “There was no
proof of any kind of illicit or abnormal trou-
ble,” added her lawyer Philippe Lalanne.

He said that the judge had ordered an
acoustic audit to test noise levels which
would be carried out in the first quarter of

next year. “I have the impression that the
judge is giving us with this audit the
chance to get together and discuss and
find an amicable solution,” he added. The
couple who brought the complaint, who
insisted that repeated requests to solve the
issue had been ignored, has sought 150
euros for each day the noise continued as
well as 3,500 euros in damages and 2,000
euros  in legal costs.

The case is one of several that have been
cast as an attack on the rights of church
bells to ring, cows to moo, and donkeys to
bray throughout rural France. The symbol of
this battle between urban and rural France
emerged as a rooster named Maurice,
whose early-morning crowing so annoyed
his neighbors on the island of Oleron that
they took his owner to court. The court in
early September upheld the bird’s right to
start the day with a cheery cock-a-doodle-
doo, in what was seen as a triumph for the
traditions of rural France. — AFP   

Ukrainian Bogdan Senchukov wants to carve his
way into the Guinness Records: by making the
world’s biggest collection of musical instru-

ments from matchsticks. Already, 15 of his real-sized
instruments, including two guitars, accordions, violin
and drums, are played by a band of musicians which
prides itself as the only “match music band” in
Ukraine.

Senchukov’s hobby started at school and he has
since then handcrafted items recreated in minute
detail, including a tank from The World of Tanks com-
puter game and a miniature Eiffel Tower, but his real
passion is musical instruments. “(What I love) is to
carve, to glue, to make it hold the shape, to take into
account microns of a millimeter and to make it play in
the end,” Senchukov, 29, told Reuters as he worked on
his second violin.

“When the instrument plays ... I cannot find words
to express my feelings when something made of these
tiny sticks plays as an ordinary musical instrument
does.” While most modern musical instruments are
made of beech or acacia wood, Senchukov’s instru-
ments are made of what experts say is the least ‘musi-
cal’ wood, aspen, commonly used to make matches.

It took Senchukov six months and 27,000 match-
sticks to create a bass musical instrument in the shape
of a trident, the Ukrainian coat of arms, which he now
plays in the band. He said the most challenging part of
his work was when some elements require more than
10 hours of continuous work. For example, a violin or
guitar string plate has to be produced in one sitting,
otherwise it will lose its shape.

Another time-consuming process was cleaning the
match heads, but Senchukov’s art and efforts did not
go unnoticed, and one Ukrainian factory now pro-
vides him with matchwood. A holder of three national
records, Senchukov is collecting documents to prove
to the Guinness World Records that he has the
biggest collection of musical instruments made of
matchsticks. — Reuters  

Cooking robots and tastier
recipes: Japanese electronics
giant Sony yesterday launched a

new artificial intelligence unit they hope
will change the way we cook and eat.
The new research arm, Sony AI, will
operate in Japan, Europe and the United
States and also focus on the traditional
areas of gaming, imaging and sensor
equipment, as well as “gastronomy”.

The firm that produced the
PlayStation franchise and the “Spider-
man” movie series is the latest multina-
tional tech company wanting a piece of
the pie in the food business, where data
are increasingly driving new dishes to
pique the palate. “AI and robotics will
not replace chefs. We are aiming to
offer new tools to expand their creativi-
ty with AI and robotics,” Sony
spokesman Shinichi Tobe told AFP.

“The field of food requires a study of
molecular structures. By using AI and
its analytical capacity, we can create
new things,” Tobe said. “It involves

taste, but also aroma. Through sensing
technologies, we can perhaps create
new dishes that will please the human
sense of taste,” he said. The Tokyo-
based gadget-and-entertainment con-
glomerate is not the only tech company
tapping into this seam.

IBM earlier this year teamed up
with seasoning maker McCormick to
use artificial intelligence in flavor and
food product development. In the
future, Sony foresees the creation of a
robotic kitchen to help elderly people
make meals at home, but without use of
open flames. It may also result in the
creation of a restaurant where robots
cook in front of guests. “There might
be ways of cooking that can only be
done by robotics. It might be about
temperature control. Maybe about
precise timings of when or where to
apply heat,” Tobe said. — AFP  
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Pete Townshend and Roger Daltrey of The Who attend the unveiling of the founding stone of the new Music Walk of Fame in London, Britain. — Reuters 

Actresses Idina Menzel and Kristen Bell are honored with stars on the Hollywood Walk of Fame, in Hollywood, California. — AFP photos 

An original score of two minuets composed
by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart when he
was just 16 blew past estimates at a

Sotheby’s auction in Paris on Monday, going
under the hammer for 372,500 euros ($413,000).
It was nearly double the top estimated value of
200,000 euros set for the handwritten score dat-
ing from 1772, and which formed part of the
extensive music collection of a fellow Austrian, the
writer Stefan Zweig.

The unpublished, autographed score of the
minuets-a stylized dance-contains a few correc-
tions and minor modifications, including one or
two that might be in the hand of Mozart’s father,
Leopold.  The manuscript was kept in Mozart’s
birthplace Salzburg by the composer’s sister,
Nannerl, before finding its way into Zweig’s col-
lection.  The score, the only one of the composer’s
“Six Minuets K.164” to still be in private hands,
came from the library of the eminent Swiss biblio-
phile Jean-Francois Chaponniere.

AFrench court on Tuesday confirmed
the two-year suspended jail terms
given to Pablo Picasso’s former elec-

trician and his wife, who hoarded 271 of
the great painter’s works in a garage for
four decades. The verdict by the Lyon
court is the latest twist in a decade-long
legal saga, which took the couple, who
claim the works were a gift, all the way to
France’s top appeals court.

Pierre and Danielle Le Guennec were
first given two-year suspended terms in
2015 after being convicted of possession
of stolen goods over the huge trove of
works by Picasso, including nine rare
Cubist collages and a work from his

famous Blue Period. That verdict was
upheld in 2016 by a higher court but then
quashed by the Cour de Cassation, which
ordered a retrial.

The former electrician, 80, and his wife,
76, were not in court Tuesday when they
were found guilty for a third time. “It is a
triumph of truth and marks the end of a
cover-up”, said Jean-Jacques Neuer,
lawyer for Picasso’s son Claude Ruiz-
Picasso. He accused Pierre Le Guennec of
playing for art dealers “the role that drug
mules play in drug-trafficking”, alleging
that rich art dealers had sought to exploit
the couple. The Le Guennecs have always
denied stealing the works.

At his original trial Pierre Le Guennec
claimed that Picasso had presented him
with the artworks towards the end of his
life to reward him for his loyal service. But
he later changed his account, telling an
appeal court that the works were part of a
huge collection that Picasso’s widow
Jacqueline asked him to conceal after the
artist’s death in 1973. Le Guennec said he
stored more than a dozen garbage bags of
unsigned works which Jacqueline later
retrieved, except for one bag which she left
him saying: “Keep this, it’s for you.”

The affair came to light when Pierre Le
Guennec attempted to get the works
authenticated by Claude Ruiz-Picasso in

2010. The artist’s heirs promptly filed a
complaint against him, triggering an inves-
tigation. Commenting on the latest ruling,
Neuer said: “If you have 271 works by
Picasso and you want to put them on the
international market you need a certificate
of authenticity. “If you see the Picasso
estate and tell them these works fell from
the sky or you picked them up from the
bric-a-brac market, there is little chance
anyone will believe you.”— AFP  

“Frozen” actress Kristen Bell was hon-
ored Tuesday with a star on
Hollywood’s Walk of Fame, joking

that a mugger would soon demand a woman’s
purse on the same spot with the words “Let it
go!” Bell, who came to fame on TV teen
detective show “Veronica Mars” and appears
in NBC’s “The Good Place,” unveiled her new
star alongside fellow honoree Idina Menzel.
The pair reprise their roles as Anna and Elsa in

“Frozen 2,” the sequel to Disney’s animated
smash hit out this Friday.

“I am so grateful to be accepting this honor
today on these hallowed streets where ‘Pretty
Woman’ sold her body for money-it’s really a
dream,” joked Bell. The ceremony took place
toward the eastern end of the Walk of Fame on
Hollywood Boulevard. “The Good Place” cre-
ator Michael Schur described the location as
“the most glamorous location in all of show

business-the semi-abandoned Starline Tours
branch office.”

The ceremony was attended by Los
Angeles mayor Eric Garcetti and Walt Disney
Studios co-chairman Alan Horn. “As wonderful
as this recognition feels in the moment, I know
that it’s only temporary,” said Bell. She added:
“This star will really only know it’s true value
when inevitably, someone is mugged in that
very spot, and as they clutch their purse, the

assailant screams, ‘Let it go!’” “And the victim
will look up and say, ‘That’s not even her song,
you son of a bitch.’” “Let It Go,” the Oscar-
winning showstopper of the first “Frozen”
movie, was sung by Menzel.

Bell also paid tribute to Menzel, who has an
enlarged role in the sequel. “I’m not going to
say it’s better than the first because all the
music is good,” she told AFP. “But I will tell
you they did the smartest thing with the sec-

ond movie because they decided, rightfully so,
to double down on Idina. “‘Let It Go’ was such
a hit, and the geniuses at Disney were like
‘What if we just gave her two songs? Wouldn’t
that be like twice as good?’ And guess what-it
is,” Bell added. — AFP 

Paul McCartney will take star billing at
next year’s Glastonbury, when the
legendary British music festival

marks its 50th anniversary, organizers said.
Glastonbury co-organizer Emily Eavis said
the former Beatle would headline the
Pyramid Stage on June 27 — the tradition-
al highlight of the event in Somerset,
south-west England. “Having Paul
McCartney coming back to headline the
Pyramid next year is an absolute dream
come true,” she said in a statement on the
festival website on Monday.

“There really was no one that we want-
ed more for the 50th anniversary.”
McCartney previously headlined
Glastonbury in 2004. This year’s headliner
was grime star Stormzy. He dropped hints
on his Twitter feed before the announce-
ment by posting photographs of the com-
poser Philip Glass, actress Emma Stone
and the musician Chuck Berry-Glass-
Stone-Berry. All 135,000 tickets for the
50th anniversary festival went on sale last
month and sold out in 34 minutes, organiz-
ers said. — AFP 

It is the closest that anyone outside the super
rich is ever likely to get to owning a painting
by Picasso. A canvas by the Spanish master

worth more than one million euros is to be raf-
fled off for charity. Anyone buying a 100-euro
ticket in the international draw has a one-in-
200,000 chance of winning a still life of a styl-
ized glass of absinthe and a newspaper Picasso
created in 1921. The draw, whose proceeds will
go to the charity CARE to combat poverty in
Africa, was launched at the Picasso Museum in
Paris Tuesday.

The last time the organizers held one, six
years ago, Picasso’s “Man with Opera Hat” was

won by a 25-year-old Pittsburgh fire safety offi-
cial, Jeffrey Gonano, who was looking for some-
thing to decorate his home. The five million
euros raised went to help preserve ancient city
of Tyre in Lebanon. “Art and charity usually
come together at gala dinners, where a few
[wealthy] people fork out millionaire sums for a
painting,” said Peri Cochin, the French television
producer behind the draw.

She hopes to raise up to 19 million euros for
CARE from the new raffle: 50,000 people-
mostly from the US, Britain, Mexico and Brazil-
took part in the last draw. The painting this time
comes from the billionaire Lebanese-born col-

lector David Nahmad, who has one of the
biggest private collection of Picassos in the
world. He will get one million euros from the
draw with the rest going to the charity.

Picasso Museum director Laurent Le Bon
said the painting comes from a period when
Picasso “synthesized the realist and cubist cur-
rents” of his work. It is a painting “that makes
people think and dream”, he told AFP. The draw,
which is being run through the
1picasso100euros.com website, will take place
in Paris on January 6. — AFP

The Oscar-winning writer of Roman Polanski’s
“Chinatown” is working on a television series set
before the events of the 1974 movie, a spokeswoman

told AFP on Tuesday. The show, which is in early develop-
ment, will serve as a prequel to the noir classic about cor-
ruption in Los Angeles, confirmed the spokeswoman for
84-year-old screenwriter Robert Towne.  “The Social
Network” director David Fincher is also attached to the
project being produced by Netflix, according to trade
publication Variety, which broke the news.

Netflix did not immediately respond to a request for
comment.  Polanski, who has been a fugitive from US jus-
tice since admitting to the statutory rape of a 13-year-old
girl in 1977, is not involved in the new project. This month
the French-Polish director was accused of raping another
young woman in 1975. Polanski, 86, denies attacking
Valentine Monnie, and has threatened to sue his accusers. 

A French guild of more than 200 filmmakers this week
said it will propose new rules for members charged or con-
victed of sexual violence, which could lead to Polanski’s
suspension. Polanski made “Chinatown” on his return to
Hollywood five years after his heavily pregnant wife Sharon
Tate was murdered by the Charles Manson gang.

The movie was nominated for 11 Oscars, including best
film, best director, best actor (Jack Nicholson) and best
actress (Faye Dunaway.) It won one Academy Award-best
original screenplay for Towne.  A sequel, “Two Jakes,” was
released in 1990. Directed by Nicholson, who reprised his
role as private detective Jake Gittes, the film was also writ-
ten by Towne. — AFP  
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Models display creations by
Russian fashion designer
Victoria Andreyanova as part of
Modest Fashion Week in
Moscow. — AFP photos

Jewelry is displayed during the launch 
of the first high jewelry collection under the 

Giorgio Armani brand in Milan. — AFP photos
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Arrival Flights on Thursday 21/11/2019
Airlines Flt Route Time
IGO 1757 Kochi 00:10
THY 772 Istanbul 00:20
JZR 254 Amman 00:20
QTR 8276 ZAZ 00:20
DLH 625 Dammam 00:50
KAC 102 London 00:50
JZR 734 Cairo 01:00
KAC 504 Beirut 01:00
JZR 722 Alexandria 01:00
RJA 642 Amman 01:20
UAE 853 Dubai 01:40
KLM 446 Bahrain 01:45
PGT 828 Istanbul 02:00
ETH 620 Addis Ababa 02:15
KAC 156 Istanbul 02:35
QTR 1086 Doha 02:40
PGT 860 Istanbul 02:50
GFA 211 Bahrain 02:50
OMA 643 Muscat 03:05
ETD 305 Abu Dhabi 03:05
JZR 406 Kochi 03:05
MSR 612 Cairo 03:15
KAC 418 Manila 03:20
QTR 1076 Doha 03:30
RBG 1559 Alexandria 03:45
OHY 352 Istanbul 04:00
LMU 510 Cairo 04:00
KAC 382 Delhi 04:05
IGO 1751 Chennai 04:10
DHX 170 Bahrain 04:25
MSR 0516 Cairo 04:25
KAC 784 Jeddah 04:25
JZR 404 Hyderabad 04:50
FDB 069 Dubai 05:05
IGO 1759 Delhi 05:10
THY 770 Istanbul 05:20
JZR 402 Mumbai 05:25
KAC 344 Chennai 05:30
JZR 112 Doha 05:50
KAC 552 Cairo 05:50
KAC 362 Colombo 06:05
BAW 157 London 06:10
JZR 702 Asyut 06:10
KAC 284 Dhaka 06:15
JZR 714 Sohag 06:20
KAC 678 Dubai 06:40
KAC 106 London 06:40
KAC 206 Islamabad 06:50
KAC 302 Mumbai 07:00
JZR 408 Ahmedabad 07:05
IRA 601 Tehran 07:10
IGO 1766 Mumbai 07:10
QTR 8511 Doha 07:15
FDB 053 Dubai 07:50
QTR 1084 Doha 08:00
KAC 354 Bengaluru 08:00
KAC 352 Kochi 08:05
KAC 332 Trivandrum 08:05
KAC 384 Delhi 08:10
UAE 855 Dubai 08:25
ETD 301 Abu Dhabi 08:50
ABY 125 Sharjah 09:00
OMA 641 Muscat 09:00
GFA 209 Bahrain 09:05
QTR 1070 Doha 09:20
GOW 061 CNN 09:30
IGO 1753 Ahmedabad 09:40
FDB 055 Dubai 09:40
JZR 410 Delhi 09:50
IRA 675 Lar 09:55
SVA 512 Riyadh 10:00
IAW 157A Al Najaf 10:00
GFA 213 Bahrain 10:40
MEA 404 Beirut 10:55
OMS 223 Muscat 11:00
QTR 1074 Doha 11:00
SYR 341 Damascus 11:00
JZR 1342 Al Najaf 11:20
NIA 1407 Sohag 11:35
JZR 122 Dubai 11:45
AHY 119 Baku 12:05
JZR 252 Amman 12:20
THY 766 Istanbul 12:30
KAC 614 Bahrain 12:30
MSR 610 Cairo 12:45
UAE 871 Dubai 12:45
AXB 393 Kozhikode 13:10

KAC 774 Riyadh 13:35
JZR 212 Jeddah 13:45
IRA 607 Mashhad 13:55
ZAV 4133 BSR 14:00
UAE 877 Dubai 14:00
KAC 672 Dubai 14:00
KAC 662 Abu Dhabi 14:00
KNE 231 Riyadh 14:10
SVA 500 Jeddah 14:15
GFA 221 Bahrain 14:15
FDB 059 Dubai 14:20
QTR 1078 Doha 14:25
KAC 792 Madinah 14:40
KAC 304 Mumbai 14:45
JZR 222 Riyadh 14:45
KAC 618 Doha 14:50
KAC 562 Amman 14:50
KAC 788 Jeddah 14:55
KAC 118 New York 15:00
KNE 529 Jeddah 15:05
KAC 412 Bangkok 15:10
ETD 303 Abu Dhabi 15:15
OMA 645 Muscat 15:20
ABY 127 Sharjah 15:35
UAE 857 Dubai 15:45
KAC 546 Cairo 15:50
KNE 531 Jeddah 16:05
FDB 051 Dubai 16:10
JZR 732 Cairo 16:10
QTR 1072 Doha 16:15
KAC 502 Beirut 16:15
KAC 198 Baku 16:20
FEG 241 Alexandria 16:45
SAW 705 Damascus 17:00
JZR 116 Doha 17:05
SVA 510 Riyadh 17:15
GFA 215 Bahrain 17:30
JZR 214 Jeddah 17:35
JZR 124 Dubai 17:40
JZR 104 Bahrain 18:00
QTR 1080 Doha 18:10
KAC 158 Istanbul 18:10
JZR 612 Tbilisi 18:15
JZR 302 Istanbul 18:20
MSR 620 Cairo 18:30
IRA 667 Esfahan 19:00
FDB 063 Dubai 19:05
RJA 640 Amman 19:05
GFA 217 Bahrain 19:05
UAE 875 Dubai 19:05
ABY 123 Sharjah 19:20
KAC 744 Dammam 19:25
NIA 161 Cairo 19:30
KAC 616 Bahrain 19:40
KAC 674 Dubai 19:45
KAC 776 Riyadh 19:45
FDB 057 Dubai 19:50
KNE 381 Taif 20:00
KAC 174 Munich 20:00
OMA 647 Muscat 20:05
NIA 1505 Asyut 20:10
DLH 624 Frankfurt 20:10
MEA 402 Beirut 20:15
JZR 126 Dubai 20:20
RBG 213 Sohag 20:30
KAC 620 Doha 20:30
QTR 8446 LGG 20:40
QTR 1088 Doha 20:40
KLM 445 Amsterdam 21:00
ETD 307 Abu Dhabi 21:10
UAE 859 Dubai 21:15
ALK 229 Colombo 21:15
KAC 168 Paris 21:20
THY 764 Istanbul 21:30
KAC 164 MXP 21:40
KAC 676 Dubai 21:45
GFA 219 Bahrain 21:50
KAC 564 Amman 21:55
QTR 1082 Doha 22:05
ETD 309 Abu Dhabi 22:15
KAC 786 Jeddah 22:20
AIC 981 Chennai/Ahmedabad 22:25
RBG 555 Alexandria 22:30
JZR 128 Dubai 22:50
GEC 8486 Frankfurt 22:55
BBC 043 Dhaka 23:00
MSC 501 Alexandria 23:10
MSC 415 Sohag 23:15
MSR 614 Cairo 23:30

Departure Flights on Thursday 21/11/2019
Airlines Flt Route Time
AIC 976 Goa/Chennai 00:05
JZR 713 Sohag 00:10
MSC 406 Sohag 00:15
MSR 615 Cairo 00:30
JZR 409 Delhi 01:10
IGO 1758 Kochi 01:10
KAC 677 Dubai 01:50
THY 773 Istanbul 01:50
DLH 625 Frankfurt 01:50
QTR 8276 Doha 01:50
KAC 417 Manila 02:00
JZR 111 Doha 02:10
THY 765 Istanbul 02:50
PGT 829 Istanbul 02:59
ETH 621 Addis Ababa 03:05
KLM 446 Amsterdam 03:10
UAE 854 Dubai 03:30
ETD 306 Abu Dhabi 04:00
OMA 644 Muscat 04:05
QTR 1087 Doha 04:15
MSR 613 Cairo 04:15
PGT 861 Istanbul 04:20
RBG 1550 Alexandria 04:25
ZAV 4132 BSR 05:00
QTR 1077 Doha 05:00
LMU 511 Cairo 05:00
OHY 351 Istanbul 05:00
IGO 1752 Chennai 05:10
KAC 303 Mumbai 05:15
MSR 0517 Mumbai 05:25
FDB 070 Dubai 06:00
IGO 1765 Delhi 06:10
THY 771 Istanbul 06:30
GFA 212 Bahrain 06:50
RJA 643 Amman 07:00
JZR 251 Amman 07:10
JZR 121 Dubai 07:15
KAC 167 Paris 07:15
BAW 156 London 07:40
KAC 173 Munich 07:45
KAC 413 Bangkok 07:45
JZR 211 Jeddah 08:00
JZR 1341 Al Najaf 08:00
IGO 1767 Mumbai 08:10
IRA 606 Mashhad 08:10
FDB 054 Dubai 08:35
KAC 163 MXP 08:35
KAC 545 Cairo 08:50
KAC 501 Beirut 08:50
KAC 561 Amman 08:55
KAC 613 Bahrain 09:00
QTR 8512 Doha 09:00
KAC 117 New York 09:05
QTR 1085 Doha 09:10
KAC 791 Madinah 09:10
KAC 787 Jeddah 09:15
KAC 671 Dubai 09:15
KAC 661 Abu Dhabi 09:25
KAC 157 Istanbul 09:35
KAC 773 Riyadh 09:40
ABY 126 Sharjah 09:40
JZR 731 Cairo 09:45
UAE 856 Dubai 09:50
JZR 301 Istanbul 09:55
ETD 302 Abu Dhabi 09:55
OMA 642 Muscat 10:00
KAC 101 London 10:05
GFA 210 Bahrain 10:05
KAC 197 Baku 10:10
GOW 062 CNN 10:30
QTR 1071 Doha 10:30
KAC 617 Doha 10:40
FDB 056 Dubai 10:40
IGO 1754 Ahmedabad 10:40
IRA 668 Mashhad 10:55
SVA 513 Riyadh 10:55
IAW 158A Al Najaf 11:00
JZR 221 Riyadh 11:20
GFA 214 Bahrain 11:35
OMS 224 Muscat 11:40
MEA 405 Beirut 11:55
SYR 342 Damascus 12:00
JZR 213 Jeddah 12:05
QTR 1075 Doha 12:10
JZR 611 Tbilisi 12:20

NIA 1506 Asyut 12:35
AHY 120 Baku 13:05
JZR 123 Dubai 13:10
JZR 115 Doha 13:25
MSR 611 Cairo 13:45
THY 767 Istanbul 14:00
AXB 394 Kozhikode 14:10
UAE 872 Dubai 14:15
IRA 666 Esfahan 14:55
KAC 673 Dubai 15:00
KNE 382 Taif 15:00
GFA 222 Bahrain 15:00
JZR 103 Bahrain 15:05
FDB 060 Dubai 15:05
QTR 1079 Doha 15:30
UAE 878 Dubai 15:30
SVA 501 Jeddah 15:45
JZR 125 Dubai 15:50
KNE 530 Jeddah 15:55
KAC 563 Amman 16:00
KAC 775 Riyadh 16:05
KAC 743 Dammam 16:05
KAC 615 Bahrain 16:10
ABY 128 Sharjah 16:15
KAC 785 Jeddah 16:20
ETD 304 Abu Dhabi 16:20
OMA 646 Muscat 16:20
KAC 619 Doha 16:25
KNE 532 Jeddah 16:55
KAC 675 Dubai 17:00
FDB 052 Dubai 17:10
QTR 1073 Doha 17:25
KAC 151 Istanbul 17:35
KAC 503 Beirut 17:40
KAC 283 Dhaka 17:40
UAE 858 Dubai 17:40
FEG 242 Alexandria 17:45
KAC 343 Chennai 17:50
KAC 381 Delhi 17:55
SAW 706 Damascus 18:00
JZR 721 Alexandria 18:15
SVA 511 Riyadh 18:15
JZR 127 Dubai 18:20
GFA 216 Bahrain 18:20
JZR 403 Hyderabad 18:25
JZR 715 Sohag 18:30
JZR 733 Cairo 18:35
JZR 745 Sharm el-Sheikh 18:50
JZR 253 Amman 19:10
QTR 1081 Doha 19:20
MSR 621 Cairo 19:30
KAC 691 Muscat 19:35
FDB 064 Dubai 19:45
GFA 218 Bahrain 19:50
IRA 600 Tehran 20:00
ABY 124 Sharjah 20:00
KAC 357 Kochi 20:05
RJA 641 Amman 20:05
NIA 162 Cairo 20:30
FDB 058 Dubai 20:30
JZR 401 Mumbai 20:30
UAE 876 Dubai 20:35
KAC 353 Bengaluru 20:50
KNE 232 Riyadh 20:50
DLH 624 Dammam 20:55
KAC 333 Trivandrum 21:05
OMA 648 Muscat 21:05
NIA 1506 Sohag 21:10
RBG 214 Sohag 21:10
MEA 403 Beirut 21:15
KAC 301 Mumbai 21:25
DHX 171 Bahrain 21:50
QTR 1089 Doha 21:50
KAC 203 Lahore 22:00
KLM 445 Bahrain 22:10
ETD 308 Abu Dhabi 22:15
ALK 230 Colombo 22:20
KAC 383 Delhi 22:35
UAE 860 Dubai 22:35
GFA 220 Bahrain 22:50
KAC 783 Jeddah 22:55
KAC 551 Cairo 23:00
ETD 310 Abu Dhabi 23:05
RBG 556 Alexandria 23:10
QTR 8447 Doha 23:10
QTR 1083 Doha 23:20
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Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000

Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005

Maternity Hospital                                         24843100

Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700

Chest Hospital                                               24849400

Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010

Adan Hospital                                                23940620

Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300

Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Kaizen center 25716707

Rawda 22517733

Adaliya 22517144

Khaldiya 24848075

Kaifan 24849807

Shamiya 24848913

Shuwaikh 24814507

Abdullah Salem 22549134

Nuzha 22526804

Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764

Qadsiya 22515088

Dasmah 22532265

Bneid Al-Gar 22531908

Shaab 22518752

Qibla 22459381

Ayoun Al-Qibla 22451082

Mirqab 22456536

Sharq 22465401

Salmiya 25746401

112
Automated enquiry

about the CivilID card is
1889988

Airlines
Kuwait Airways                                  171

Jazeera Airways                                     177

Wataniya Airways                             22 066 536

Turkish Airlines                                  1884918

American Airlines                             22087425 

Jet Airways                                           22924455

FlyDubai                                                22414400

Qatar Airways                                     22423888

KLM                                                         22425747

Royal Jordanian                                 22418064/5/6

British Airways                                   22425635

Air France                                              22430224

Emirates                                                22921555

Air India                                                 22456700

Air India EXPRESS                           22438185/4  
Sri Lanka Airlines                               22424444

Egypt Air                                               22421578

Swiss Air                                                22421516

CHANGE OF NAME

I, Mitra Vinda Nalladeega, hold-
er of Indian Passport Number :
P9486193, do hereby change
my name to (Given Name :
Mitra, Surname : Paul) as per my
Adhar Number :  9297 6016
6997 for all purpose. I also
undertake of effect the change
in all my other public docu-
ments. (C 5473) 19-11-2019

MATRIMONIAL

Pakistani parents looking for
Dr or PhD or Engineer or CA
upto 34 employed in Kuwait or
UAE or Oman or Qatar or
Bahrain or UK to wed their
daughter Dr 30 working with
Kuwait Ministry of Health.
Contact: 67057325. Please
email full particulars to:
he_is_needed@hotmail.com 
(C 5474) 21-11-2019
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Saudi Arabia and its allies intervened in the conflict in
2015, shortly after the Houthis took over the capital Sanaa.
Tensions have soared between Riyadh and Tehran after a
recent string of assaults on oil tankers and installations in
the Gulf. In the latest attack on Sept 14, drone strikes tar-
geted two Saudi oil facilities, temporarily knocking out half
of the kingdom’s oil production. The attacks were claimed
by the Houthis, but Washington and Riyadh said Iran was
responsible, and that the strikes were carried out with
advanced missiles and drones.

King Salman said the oil policy of the kingdom, the
world’s top oil exporter, is aimed at promoting market sta-
bility. “Though the kingdom has been subjected to attacks
by 286 ballistic missiles and 289 drones, in a way that has
not been seen in any other country, that has not affected
the kingdom’s development process or the lives of its citi-
zens and residents,” the king told assembled council mem-
bers, royals and foreign diplomats.

He praised the ability of state oil giant Saudi Aramco to
quickly restore oil production capacity after attacks on its
facilities in September which initially cut more than 5 per-
cent of global supply. He said Aramco’s response had
proven the kingdom’s ability to meet global demand in any
shortage, and praised the company’s initial public offering,
which began this week, saying it would attract foreign
investment and create thousands of jobs.

A Pentagon study said Tuesday that despite decades of
sanctions, Iran has succeeded in developing its missile
arsenal, which is larger than that of any other Middle
Eastern country including Israel. “Iran has an extensive
missile development program, and the size and sophistica-
tion of its missile force continues to grow despite decades
of counter-proliferation efforts aimed at curbing its
advancement,” the Defense Intelligence Agency said.

The study said Iran considered missiles to be a strate-
gic necessity due to the limitations of its air force, which
still has some US planes ordered by the pro-Western shah,
who was toppled in 1979. “Lacking a modern air force,
Iran has embraced ballistic missiles as a long-range strike
capability to dissuade its adversaries in the region - par-

ticularly the United States, Israel and Saudi Arabia - from
attacking Iran,” the report said.

Iran has “the largest missile force in the Middle East,”
the report said. A US intelligence official said on condition
of anonymity that the assessment included Israel. The
report said that Iran had developed a series of missiles
that could strike at a distance of 1,250 miles (2,000 km) -
capable of reaching Israel or Saudi Arabia.

Iran in 2017 showcased the 1,250-mile-range
Khoramshahr missile, which can carry multiple warheads.
The Pentagon study, in line with a tweet at the time by
President Donald Trump, said the missile appeared to use
technology from North Korea. But the Pentagon study
said that Iran was spending slightly less on its military,
with $20.7 billion budgeted in 2017. Iran’s economy has
come under growing pressure since Trump last year with-
drew from a denuclearization accord and reimposed
sweeping sanctions.

Christian Saunders, an expert on Iran at the Defense
Intelligence Agency, warned of the impact if an arms
embargo is lifted on Iran next year. “These restrictions are
set to expire in October 2020, providing Tehran an oppor-
tunity to acquire some advanced capabilities that have
been beyond its reach for decades,” Saunders told
reporters. The Islamic republic has faced UN-mandated
sanctions on importing most weapons since 2006, but the
embargo is set to expire five years after implementation of
the nuclear deal.

The accord, which Iran reached in 2015 with former
president Barack Obama’s administration as well as Britain,
China, France, Germany and Russia, is on life support after
Trump left it and as Tehran takes steps to end compliance
as a protest over continued sanctions. A US intelligence
official expected Iran to concentrate on procuring fighter
jets and battle tanks, with Russia and China the most likely
suppliers. Iran argues that it must keep up its defenses,
pointing to Western support for Saddam Hussein during
the Iran-Iraq war and Israel’s undeclared nuclear program.

Meanwhile, the US aircraft carrier strike group
Abraham Lincoln sailed through the key Strait of
Hormuz on Tuesday to show Washington’s “commit-
ment” to freedom of navigation, the Pentagon said,
amid tensions with Tehran. The group’s move through
the strategic waterway separating Iran and the United
Arab Emirates towards the Gulf was scheduled, and
unfolded without incident, the US Navy said in a state-
ment. The strait is a chokepoint for a third of the
world’s seaborne oil. —  Agencies 

Saudi king slams
Iran ‘chaos’, urges...
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They passed burned-out buildings, including a bank,
post office and shopping center. One of the mourners,
Younes Abutalebi, told AFP: “My pension is 18 million
rials ($146). If it was cut... I would go begging - but I
wouldn’t set fire to a bank.” Rallies against the unrest
were also held in Arak, Ardebil and Ghorghan, among
other cities.

Iran’s economy has been battered since May last
year when President Donald Trump unilaterally with-
drew the US from a 2015 nuclear agreement and reim-

posed sanctions. Tensions have soared this year, with
the US widening its sanctions to include Khamenei and
other key entities as Iran cut its nuclear commitments.
The arch-foes came to the brink of a military con-
frontation in June when Iran downed a US drone and
Trump ordered retaliatory strikes before cancelling
them at the last minute.

The French foreign ministry expressed “deep con-
cern over information indicating the deaths of numer-
ous protesters” in Iran. It urged “respect of freedom of
expression and access to means of communication, as
well as the right to demonstrate peacefully”. Last
week’s surprise fuel price hike was agreed by the presi-
dent, parliament speaker and judiciary chief. Rouhani
has defended the move, pledging proceeds would go to
the needy. In his latest remarks, he said the first pay-
ments had been made to more than seven million peo-
ple, and that in total 18 million would receive handouts
by Saturday. —  AFP 

Iran claims
victory over...

Continued from Page 1

On Tuesday, four rockets were fired at Israel from
Syria, with the army blaming an “Iranian force”. Israel’s
Iron Dome missile defense system intercepted the
rockets. Conricus said it was the sixth time Iranian
forces had tried to attack Israel directly in recent years,
most recently in August.

The Israeli attack yesterday began in the early
hours, with a series of large explosions rocking
Damascus, an AFP correspondent in the city said.
Syria’s state news agency SANA said Syrian anti-air-
craft defenses responded to a “heavy attack” by Israeli
warplanes over the capital. The Israeli army confirmed
missiles were fired towards its jets but denied any were
hit. In response to the fire, it said, “a number of Syrian
aerial defense batteries were destroyed”.

“We hold the Syrian regime responsible for the
actions that take place in Syrian territory and warn
them against allowing further attacks against Israel,”
the army said. SANA added that the strikes were car-
ried out from “Lebanese and Palestinian territories”.

Israel sometimes launches attacks on Syria from planes
flying over neighboring Lebanon.

Syria’s civil war has been complicated by the
involvement of multiple foreign powers, with Russian,
Iranian and US forces on the ground backing various
parties. Russia, which has backed Assad’s regime mili-
tarily, condemned the Israeli attack. Russian Deputy
Foreign Minister Mikhail Bogdanov was quoted by
TASS news agency as saying the operation “totally
contradicts international law”. “We are going to exam-
ine the circumstances, all this is very bad,” he added.

The Observatory said Tuesday’s rockets were fired
from positions around the Syrian capital held by groups
loyal to the Damascus government. The flare-up follows
a major escalation in and around the Palestinian enclave
of Gaza last week when Israel killed a top commander
of militant group Islamic Jihad, which is allied with
Damascus. The killing was accompanied by a second
strike, unconfirmed by Israel, on an Islamic Jihad leader
in Damascus that killed his son and another person,
according to SANA.

The hundreds of strikes Israel has carried out in
Syria have mostly been against Iranian targets or posi-
tions of Iran’s Lebanese ally, Shiite militant group
Hezbollah. Both are sworn enemies of the Jewish state
and have backed the Syrian president’s forces. The war
in Syria has killed more than 370,000 people and dis-
placed millions. — AFP 

Israeli air 
strikes kill 23...
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arresting people who, at worst, were hurting
themselves. “It’s inappropriate. In any case, we don’t
hurt people, the environment or animals,” said 22-
year-old student Alexis Martin. “Why are vapers
being targeted?”  

E-cigarettes warm flavored liquid to produce vapor
that is free of the estimated 7,000 chemicals in tobacco

smoke, but does contain a number of substances that
could potentially be harmful. Critics say that apart from
being harmful in themselves, the multiple exotic flavors
of e-cigarette liquids appeal particularly to youngsters
and risk getting them addicted to nicotine. The devices
have become hugely popular in the past decade but a
rash of vaping-linked deaths and illnesses in the United
States is feeding caution about the product, already
banned in some places.

In Sept 2019 India became the latest country to ban
the import, sale, production and advertising of e-ciga-
rettes, citing in particular concerns for its youth. The
devices are already banned in several places such as
Brazil, Singapore, Thailand and the US state of
Massachusetts.  — AFP 

Duterte bans 
‘toxic’ vaping...

Continued from Page 1

“That’s why most victims don’t even file a complaint.
Going to court  is  l ike a  bogeyman for  them,”
Abdulridha added.

Victims who do pursue a case often face judges who
know little about the Internet or classify the crime differently.
“I’ve had judges ask, ‘what is this Facebook?’” she said. “And
if a judge sees the case as a man ‘terrorizing’ a girl, he could
apply the counter-terrorism clause and recommend the death
sentence. Or he could see it as libel and order a fine,”
Abdulridha added. 

Iraq’s interior ministry said it opened three “sextortion”
cases in Baghdad over the past month, charging some
accused perpetrators with “criminal threats” and others with
fraud. But one department known as Iraq’s community police
is using a different approach. Their stations have female offi-
cers to encourage victims to come forward, and units are
trained in dealing with gender-based violence under the prin-
ciple of “do no harm”.

“Our officers prioritize the victim’s anonymity, and we
pursue the case however she feels comfortable - inside or
outside the courts,” said the force’s national chief, Ghalib
Atiya. Community police units said they can be more effective
than the courts - in northern Mosul, units resolved three sex-
tortion cases in a single week using reconciliation. But Atiya
said the problem is “spreading to a dangerous level,” with
women making up 60 to 70 percent of online extortion vic-
tims in Iraq, most in Baghdad and the tribal south. “We need
the law to really bring the numbers down,” he said. —  AFP 

Revenge porn, 
pics: Sextortion...

WASHINGTON: A senior US diplomat
told lawmakers yesterday that President
Donald Trump expressly ordered him and
others to help pressure Ukraine into
investigating a political rival of the presi-
dent, providing some of the most signifi-
cant testimony to date in the House of
Representatives impeachment inquiry.

In remarks that also put Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo at the center of the
Ukraine controversy, US Ambassador to
the European Union Gordon Sondland
said Pompeo was “fully supportive” of the
efforts to push Ukraine into carrying out
two investigations that would benefit
Trump politically at home.

Sondland, a wealthy hotel entrepreneur
and Trump donor, said he worked with
Trump’s personal attorney Rudy Giuliani
on Ukraine issues on “the president’s
orders”, further detailing Trump’s active
participation in a controversy that threat-
ens his presidency.

Giuliani’s efforts earlier this year to get
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskiy
to investigate Democratic presidential
candidate Joe Biden and his son “were a
quid pro quo for arranging a White House
visit” for the Ukrainian leader, Sondland
said, using a Latin term meaning to
exchange a favor for another favor.

The ambassador testified that he told
Vice President Mike Pence in September
that US security aid to Ukraine had been
stalled apparently because of Trump’s

demand for the investigations. Trump has
said he did nothing wrong and specifically
denied any quid pro quo. Yesterday,
Trump said he does not know Sondland
well but he seems like a “nice guy.”

Sondland described Trump in May
telling him along with Energy Secretary
Rick Perry and then-US special envoy to
Ukraine Kurt Volker to work with Giuliani
on Ukraine policy at a time when the for-
mer New York mayor was working to get
the Ukrainians to do the politically moti-
vated investigations. “Secretary Perry,
Ambassador Volker and I worked with Mr
Rudy Giuliani on Ukraine matters at the
express direction of the president of the
United States,” Sondland told the House
of Representatives Intel l igence
Committee, which is spearheading the
Democratic-led impeachment inquiry.

“We did not want to work with Mr
Giuliani. Simply put, we played the hand

we were dealt. We all understood that if
we refused to work with Mr Giuliani, we
would lose an important opportunity to
cement relations between the United
States and Ukraine. So we followed the
president’s orders,” Sondland said.
Giuliani held no formal US government
job.

The inquiry focuses on a July 25 phone
cal l  in which Trump asked Ukraine’s
Zelenskiy to carry out two investigations.
One involved Biden and his son Hunter,
who had worked for Ukrainian energy
company Burisma. The other involving a
debunked conspiracy theory promoted by
some Trump al l ies that Ukraine, not
Russia, interfered in the 2016 US election.
Trump is seeking re-election in 2020.
Biden, the former vice president, is a lead-
ing candidate for the Democratic nomina-
tion to face Trump.

Pompeo focus
The investigation could lead the House

to approve formal charges against Trump
- called articles of impeachment - that
would be sent to the Republican-con-
trolled Senate for a trial on whether to
remove him from office. Few Republican
senators have broken with Trump. The
committee’s  top Republ ican, Devin
Nunes, accused Democrats of waging an
“impeachment crusade” against Trump.
“They know exactly what kind of damage
they’re inf l ict ing on this  nat ion. But

they’ve passed the point of no return,”
Nunes said.

Sondland’s testimony cast more light on
the role of Pompeo, a close Trump ally
who has decl ined to defend State
Department witnesses who have been
attacked by Trump and other Republicans
for cooperating with the impeachment
inquiry. Sondland provided correspon-
dence showing that he and Pompeo com-
municated about his effort to get
Zelenskiy to commit to undertake investi-
gations as a way to free up $391 million in
security aid for Ukraine that Trump had
withheld. The aid eventually was provided
in September.

“All good. You’re doing great work;
keep banging away,” Pompeo told
Sondland in early September, according to
email correspondence cited in his testimo-
ny. “Everyone was in the loop,” Sondland
said. Pompeo, on a visit to Europe yester-
day, declined to comment on the testimo-
ny. Sondland said that even as late as Sept
24 - the same day the House launched its
impeachment inquiry - Pompeo was
directing Volker to speak with Giuliani.

lDemocrats have accused Trump of
using the frozen aid and Zelenskiy’s desire
for an Oval Office meeting as leverage to
pressure a vulnerable US ally to dig up
dirt on political adversaries. Sondland said
Trump never told him directly that the aid
to Ukraine was conditioned on Ukraine
announcing investigation. He said he told

Pence in September that the Ukraine aid
appeared to be stalled because of the
demand for investigations. “The vice pres-
ident nodded, he heard what I said, and
that was pretty much it,” he said.

Adam Schiff, the Democratic chairman
of the Intell igence Committee, called
Sondland’s testimony “a very important
moment in the history of this inquiry”. “It
goes right to the heart of the issue of
bribery as well as other potential high
crimes and misdemeanors,” Schiff told
reporters, referring to impeachable
offenses mentioned in the US
Constitution. “But we also have heard for
the f irst  t ime that knowledge of this
scheme was pervasive.”

Career US diplomats have portrayed
Sondland in their testimony as a central
f igure in what became a shadow and
“irregular” Ukraine policy operation,
undercutting official channels and press-
ing Kiev to investigate the Bidens.
Sondland said he was “adamantly
opposed” to any suspension of aid to
Ukraine because Kiev needed it to fight
against Russian aggression.

Sondland was tapped as Trump’s envoy
after he donated $1 million to the presi-
dent’s inauguration. In October, Trump
called him “a really good man”, but after
Sondland’s amended statement to House
investigators this month the president told
reporters at the White House, “I hardly
know the gentleman.” — Reuters 

Senior US diplomat says he followed 
Trump’s orders on pressuring Ukraine

Gordon Sondland

DUBAI: Ismahane Elouafi was on her way to becoming
a fighter pilot in the Moroccan army when the country
decided to shelve plans for female captains. So she
ended up at the agricultural university. The military’s
loss is a gain for the fight against world hunger as 48-
year-old Elouafi is among those leading the search for
edible plants able to survive climate change. Based in

the oil-rich United Arab Emirates, where temperatures
can exceed 50 degrees Celsius, Elouafi and her team
are nurturing crops such as quinoa that could feed a
hotter planet.

“Marginal environments are going to be the norm of
tomorrow, so we’d better be ready for it and have solu-
tions,” said Elouafi, director-general of the Dubai-
based International Centre for Biosaline Agriculture
(ICBA). The Arab Gulf’s punishing heat and salt-tainted
earth are ideal for testing plants in what scientists call
“marginal environments”. These are lands where poor
soil and scarce freshwater make farming extremely
challenging.

Globally, around 1.7 billion people - or 1 in 5 people
- live in marginal environments but that number could
surge if temperatures rise further and cause water
shortages. In a dusty compound hemmed in by sky-

scrapers, Elouafi and a team of horticulturists are nur-
turing breeds of grass, date palms and vegetables that
could feed heat-afflicted populations in the Middle
East and other countries including Gambia, Ethiopia
and Tajikistan.

Salicornia, or samphire, has emerged as a frontrun-
ner. The saline-tasting bright green stalks often served
with seafood in trendy European restaurants, can thrive
in dry, salty soil and be used as food for animals and
biofuel. “It is doable (to make these lands productive)
but it requires investment in research and in science,”
Elouafi told the Thomson Reuters Foundation in her
office, one of the few low-rise buildings in Dubai’s
Academic City.

The Middle East is on the frontline of climate
change. Food security is an acute concern, particularly
for Gulf countries that rely on imports of staple grains

from other nations that could themselves experience
shortages. In a bid to lessen their dependence on oth-
er economies, wealthy Arab countries have invested
hundreds of millions of dollars in organizations like the
ICBA. In Qatar, botanists are hunting for breeds of
grass able to withstand high temperatures on open-air
football pitches when the country hosts the 2022
World Cup.

Growing up surrounded by books - her academic
father once sacrificed funds for a family holiday to buy
encyclopaedias from a door-to-door salesman - helped
Elouafi when she had to switch from a military high
school to study agriculture, she said. A plant geneticist
fluent in French, Spanish, English and Arabic, Elouafi is
one of a handful of women leading agricultural science
and research in the Arab world and is keen for more
women to take the lead in the industry. —  Reuters 

Moroccan scientist 
hunts for resilient 
plants to feed a 
warming Mideast
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Dakar Rally 
unveils tough
Arabian desert 
route for 2020
PARIS: Dakar Rally organisers yesterday
unveiled the route for the controversial
2020 edition, a 12-day marathon through
the Arabian desert starting January 5.
Former two-time Formula One world
champion Fernando Alonso will be on he
starting line among the 351 vehicles tak-
ing part in the race that has switched
hemispheres after being staged for years
in Latin America.

Organisers admit  that  they had
qualms about bringing one of motor
racing’s most gruelling adventure ral-
lies to the Middle Eastern country
which has been under fire over human
rights abuses and its involvement in the
war in Yemen.

“It is a new country and a new conti-
nent for the rally,” David Castera, the
course director told AFP at the unveiling

in Paris, admitting there was “hesitation”
before the decision was taken to switch
to Saudi Arabia 

The Dakar started its history as a rally
between Paris and the capital of Senegal
in West Africa, then switched to South
America when security became a con-
cern. Organisers say it will remain in the
Arabian peninsula for at least five years.

“We had some reflection (about the
switch to Saudi Arabia,” said Castera.
“But we received many assurances from
the country and we know there is a
desire to open up to (the outside world).
The Dakar is not the first (sports event)
to go to Saudi Arabia. Lots of people
are going.”

Last year the kingdom staged a
Formula-E motor racing grand prix and as
recently as January hosted Italian foot-
ball’s Super Cup. More surprisingly, Saudi
Arabia this month staged a women’s pro-
wresting contest. In January it will host
the Spanish Super Cup.

The 2020 Dakar will set off from
Jeddah on January 5 and end 7,800km
and 12 days later in Qiddiya. The race
will be “a real battle” said Castera,
involving 5,000km of special stages with
five of them exceeding 450km.

Last year’s winner Nasser al-Attiyah

of Qatar is among the favourites in his
Toyota with Carlos Sainz and Stephane
Peterhansel, a 13-time winner in bikes
and cars, expected to challenge strongly
in their Minis. 

The focus will also be on Alonso, the
Formula One champion in 2005 and
2006 who is seeking new challenges in
motor sport and singled out the Dakar as
one of the toughest of them all.  —AFP

American Martin
gets 4-year ban 
for anti-doping 
violations
LONDON: American boxer Ryan Martin
has been suspended for four years by
UK Anti-Doping (UKAD) yesterday
after testing positive for prohibited sub-
stances last year.

Martin tested positive for the pres-
ence of androsterone and etiocholanone,
which are metabolites of testosterone,
following an in-competition test after his
match against Josh Taylor in Glasgow on
Nov. 3, 2018.

As the fight occurred under the
auspices of the British Boxing Board
of Control, the 26-year-old was sub-
ject to the national body’s anti-doping
regulations.

Martin was charged with an Anti-
Doping Rule Violation (ADRV) as a
result of the positive test.

“Androsterone and etiocholanone are
listed under section S1.1(b) of the WADA
2018 prohibited list as ‘endogenous ana-
bolic androgenic steroids (list of metabo-
lites and isomers) when administered
exogenously’,” UKAD said in a statement
https://www.ukad.org.uk/news/profes-
sional-boxer-martin-banned-four-years.

“Exogenous testosterone, andros-
terone  and  e t iocho lanone  are  a l l
non-specified substances prohibited
at all times.”

UKAD said Martin’s ban would run
until midnight on Nov. 2, 2022 and the
boxer has the r ight  to appeal  the
decision.

Ohio-born Martin, in his response to
UKAD in March, had said he did not
intentionally ingest testosterone and
added that the presence of its metabo-
lites in his sample could have been due
to contaminated supplements.

“With the number of cases we are
currently seeing where an athlete is
claiming their failed test is due to con-
taminated supplements, it’s vital all ath-
letes check... any supplements they plan
to use,” UKAD chief executive Nicole
Sapstead said.

“UKAD would always promote a
food-first approach to nutrition. Where
supplements are deemed a requirement,
the ingredients should be checked

against the WADA prohibited list and
the supplement itself checked on
Informed Sport. If in any doubt, it is sim-
ply not worth the risk.” —Reuters

All Blacks left it 
too late to sign 
me: Rennie
SYDNEY: Newly appointed Australia coach
Dave Rennie yesterday said the All Blacks left
it too late to secure his services, with the
“proud” New Zealander now focused on men-
toring their arch-rivals. New Zealand Rugby
bosses have ruled out a foreign coach for the
All Blacks and revealed this month they had
asked 26 New Zealanders to apply for the cov-
eted job left vacant by Steve Hansen after the
World Cup.

Rennie was one of those contacted, but he
said the approach came too late. “I’m a proud
Kiwi but the big thing is I’ve been talking to
Australia for a lot of months and the All Blacks
interest came in late in the piece,” he told rug-
by.com.au.

“By that stage, we’d done a lot of home-
work, we were really excited about the oppor-
tunity to go to Australia and that ended up
being an easy decision.” New Zealand has said
its new coaching team will be named before
Christmas, but it has now missed out on at
least three high-profile candidates.

Along with Rennie, Jamie Joseph ruled him-
self out consideration this week after opting to
remain as Japan coach, while former Wales
boss Warren Gatland also turned down an
offer to apply, focusing instead on the Waikato
Chiefs and coaching the British and Irish Lions
in 2021.

All Blacks assistant Ian Foster and three-
time Super Rugby-winning Crusaders coach
Scott Robertson now appear to be the front-
runners. New Zealand Rugby chairman Brent
Impey said he was aware that Rennie had been
talking to Australia.

“We have known for some time that Dave
was in talks with Rugby Australia, so we have
been clear about his position regarding the All
Blacks head coach position,” he said in a
statement. “We congratulate Dave on his
appointment and wish him the best.”

Rennie will take over from Michael Cheika
in July next year after fulfilling his commit-
ments to current club Glasgow Warriors. He is
the second New Zealander to be handed the
job after Robbie Deans almost a decade ago.

Rugby Australia chief Raelene Castle admit-
ted there were no suitable Australians in the
running, with Rennie vowing to get the fans
onside despite not being a local. “I think
Australians want their national team coached
by an Australian and I’m okay with that,” he
said. “Hopeful ly, they’re feeling that way
because they care about Aussie rugby and all I
can say is everywhere I’ve gone I’ve immersed
myself in the community and the culture.

“I guess we’ll be judged by what we do as
opposed to what I say now,” he added. “But I
can assure you that I care about the future of
Australian rugby, I’m going to work really
hard to get a strong connection with the
Super Rugby coaches and nat ional  age-
grade coaches to ensure we’ve got good
young talent coming through and good path-
ways for them.” —AFP

NEW ORLEANS: Jrue Holiday had 22 points and 10
assists as the host New Orleans Pelicans spoiled
Carmelo Anthony’s debut by defeating the Portland Trail
Blazers 115-104 on Tuesday night. Brandon Ingram, the
Pelicans’ leading scorer, returned from a four-game
absence caused by a sore knee to add 21 points. JJ
Redick had 18, Nicolo Melli scored 14 and E’Twaun
Moore 11 as New Orleans won for just the fifth time this
season but the third time in four games. Anthony, a 35-
year-old 10-time All-Star who hadn’t played in more
than a year, started in his first game since signing with
the Blazers. He had 10 points (on 4-of-14 shooting) and
four rebounds in 24 minutes. CJ McCollum scored 22,
and Hassan Whiteside had 14 points and 14 rebounds
for the Blazers. Portland, which fell to 1-2 to start a six-
game, 10-day road trip, played without leading scorer
Damian Lillard, who had back spasms.

LAKERS 112, THUNDER 107
Anthony Davis scored 34 points and LeBron

James added a triple-double as host Los Angeles
held on to extend its winning streak to five games,
while sending Oklahoma City to its fourth loss in five
games. James finished with 25 points, 11 rebounds
and 10 assists to give him his fifth triple-double of
the season and first in his career against the Thunder.
He became the first player in NBA history to record
a triple-double against every team. Davis shot 13 of
24 to break out of a mini slump. He was held under

20 points in each of his previous two games. Dennis
Schroder scored 31 points and Danilo Gallinari
added 25 for Oklahoma City.

WARRIORS 114, GRIZZLIES 95
Golden State held host Memphis to four points in

the first 8:47 of the second period to turn a deficit
into a comfortable advantage as the Warriors ended
their longest losing streak since 2012. Alec Burks
scored a game-high 29 points, including four in the
26-4 second-quarter flurry that helped Golden State
snap a seven-game skid. Rookie Ja Morant’s 20
points paced the Grizzlies, who lost their second
straight after a three-game winning streak.

KINGS 120, SUNS 116
Bogdan Bogdanovic established career highs of 31

points and seven 3-pointers to lead Sacramento to a
victory over visiting Phoenix. Richaun Holmes made
8 of 11 field-goal attempts while contributing 20
points and a career-best 15 rebounds for the Kings.
Cory Joseph recorded a career-best 14 assists as
Sacramento won for the sixth time in its past eight
games. Devin Booker registered 30 points and eight
assists for the Suns, who have lost back-to-back
games and four of the past six. Kelly Oubre Jr.
recorded 20 points, eight rebounds and five steals
for Phoenix, and Mikal Bridges also scored 20
points. —Reuters

Triple-double history for King James as Lakers roll Thunder

Jrue Holiday, Pelicans dump
Blazers in Anthony’s debut 

NEW ORLEANS: Jrue Holiday No 11 of the New Orleans Pelicans shoots the ball against the Portland Trail
Blazers on November 19, 2019 at Smoothie King Center in New Orleans, Louisiana. —AFP

PARIS: French Dakar Rally director David Castera (R) and French driver
Stephane Peterhansel pose on stage during the official presentation of the 2020
Dakar Rally, in Paris, yesterday. The Dakar Rally will take place in Saudi Arabia
from January 5 in Jeddah and will run until January 17, 2020. —AFP

Ryan Martin

Porsche and
Mercedes embark 
on new era of 
electric racing
LONDON: Formula E starts its sixth season in
Saudi Arabia tomorrow with debutants Porsche and
Mercedes hoping to carry their respective success
in sports cars and Formula One to a new all-electric
battleground.

French driver Jean-Eric Vergne, the first double
champion, is aiming to complete his title hat-trick
with the Chinese-owned DS Techeetah team in a
series humming with renewed energy. The presence
of four German giants, with BMW and Audi regulars
already, adds lustre to a city-based championship
that has grown steadily since a financially precari-
ous first season in 2014.

Formula E recently reported record revenues and

a first ever profit and, burnishing environmentally-
conscious credentials with an emphasis on sustain-
ability, feels increasingly in tune with the spirit of
the times. Nissan, Jaguar, Citroen, China’s Nio and
India’s Mahindra are also involved.

The learning curve will be steep for the newcom-
ers, in a championship that saw nine different win-
ners in 13 races last season and where success costs
a fraction of Formula One’s bloated budgets.

“They wil l  have done their homework. They
are not starting from scratch, they have a lot of
resource and clever people behind them,” says
E nv i s i o n  Vi r g i n  R a c i n g  m a n a g i n g  d i r e c t o r
Sylvain Filippi.

“I hope they do really well, because it makes the
competition even more exciting, but it’s not going to
be easy.” For Mercedes, the dominant force in
Formula One for the past six years and the only car-
maker involved in both, Formula E opens a new
chapter in their 125-year racing history.

Their drivers are Belgian ex-McLaren F1 racer
Stoffel Vandoorne and 2019 F2 champion Nyck de
Vries of the Netherlands. Porsche, part of the
Volkswagen Group that  inc ludes  Audi , have

German Andre Lotterer and Swiss racer Neel Jani
as their lineup.

The series reported revenues of more than 200
million euros ($221.12 million) last September and
has grown to 14 races, with a first in the Indonesian
capital Jakarta next June before a London finale.

Former Manchester United commercial director
Jamie Reigle has joined from the NFL’s Los Angeles
Rams franchise, taking on the chief executive role
vacated by founder Alejandro Agag.

“I genuinely believe that we have the zeitgeist in
terms of one of the most compelling global sports
properties with potential for income growth,” he
told reporters. “I was at Heathrow (airport) the oth-
er day and there were two Formula E ads. We’ve
done a really good job in terms of the business to
business side, brands recognising that this is the
future,” he added.

“I think the task and the challenge now is ‘can we
get that audience to grow and be really engaged?’.”
Saudi Arabia will host two races on the 22nd and
23rd in Ad Diriyah, on the outskirts of Riyadh. The
ser ies  has  Liberty  Global  and Discovery
Communications as major shareholders.  —Reuters
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Pakistan 16-year-old 
to make Test debut 
against Australia
BRISBANE: Teenage bowling sensation Naseem
Shah will become one of the youngest cricketers
to play a Test after Pakistan captain Azhar Ali
confirmed yesterday the 16-year-old will make
his debut at the Gabba.

Shah, who opted to remain on tour after his
mother died last week, made the grade for
Thursday’s first Test after impressing with an
eight-over spell against Australia A in Perth. “We
are definitely looking to play him — he is bowling
really well,” Azhar said ahead of the series opener
in Brisbane.

Only handful of players have made their debut
aged 16, including Sachin Tendulkar who went on
to become an Indian batting legend. The youngest
Test player is listed by Cricinfo as Pakistan’s
Hasan Raza, who was 14 on his 1996 debut,
though his date of birth was later disputed

Azhar said he had faith in Shah’s abilities
through a high-pressure five-day game. “He’s
very fit , I  have captained him in f irst-class
matches and he has overs under his belt,” he
said. “I’m sure that he can do that in Test match-
es as well, I have no doubts in his fitness and his
bowling skills. 

“Not many players can reach that standard so
early but there are exceptions and he’s one of
them,” he added. “We are all looking forward to
him having a very successful career.”  Pakistan
have a history of blooding promising players ear-
ly, accounting for six of the 10 youngest to play
Test matches.

But Naseem, who has only played seven first-
class games, is also carrying the huge extra bur-
den of his mother passing away. Pakistan great
Wasim Akram said if someone was good enough,
then age did not come into it.

“I think it’s a blessing in disguise because
when you’re 16-17, you don’t even know what the
word pressure means,” Akram told Fox Sports
Australia. “You just want to go out and play.
“When I was 17, I didn’t know what pressure
meant, I was loving it. I think the same goes for
Naseem. When he becomes a star he’ll know what
pressure means. At this age he’ll just be raring to
go.”

Pakistan also have two 19-year-old fast
bowlers in Musa Khan and Shaheen Afridi and
Azhar said they were taking a fearless attitude
into the two-match series in Australia. “We have
the talent to potentially do well here,” he said.

“We come with fresh faces and a new look to
the Test team and we are very confident that if we
execute our skills, we have the potential to beat
Australia.  “To do that we have to just keep
believing and play with no fear.” —AFP

PITTSBURG: Brock Nelson scored his second goal of the
game, on his own rebound at 2:55 of overtime, as the visiting
New York Islanders downed the Pittsburgh Penguins 5-4 on
Tuesday to stretch their point streak to 15 games, matching a
franchise record. Ryan Pulock tied it 4-4 for New York with 1:32
left in regulation on a blast from the center point with goalie
Semyon Varlamov pulled. Anthony Beauvillier and Josh Bailey
also scored and Nick Leddy had three assists for New York.
Varlamov made 27 saves. The Islanders are 14-0-1 in their
streak, the only blemish a Nov. 7 overtime loss to Pittsburgh.
The Penguins got two goals from Brandon Tanev, a goal and an
assist from Jake Guentzel, a goal from Bryan Rust and two
assists from Evgeni Malkin. Matt Murray stopped 37 shots.

AVALANCHE 3, FLAMES 2
Andre Burakovsky scored twice and goalie Philipp

Grubauer made 31 saves in his return from injury as visiting
Colorado beat struggling Calgary. Grubauer was back after
missing five games with a lower-body injury for the
Avalanche, who have won five of their past six games. It was
the seventh consecutive game in which the Flames surren-
dered the first goal and the 16th in 24 games this season.

OILERS 5, SHARKS 2
Connor McDavid had a goal and two assists as

Edmonton snapped host San Jose’s six-game winning streak.
Markus Granlund, Zack Kassian, Jujhar Khaira and James
Neal also scored for the Oilers, who won for the sixth time
in their past 10 games (6-2-2). Defensemen Darnell Nurse
and Oscar Klefbom each had two assists, and Mikko
Koskinen made 33 saves. Kevin Labanc and Barclay
Goodrow tallied for the Sharks, whose streak included a 6-3
home victory against Edmonton a week earlier. Martin Jones
stopped 24 of 29 shots.

BRUINS 5, DEVILS 1
Matt Grzelcyk and David Pastrnak scored two goals

apiece to help Boston cruise to a win in Newark, NJ. The
two-goal game was the first in the NHL for Grzelcyk, who
hadn’t  scored a regular-season goal since Apri l  6.
Pastrnak’s two-goal game was his third multi-goal effort of
the season. Connor Clifton capped the scoring for the
Bruins, who won for just the second time in seven games (2-
2-3). Goalie Tuukka Rask made 25 saves. Blake Coleman
scored for the Devils.

SENATORS 4, RED WINGS 3
Anthony Duclair had two goals and an assist as visiting

Ottawa edged Detroit. Duclair also had two goals in the
Senators’ 5-2 home victory over Detroit earlier this season.
Jean-Gabriel Pageau and Brady Tkachuk tallied the other
Ottawa goals on Tuesday, and Anders Nilsson made 35 saves.
Robby Fabbri, Valtteri Filppula and Anthony Mantha scored

for the Red Wings. Filppula and Filip Hronek (two assists) both
had two-point games, and Jonathan Bernier made 29 saves.

BLUES 3, LIGHTNING 1
Oskar Sundqvist scored the decisive third-period goal to

lift St. Louis past visiting Tampa Bay. The Blues have earned
points in 10 of their past 11 games, going 8-1-2. The Lightning
lost their second straight game after a three-game winning
streak. They also lost winger Nikita Kucherov, who departed
the game in the second period after Blues forward Brayden
Schenn knocked him to the ice from behind. David Perron and
Jaden Schwartz also scored for the Blues, and goaltender
Jordan Binnington made 17 saves. Anthony Cirelli scored for
the Lightning, and Andrei Vasilevskiy stopped 31 of 33 shots.

BLUE JACKETS 5, CANADIENS 2
Pierre-Luc Dubois recorded two goals and an assist as

Columbus defeated visiting Montreal. The five goals marked a
season high for the Blue Jackets, who entered the game with a
league-worst 45 goals. The offense was sparked by the newly
assembled line of Dubois, Emil Bemstrom and Sonny Milano,
who have combined for four goals and five assists in just more
than four periods skating as a unit. Bemstrom, 20, had a goal
and an assist for the first multi-point game of his young
career. The rookie now has six points (three goals, three
assists) over a five-game points streak.

PANTHERS 5, FLYERS 2
Jonathan Huberdeau scored a goal and later survived a

crosscheck that drew blood as host Florida defeated
Philadelphia in Sunrise, Fla. Huberdeau and Flyers defense-
man Philippe Myers were jostling in front of Philadelphia’s net
early in the second period. Myers ended the skirmish with a
crosscheck to Huberdeau’s face, drawing blood and giving the
Panthers a four-minute power play. Huberdeau was able to
return to action. The Panthers also got goals from Colton
Sceviour, Brett Connolly, Aleksander Barkov and Mike
Hoffman. Panthers goalie Sergei Bobrovsky made 35 saves for
the win, including 14 in the third period without surrendering
a goal. Travis Sanheim and Morgan Frost (in his NHL debut)
scored for the Flyers.

HURRICANES 4, BLACKHAWKS 2
Nino Niederreiter had a goal and an assist, and Carolina

held on for a victory at Chicago. Martin Necas, Andrei
Svechnikov and Sebastian Aho also scored for the Hurricanes,
who won their fourth consecutive game. Lucas Wallmark fin-
ished with a pair of assists, and Petr Mrazek made 30 saves.
Defensemen Erik Gustafsson and Connor Murphy scored for
the Blackhawks. The loss snapped a four-game winning
streak for Chicago, which failed to earn at least one point for
only the third time in the past 12 games. Robin Lehner
stopped 29 shots.

JETS 2, PREDATORS 1
Nikolaj Ehlers scored his 100th career goal, Connor

Hellebuyck made 38 saves, and Winnipeg topped host Nashville
for its third straight win. Patrik Laine also scored for the Jets,
who are 7-1-1 in their past nine games. Nick Bonino had the
lone goal for the Pedators, who are on a five-game winless
streak (0-4-1) and are 1-5-2 in their past eight games. Juuse
Saros made 23 saves for the Predators.

STARS 6, CANUCKS 1
Jamie Benn collected two goals and an assist and Ben

Bishop made 32 saves as host Dallas topped Vancouver to
extend its point streak to nine games. Justin Dowling,
Corey Perry and defenseman Miro Heiskanen each scored
and set up a goal for the Stars, who have eight wins dur-
ing their point streak and are 11-1-1 in their past 13 con-
tests. Bo Horvat scored to snap his nine-game goal
drought for the Canucks, who have lost seven of their
past eight games (1-5-2) following their second setback
to Dallas in six days.

WILD 4, SABRES 1
Zach Parise netted two first-period goals to power

Minnesota past host Buffalo, marking the 49th multiple-goal
game of his 15-year career. Jason Zucker tallied an empty-net
goal and an assist, Jonas Brodin scored, and Alex Stalock made
30 saves for the Wild, who improved to 10-1-1 in their past 12
games in Buffalo. Kevin Fiala posted an assist, giving him four
goals and three assists in his past eight games. Brandon
Montour scored, and Linus Ullmark stopped 22 shots for
Buffalo, which dropped to 2-7-2 in its past 11.

GOLDEN KNIGHTS 4, MAPLE LEAFS 2
Cody Glass recorded a goal and an assist to help Vegas defeat

Toronto in Las Vegas. Mark Stone, Tomas Nosek and Cody Eakin
also scored for the Golden Knights. Max Pacioretty had two assists,
and Marc-Andre Fleury made 31 saves. Jason Spezza had a goal
and an assist, Zach Hyman also scored, and Frederik Andersen
made 33 saves for the Maple Leafs. Toronto’s losing streak
stretched to six games (0-5-1), its longest since an 0-5-1 stretch
from Feb. 27-March 7, 2016.  —Reuters

McDavid, Oilers snap Sharks’ winning streak

Isles nip Penguins, extend 
point streak to 15 games

CALGARY: Matthew Tkachuk #19 of the Calgary Flames takes a shot on Philipp Grubauer #31 of the
Colorado Avalanche during an NHL game at Scotiabank Saddledome in Calgary, Alberta, Canada. —AFP

Four years on, 
traditionalist India 
joins cricket’s 
pink-ball party
KOLKATA: India will become the last
major cricketing nation to enter the
pink-ball Test era tomorrow after long
resisting innovations to the five-day
format. The second Test against
Bangladesh in Kolkata will be a day-
night affair — partly played under
floodlights, and with a pink ball rather
than red for better visibility.

Day-night Tests, aimed at increasing
crowds and TV audiences for the five-
day games, were successfully introduced
in 2015 but India has balked at joining
the party. India’s new cricket chief
Sourav Ganguly had to work hard to
convince both teams to play under
floodlights but he has now arranged a
grand spectacle at Kolkata’s Eden
Gardens.

Virat Kohli’s India appear in little
danger of losing the ground-breaking
fixture, as they already lead the two-
match series 1-0 after a crushing win in
Indore. The Board of Control for Cricket
in India has kept away from day-night
Tests since the first pink ball game in
Adelaide between Australia and New
Zealand in 2015. It refused to play a Test
under lights in Australia last year.

England, Pakistan, South Africa, Sri
Lanka and West Indies have all played at

least one day-night Test but the BCCI,
by far the richest and most powerful
board in world cricket, dodged it,
reportedly due to a negative player
feedback.

It echoes India’s resistance to the
Decision Review System, which it belat-
edly embraced years after the technolo-
gy had become standard in other coun-
tries. Despite the delayed introduction,
former India captain Sunil Gavaskar
told AFP that the future is bright for
pink-ball games.

“When day-night cricket started not
many thought it would be successful but
look at the huge following it has now, so
there’s no reason to believe that day
night Test cricket won’t be successful
too,” said Gavaskar.

“The only thing I feel is that the stats
for pink-ball Test cricket should be sep-
arately maintained from red-ball cricket.
“Similarly for limited-overs cricket also
the stats should be separate for red-ball
and white-ball, or some sort of distinc-
tion made so that future generations can
know what was what.”

DEW DILIGENCE 
Bangladesh Prime Minister Sheikh

Hasina and West Bengal chief minister
Mamata Banerjee will ring the bell at the
start of the game at Kolkata’s famous
Eden Gardens ground. Kohli said the
change of colour will test the batsmen as
the pink balls behave differently than the
red ones used in day-time Tests.

“The pink-ball Test is going to be
exciting, will be a challenge for the bat-
ters. With the older ball, it doesn’t

swing that much so the bowlers will
have a challenge,” Kohli said after their
opening win.

“We’re just happy to be among the
first to play pink-ball cricket for India.”
India have experimented with pink balls
in domestic cricket, including a club
game in Kolkata. But not many players
in the current squad are used to the
new balls, which were tested during
hurriedly organised net sessions during
the first Test.

But Gavaskar said Kohli’s team —
which leads the world Test championship
table and is aiming to secure a 12th
straight series win at home — can con-

quer any facet of the game.
“This is a magnificent Indian team

which can find a way to win even if they
are playing on the snow in Iceland or
sand in the Sahara desert,” said
Gavaskar. “So it does not matter whether
any of the players have played earlier
with the pink ball or not.”

Former Australia umpire Simon
Taufel said “adaptability” will be key
for players and officials when the colour
of the ball will appear to change during
twilight. “We need to adapt just like
everybody else. I stood in a pink-ball
trial at Lord’s and it was different,”
Taufel told AFP. —AFP

Paine says Australia 
have done homework 
on young Pakistan
BRISBANE: Captain Tim Paine said yester-
day Australia were wary of being “sur-
prised” by Pakistan’s young pace attack,
which could include 16-year-old sensation
Naseem Shah, and admitted they had been
studying as much footage as possible.

The home team go into the first Test at
the Gabba in Brisbane starting today as
overwhelming favourites, with Pakistan hav-
ing lost losing their last 12 five-day matches
in Australia. But the tourists’ attack has an
element of the unknown, with not only
Naseem tipped to make his debut but 19-
year-old pacemen Shaheen Afridi and Musa
Khan in the squad. “We’ve prepared for all
of them. That’s the thing with Pakistan, they
have a lot of different options, a lot of skill
and by the looks of it a fair bit of pace,” said
Paine. “So we’ve made sure we’ve looked at
as much footage as possible of their pace

attack, and their batters. “What we don’t
want is to go out there tomorrow at some
stage and be surprised by something we
see, whether that’s their spinner, their quicks
or their batsmen. So we’ve done our
research.” Naseem, whose mother died last
week, has only played seven first-class
games, but impressed with a fiery eight-
over spell against Australia A in Perth in the
build-up.

Paine said he had played with 16-year-
olds in club cricket, but never on such a big
stage. “He looks like a really, really exciting
talent,” he said. “Pakistan have got a knack
of finding these young fast bowlers so it
looks like they have another one to add to
that rich history of fast bowlers that they
seem to produce.” Pakistan also boast the
impressive Muhammad Abbas and veteran
Imran Khan senior among their fast bowling
arsenal while Yasir Shah is a prolific leg-
spinner.

They wil l  be hoping to make quick
inroads into the Australian top order in
Brisbane, but face huge hurdles in knocking
over David Warner and Steve Smith. Smith
carried his side in the recent Ashes series

against England and Paine said he wanted to
see the rest of the batsmen offer him more
support against Pakistan. 

“Probably during the Ashes we relied too
heavily on Steve, so the rest of top seven are
really keen to score a lot of runs,” he said.
“Traditionally we love batting in Australia,
we have had some real success on this
ground, it’s a great ground to bat on if you
can get in and spend a lot of time out there.”

Joe Burns, who scored a century in his
last Test against Sri Lanka in February, is
expected to open with Warner. Smith or
Marnus Labuschagne will bat at number
three, followed by Travis Head, Matthew
Wade and Paine.

Coach Justin Langer echoed Paine’s call
for more consistency from Australia’s bat-
ting line-up. “We’re number five in the
world in Test cricket at the moment, and
there’s reasons for that,” Langer said. “One
of them is that we don’t score 300-plus in
the first innings enough. Our batters are
very aware of that. “We’re not going to shy
away from that. It’s no secret. We know
we’ve got to keep improving and I’m confi-
dent we will.” —AFP

KOLKATA: India’s cricket team captain Virat Kohli (R) kicks a soccer ball with
teammates as they warm up during a practice session at The Eden Gardens
cricket stadium in Kolkata yesterday, ahead of the second Test cricket match
between India and Bangladesh. —AFP

BRISBANE: This handout picture taken and
released courtesy of Mazher Arshad yes-
terday shows Australia’s captain Tim Paine
(L) and Pakistan’s captain Azhar Ali posing
with the series trophy ahead of the first
cricket Test match between Australia and
Pakistan at the Gabba in Brisbane. —AFP
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Ramsey fires Wales to Euro 2020, 
rounds off main qualifying phase

PARIS: Aaron Ramsey sent Wales to Euro 2020 with a
brace to give them a 2-0 win over Hungary and a spot in
next summer’s finals, while Belgium completed their per-
fect qualifying campaign with a mauling of Cyprus.

Juventus midfielder Ramsey hit his decisive double
either side of half-time at the Cardiff City Stadium to
ensure that Ryan Giggs’s side leapfrogged Tuesday’s
opponents into second place in Group E to snatch a spot
at the multi-host tournament. Wales also held off Slovakia,
who beat Azerbaijan 2-0 but finished a point behind in
third thanks to their defeat at group winners Croatia in the
previous round of matches.

Ramsey’s match-winning display came in his first start
of qualifying and capped a superb performance that belied
a characteristically injury-dogged season that term in
Serie A. “I missed a lot of this campaign but it was all
worthwhile to chip in with a couple of goals tonight,”
Ramsey told Sky Sports. “We had the time of our lives in
France (at Euro 2016). We inspired a nation last time out
so we wanted to do it again.”

The 28-year-old, who played 30 minutes as a substitute
in Saturday’s win in Azerbaijan, made an immediate impact
by charging into the box to meet Gareth Bale’s inch-per-
fect cross to settle the home side’s nerves on 15 minutes.

There was no way back for the visitors once Ramsey
controlled Kieffer Moore’s knockdown to smash home
from close range two minutes into the second half.
However Wales also had to thank goalkeeper Wayne
Hennessey for keeping the scores level just before the
break after an incredible double save to deny first Dominik
Szoboszlai and then Roland Sallai as the home fans held
their breath.

The win gave Wales the final automatic place, with 20
teams ready to contest the finals and another four spots
set to be decided via the playoffs in March next year. One
of the favourites for the tournament which kicks off in

Rome on June 12, Belgium, made it a perfect 10 wins from
10 with a 6-1 thrashing of Cyprus that saw Christian
Benteke score twice.

The Crystal Palace forward is yet to score in the
Premier League but opened Belgium’s account in the 16th
minute with a tap-in two minutes after Nicholas Ioannou
stunned the Group I winners with a superb run and shot.
He rounded off the scoring in the 68th minute when he
collected a neat through ball from Kevin De Bruyne —
who also scored twice — and slotted past Neofytos
Michael. Tuesday’s stroll means Roberto Martinez’s side
finish the qualifying phase as top scorers with a whopping
40 goals, with an average of four goals a game.

Russia, who finished two points behind Belgium,
thumped San Marino 5-0 in one of a host of dead rubbers.
Germany and the Netherlands thumped Northern Ireland
and Belarus to close their campaigns in style.

Serge Gnabry said Germany were heading to the Euros
in a positive mood after hitting a hat-trick that sank the
Northern Irish 6-1 and gave them top spot in Group C.
“We are playing some very, very good football,” said
Gnabry, who came off to a standing ovation on 80 minutes.

“We are going to the finals confident and with a good
run behind us. The team is young, but we’re all having a lot
of fun.” Georginio Wijnaldum meanwhile made another
stand against racism as he also scored three times in the
Netherlands’ 5-0 crushing of Belarus.

Liverpool midfielder Wijnaldum was angered at
Excelsior striker Ahmad Mendes Moreira being subjected
to racist chanting by FC Den Bosch fans during a Dutch
second division match.

And after opening the scoring in the sixth minute he
and Frenkie de Jong joined on the sidelines to bring their
arms together to draw attention to their different skin
colour. Myron Boadu made it a night to remember by
scoring on his international debut to make it five three

minutes from the end, collecting Kevin Strootman’s pass
before colly slotting home. “This is obviously a dream
come true, to play for the national team and score on

your debut,” said the 18-year-old. “I can’t claim that I
should be in the squad for the Euro finals, I just have to
show what I can do.” —AFP

CARDIFF: Hungary’s defender Gergo Lovrencsics (L) vies with Wales’ midfielder Aaron Ramsey during the Group E
Euro 2020 football qualification match between Wales and HUngary at Cardiff City Stadium in Cardiff, Wales. — AFP

Gnabry hits treble as ‘confident’ Germany hammer N Ireland

JOHANNESBURG: Ethiopia came from behind to
shock the Ivory Coast 2-1 and Madagascar crushed
Niger 6-2 in fierce heat as 2021 Africa Cup of
Nations matchday two qualifying concluded Tuesday.

Hundreds in a huge crowd at the 60,000-seat
Bahir Dar stadium ran on to the field at full-time to
salute an Ethiopian side composed of 10 home-based
footballers plus one who plays in Egypt. Ivory Coast,
twice African champions and 95 places higher than
Ethiopia in the world rankings, made a great start
with Tottenham Hotspur defender Serge Aurier scor-
ing on four minutes.

But the Group K match turned dramatically mid-
way through the opening half with Surafel
Dagnachew and Shimelis Bekele scoring in a 10-
minute purple patch. The Ivorians introduced French
Ligue 1 midfielder Victorien Angban in the second
half as they sought an equaliser, but Ethiopia held
firm to collect maximum points.   

While the 1,800-metre (5,905 feet) altitude was a
disadvantage for a visiting side, the unusually cool
weather in the northern city would have suited them.
In the same group, Madagascar shook off difficult
preparations to crush Niger in 39 degrees celsius
(103 fahrenheit) heat.  

The national stadium in Niamey has a bone-hard
pitch, but that was no obstacle to the Indian Ocean
islanders as they recovered from conceding an early
goal to lead 6-1 after 65 minutes.

Amadou Wonkoye gave Niger a lead that lasted
just four minutes before Lalaina Nomenjanahary lev-
elled and the France-based Malagasy scored again to
trigger the romp. Madagascar were the surprise side
of the 2019 Cup of Nations in Egypt, stunning
Nigeria and eliminating the Democratic Republic of
Congo before bowing to Tunisia in the quarter-finals.

After beating Ethiopia in Antananarivo last
Saturday, Madagascar coach Nicolas Dupuis, his
staff, the players and officials had to travel to Niger in
two groups.  Like most African national teams,
Madagascar cannot afford to charter a jet, and many
airlines are unable to accommodate a full delegation
in one flight. Limited training time add to the chal-
lenges facing Dupuis, who was recently rewarded
with a four-year contract extension after the unex-
pectedly successful campaign in Egypt.

Niger have suffered worse home humiliations, in
the same stadium in Niamey 50 years ago they lost
9-1 to Ghana, the record away victory in a Cup of
Nations qualifier. Madagascar top the table with six
points, Ethiopia and the Ivory Coast have three each
and Niger are pointless.

Morocco and Mauritania share the lead in Group
E as they followed up their 0-0 draw in Rabat last
Friday with matchday two victories.  Achraf Hakimi,
on loan to Borussia Dortmund from Real Madrid and
a full-back with a fondness for goals, completed the
scoring as Morocco outplayed Burundi 3-0 in
Bujumbura. Mauritania left it late to seal a 2-0 win
over the Central African Republic in Nouakchott with
Diallo Guidileye doubling the lead one minute into
stoppage time.  Elsewhere, Zimbabwe star Khama
Billiat answered critics of his recent international
form by scoring both goals in a 2-1 Group H win over
neighbours Zambia in Lusaka.

Group J pacesetters Tunisia edged Equatorial
Guinea 1-0 in Malabo with former Premier League
forward Wahbi Khazri scoring the lone goal 16 min-
utes from time.  Libya rose from last to second in the
same section by shading Tanzania 2-1 with giant Anis
Saltou snatching the 81st-minute winner in a match
moved to Tunisia for security reasons.  —AFP

Ethiopia shock I
Coast, six-goal
Madagascar 
hammer NigerPARIS: The format for UEFA’s continent-wide Euro 2020

has been labelled “a scandal” by Belgium star Kevin De
Bruyne as European football’s governing body faces a
headache to ensure all host nations who qualify get to play
at home. For the first time, next year’s European
Championship will be played in 12 different host cities in 12
different nations, with Wembley staging the semi-finals
and final. The draw for what will be the second 24-team
Euro will be held in Bucharest on Saturday, November 30.

Wales became the 20th nation to secure their spot
when they beat Hungary 2-0 in Cardiff on Tuesday, with
the remaining four places going to the winners of play-offs
to be held next March. However, with UEFA having to
ensure that host nations play group games on home turf
while also keeping certain teams apart for geopolitical
reasons, much of the suspense has already been removed
from the draw.

For example, Ukraine and Russia cannot face one
another due to the conflict in eastern Ukraine. That means
Belgium already know they will face Russia and Denmark
— both of whom will host games — in Group B, leaving
little suspense come the draw for the finals.

“It is a scandal, honestly,” Manchester City star De
Bruyne told Belgian television after his side’s 6-1 win over
Cyprus on Tuesday. “Football is not really football any-
more, it’s becoming a business.

“As a player you have to get used to it, but for me they
are sort of falsifying the competition. It takes all the pleas-
ure away from the draw.” Netherlands coach Ronald
Koeman was similarly vexed to discover that his side have
already been placed in the same section, Group C, as
Ukraine. “I don’t really understand this new format. I have
asked my federation if I still need to bother going to the
draw on November 30,” he told De Telegraaf.

Belgium, Italy, England, Germany, Spain and Ukraine
are the top seeds for the draw, while World Cup holders
France find themselves in pot two along with the
Netherlands. Reigning European champions Portugal are
in the third pot. The draw for the play-offs which will pro-
vide the last four berths at the tournament will be held this
Friday, with its make-up based on performances in the
recent, inaugural UEFA Nations League.

Having fallen short in qualifying, both Northern Ireland
and the Republic of Ireland will get a second shot in the
play-offs. Northern Ireland will visit Bosnia and
Herzegovina on March 26, while the Republic of Ireland
will go to Slovakia the same day.  The winners of those
one-off ties will then meet five days later with a finals
place at stake. Scotland will have a home play-off against
either Bulgaria, Israel, Hungary or Romania. Should they
win that, they will then take on Norway or Serbia for a
place in the finals. However, Scotland, Hungary and
Romania are all due to host matches, which means provid-
ing for them all doing so should they qualify for the finals
becomes a headache for organisers. In addition, the fact
the play-off winners will not be known until just two and a
half months before the start of the Euro on June 12, adds
another layer of complication.

Seedings for Euro 2020
Pot 1: Belgium, Italy, England, Germany, Spain, Ukraine
Pot 2: France, Poland, Switzerland, Croatia, Netherlands,
Russia
Pot 3: Portugal, Turkey, Denmark, Austria, Sweden, Czech
Republic
Pot 4: Wales, Finland, winners of four play-offs
- Draw to be held in Bucharest on November 30
Play-off line-up
Path A: Iceland plus three from Bulgaria, Israel, Hungary
and Romania
Path B: Bosnia and Herzegovina v Northern Ireland;
Slovakia v Republic of Ireland
Path C: Scotland v one of Bulgaria, Israel, Hungary or
Romania; Norway v Serbia
Path D: Georgia v Belarus; North Macedonia v Kosovo
- Play-off draw to be held on Friday, November 22. — AFP

Euro 2020 format
blasted a ‘scandal’ 
as UEFA deals with 
draw headache MADRID: Zinedine Zidane faces another crossroads in

his handling of Gareth Bale, who appeared to mock
Real Madrid after Wales’ 2-0 victory over Hungary on
Tuesday.  After sealing qualification for Euro 2020 with
a wild win in Cardiff, an ecstatic Bale celebrated next to
his team-mates behind a flag that read “Wales. Golf.
Madrid. In that order”. 

The flag was taken from the crowd after Welsh fans
made a slogan out of comments made by former Real
Madrid player Predrag Mijatovic during an interview
with the Spanish radio station Cadena Ser last month. 

“Bale thinks first about the Wales national team, then
about golf and then about Madrid,” said Mijatovic. “I
have not talked to him but that is the impression I get.” 

Zidane must now decide whether to punish Bale and
what form that punishment should take. 

Bale is due to return to Madrid before joining up
with the team again today at Valdebebas, ahead of Real
Madrid’s La Liga game at home to Real Sociedad on
Saturday.  In between, Zidane will appear in a pre-
match press conference tomorrow before naming his
squad for the fixture later in the afternoon. 

Bale, who had been nursing a calf problem since the
start of October, is certainly fit again after managing 60
and then 88 minutes against Azerbaijan and Hungary
respectively but it would be a surprise if Zidane rein-
troduced him at the Santiago Bernabeu. 

The emergence of 18-year-old Rodrygo, who scored
a hat-trick against Galatasaray in the Champions
League two weeks ago, together with Madrid’s resur-
gence, means there is no urgency to bring him back. 

And Zidane will be wary of the reaction of the fans,
who had been more supportive of Bale this season but
are unlikely to take this latest act of rebellion with
humour.  Bale was giddy in the afterglow of victory in
Cardiff but even if the flag was not his - and he seemed
keen not to hold it - he certainly made no attempt to
distance himself from what is now being interpreted as
an affront in Madrid.  “Bale knows he can only leave
Madrid in January by pushing the boundaries but this is
getting completely out of hand,” wrote Diario AS jour-
nalist Manu Sainz. 

“Bale is finished at Madrid. Confirmed” wrote Josep
Pedrerol of El Chiringuito TV. 

Bale has long held an indifference to the Spanish
press, whose criticism of his contributions on the pitch
has often extended into jibes about his lifestyle off it,
including his love of golf and lack of Spanish.

“I find it hilarious to be honest,” Bale said last week.
“Especially some of the pictures and stuff my friends
send me. On one it said ‘triple bogey’ - and I’ve never
had a triple bogey. At least give me an albatross.” 

Bale also admitted he feels freer playing for his
country.  “I definitely have more excitement playing for
Wales,” he said. “With Wales, I’m speaking my own lan-
guage and feel more comfortable. But it doesn’t change
what I do on the pitch.” 

Zidane has been more conciliatory towards Bale in
recent weeks, in a marked change of approach since he
declared last summer it would be “better for everyone”
if he completed a move to China. 

Instead, he stayed and when Bale returned to
London three weeks ago for talks with his agent,
Zidane calmed the storm by insisting he had permission
to go.  When Bale was selected by Wales this month,
despite missing five weeks of Madrid games through
injury, Zidane said he had no problem with the call-up
and described suggestions he wants Bale to leave in
January as “nonsense”.  Yet the pair’s relationship
remains cold and Zidane keeping the peace is likely to
be purely with the interests of the team in mind, partic-
ularly while the transfer window is closed. 

Again, Bale has stirred the nest. Again, Zidane’s
patience will be tested. — AFP

Bale’s latest act of 
rebellion poses new 
problem for Zidane

Gareth Bale

LOS ANGELES: Jordan Morris and teenager Josh
Sargent scored two goals apiece as the United
States eased into the final four of the CONCACAF
Nations League on Tuesday with a 4-0 win over
Cuba. Seattle Sounders forward Morris struck twice
in the first half as manager Gregg Berhalter’s side
bagged three points to finish top of Group A, ahead
of Canada on goal difference.

Werder Bremen’s 19-year-old striker Sargent
bagged the other goals in a game played at George
Town’s Truman Bodden Stadium in the Cayman
Islands after Cuba’s proposed home venue failed to
meet CONCACAF standards.

The US had put themselves in the driving seat to

qualify after a comprehensive 4-1 defeat of Canada
on Friday.

Needing only a win to advance against a Cuban
side they had already beaten 7-0 earlier in the quali-
fiers, the US wasted no time in taking the lead when
Sargent bundled in the opener after just 34 seconds.

Despite relentless US pressure however,
Berhalter’s side were made to wait until the 26th
minute before they doubled their lead.

A flicked header by Schalke 04’s Weston
McKennie found Morris unmarked inside the penalty
area and the Seattle man made no mistake with a
cool finish past Cuba goalkeeper Sandy Sanchez.

Morris was then on target again six minutes
before half-time, tapping in Aaron Long’s goal-
bound cross to effectively seal the outcome.

Sargent then grabbed his second of the night in
the 66th minute, rifling home a low shot after Tyler
Boyd’s assist.

The US will now face Honduras in the semi-finals
of the CONCACAF Nations League next June, with
Mexico and Costa Rica meeting in the other half of
the draw. — AFP

Sargent, Morris 
at the double 
as US down Cuba
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Nadal sparks Spanish comeback
Canada into last eight, beat US for the first time in 16 attempts

MADRID: Spain’s Rafael Nadal returns the ball to Russia’s Karen Khachanov during the singles tennis match between Spain and Russia at the Davis Cup Madrid Finals 2019 in Madrid. — AFP

MADRID: Shortly before midnight on Tuesday in
Madrid’s La Caja Magica, Rafa Nadal punched the air
as chants of “Rafa, Rafa” echoed around the arena and
the Davis Cup Finals burst into life.

After generally disappointing attendances so far at
the glitzy new version of the 119-year-old competition,
a sell-out crowd in the cavernous 12,500-seat stadium
roared the world number one to a 6-3 7-6(7) win over
Russia’s Karen Khachanov.

While the reaction to Nadal’s victory sounded like
Spain had won the old trophy for a sixth time it actual-
ly just levelled the Group B tie at 1-1.

The victory would come shortly before 2 am when
veteran duo Feliciano Lopez and Marcel Granollers
beat Khachanov and Andrey Rublev 6-4 7-6 to clinch
a 2-1 win. With Russia having beaten defending cham-
pions Croatia 3-0 on Monday there was some anxiety
on the Spain bench when Rublev surged back to beat
Wimbledon semi-finalist Roberto Bautista Agut 3-6 6-

3 7-6(0) and put them ahead.
That left the 33-year-old Nadal with no margin for

error against dangerous world number 17 Khachanov.
But if ever there is a man for a crisis it is Nadal.

He had won his last 24 Davis Cup singles rubbers
since losing on his debut in 2004 and was not about to
stop now — not on home soil with his country
depending on him. Khachanov stretched him to break-
ing point at times, especially in the second set, but the
19-times Grand Slam champion fought off a set point
before claiming victory.

Afterwards he said the new format, with ties con-
sisting of three rubbers rather than the traditional five,
made things dangerous for the fancied nations.

“The format makes things very difficult because
every mistake puts you in a position that you don’t
want to be,” Nadal told reporters, anxiously peering at
the television to keep track of his compatriots playing
doubles. “The atmosphere has been amazing. The only

negative thing in my opinion is we are just starting the
last match at 1 a.m. That makes big trouble for us, for
the players and the people who come to the stadium
because tomorrow is a work day.”

CANADIAN RESURGENCE
Canada’s tennis resurgence continued as they

became the first nation through to the last eight after
beating the United States for the first time in 16
attempts.

Vasek Pospisil, ranked 150th in the world, edged
youngster Reilly Opelka 7-6(5) 7-6(7) before Denis
Shapovalov beat Taylor Fritz. The Canadians’ second
2-1 win, having beaten Italy on Monday, sealed top
spot in Group F. “Right now, Canada is really in the
best place it’s been in tennis history,” Pospisil said.

Canada could face Australia in the last eight after
Nick Kyrgios returned from a two-month lay-off to put
his team on their way to a 3-0 win over Colombia in

Group D.
Australia face Belgium in a group decider. Top

seeds and last year’s runners-up France had a close
shave as they beat Japan 2-1 — Nicolas Mahut and
Pierre-Hugues Herbert winning the decisive doubles 6-
7(4) 6-4 7-5 against Ben McLachlan and Yasutaka
Uchiyama.

There were no French fans there to watch it, howev-
er. The Les Bleus supporters club has boycotted the
event in protest at radical changes that have largely
replaced the 10-month long home and away knockout
format with an 18-nation season-ender in a single city,
played over seven hectic days.

“Actually, it was pretty special because it was the
first time I hear myself singing La Marseillaise,”
Herbert joked. Argentina beat Chile 3-0 in Group C
while in Group E Kazakhstan edged the Netherlands
2-1. The six group winners and two best-placed run-
ners-up progress to the quarter-finals. —Reuters

LONDON: Jose Mourinho was appointed yesterday to
replace the sacked Mauricio Pochettino at Tottenham,
with a brief to revive the flagging fortunes of a club
languishing in the lower reaches of the Premier League.

The former Chelsea, Real Madrid and Manchester
United manager has signed a contract until the end of
the 2022/23 season. “I am excited to be joining a club
with such a great heritage and such passionate sup-
porters,” said Mourinho, who has won domestic league
titles in Portugal, England, Italy and Spain.

“The quality in both the squad and the academy
excites me. Working with these players is what has
attracted me.” Mourinho’s glittering CV includes
Champions League titles with Porto and Inter Milan.

The 56-year-old also won three Premier League
titles over two spells in charge of Chelsea, and returned
to England to manage Manchester United in 2016. “In
Jose we have one of the most successful managers in
football,” said Spurs chairman Daniel Levy. “He has a
wealth of experience, can inspire teams and is a great

tactician. “He has won honours at every club he has
coached. We believe he will bring energy and belief to
the dressing room.” The club tweeted a picture of their
new Portuguese boss holding a Spurs shirt ahead of his
first match in charge — a London derby at West Ham
United on Saturday.

Mourinho was sacked by Manchester United last
December following a poor run and has been without a
club since, most recently working as a TV pundit. He
remains a big name but there will be questions over
whether his pragmatic style can mesh with Tottenham’s
tradition of attacking football, a problem he also faced
at Old Trafford.

SPURS SLIDE 
Argentine Pochettino was dismissed on Tuesday,

with Spurs struggling in the league after picking up just
three wins from 12 games.  The 47-year-old had trans-
formed the club’s fortunes since arriving in 2014, and
although he failed to win a trophy, he took Spurs to the
Champions League final for the first time in their histo-
ry just six months ago.

But that masked indifferent domestic form in the
second half of last season, and Pochettino was unable
to reverse the slide in this campaign. As well as tum-
bling down the league, they were knocked out of the
League Cup by fourth-tier Colchester United and suf-
fered an embarrassing 7-2 defeat at home to Bayern
Munich in the Champions League.

Former Tottenham manager Harry Redknapp told the
BBC that poor results forced the club’s hand. “I love
Mauricio Pochettino, but he has been averaging a point
a game over the last 25 games,” he said. “The
Tottenham board are ruthless businessmen, they will
have realised that at this rate they might not make the
top four. “Also the same voice after six years starts to
wear a little thin, a new man can find another 10 per-
cent, they will find a spring in their step for Jose’s first
game.” Tottenham qualified for the Champions League
four times under Pochettino, culminating in a dramatic
run to the European Cup final in June, which they lost
2-0 to Liverpool in Madrid.

However, domestic results had been on the decline
since February, with Spurs clinging on to a top-four fin-
ish last season despite winning just three of their final
12 league games. Mourinho arrives with the club 11
points outside the Premier League top four, though
they are well placed to reach the last 16 of the
Champions League.

TRIBUTES 
The job done by Pochettino was all the more

remarkable given the tight budget for transfers and
wages in comparison with Tottenham’s Premier League
rivals, as the club built a new stadium at a cost of more
than £1 billion ($1.3 billion).

Much of Pochettino’s success came from nurturing a
squad of young players into household names such as

Harry Kane, Dele Alli and Christian Eriksen. A series of
Spurs players paid warm tribute to their departing
manager. Tottenham and England forward Kane tweet-
ed: “Gaffer. I’ll be forever thankful to you for helping
me achieve my dreams.” South Korean forward Son
Heung-min said in an Instagram post that “words are
powerless to express my gratitude”. The Tottenham
Hotspur Supporters’ Trust released a statement
expressing “concerns” and seeking clarity over how the
new boss and the board would work together. The
group asked: “Is the manager solely accountable? How
much has the board’s line on wages and transfers con-
tributed to player unrest and disaffection?” —AFP

Mourinho handed 
task of reviving 
struggling Spurs

Jose Mourinho
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